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The university is in a unique tri-city area, with the cam
pus located along nine blocks of Hampton Boulevard. Other
locations include 52nd Street and Colley Avenue and sites in
surrouding cities.
The university is within five minutes of downtown Nor
folk, about twenty minutes from Virginia Beach, and is
situated along the Elizabeth River. With the Chesapeake Bay
just minutes away from the campus, water sports and sun
tans are definitely an integral part of the students’ lives.
The students provide a major source of revenue for local
merchants along Hampton Boulevard. Shops specialize in
anything the student needs, from clothes to clubs to food or
basic drug-store items. All students have to do is walk a
couple blocks.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Eric Brarseur

The first day answers questions, especially who hangs out where? OUT
DOORS! These women preferred a sunny spot on the Webb outdoor stage.

"I’m a commuter. It’s not fun looking for a
parking space around here.”-M a rc Barber,
freshman

4 Opening

Eric Brasseur

The Mecca of activity and
nucleus of the campus is
Webb Center. Webb was
renovated to house more
student organizations and a
mini-mall.
It is never odd to see a cou
ple stealing some time in a
s p e c ia l p la ce on the
grounds. Most dorms had
quiet spots for relaxing, so
cializing or just being.

Eric Bra*»cur

Why go to calss when you can
dance? These students practiced
for a dance presentation put on
in Webb Center.

The Campus 5

We won’t ask! Enjoying himself dancing,
this student knows how to party. People
flocked to parties, to meet more people.
Some new faces, some old ones. With
17,000 plus people on campus, every face
looks familiar. Maybe you’ve passed them
once or twice.

Eric Btsmcmt

Everywhere you looked, people, people, people. During sunnier times,
most of the students could be seen outside, enjoying the free time
before class or just soaking up the rays.

6 Opening

Well, if you’re going to skip class, might as well bring a radio These two
fellows provided others and themselves a form of entertainment while
enjoying lunch.

Eric B raiH ur
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As they sleepily cross the campus for the first day of fall
session, some students simply can’t take in the abundance
of varied personalities and styles just yet. But as the year
goes on, it is hard not to notice just how unique each person
is.
From the rebirth of the sixties, with Birks and tye-dyed
apparal to the ultra-conservatives, everyone has a look.
Clothing is only the beginning. Some people even prefer to
wear suits without the jacket, but dress down the shirt and
tie with flip-flops. There are no bounds.
Conversations are generally more serious, especially in
this election year. Favorite causes include the environment
and women’s issues. Don't get us wrong, though. Social lives
remain in full effect.
Copy by Teri Sears and Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears
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"The people are pretty cold. There’s not a
lot of communication. People just go to class
and that’s it.”—Delphine Priest, senior.
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D aniele Shugart

Some students take advantage of
the benches provided to study be
fore class. Students took the time
they could to study.
Cyclists vs. walkers-Kamikaze bik
ers were infamous for cruising by
walkers at mock 2 managing to
maintain only a two inch distance
between bike and walker.

,
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A human sun-dial, only these mark
ers have to attend class. The circle
in front of Webb was a prime place
to soak up rays.
Only 48 students show for an at
tempt at a human O D U symbol.
Photographer Eric Brasseur worked
for weeks to get the permit to shoot
from the top of Webb.
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Erie Bras(eur

Yes, it’s him-the Preview Cowboy. Preview counselors provided entertain
ment as well as information for the students. For instance, they clued
freshpeople in on how to appear versed in campus life.
While their Preview counselor talks away, some students tune out and back
in to their own side conversations. During the two-day session, students
were introduced to the various organizations and campus hot-spots.

Eric Brasseur
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Do you remember the first time you set foot on this
campus? It seemed like a world in itself you would never
f igure out. While some of us recall the time, a large sect of
the student body felt it this fall.
During the summer, most freshmen attended a Preview
session. For two days, some students were housed on
campus while others drove in each day. Upperclassman
worked as preview counselors. Students take campus
tours, hopefully get dued-in to some basic campus eti
quette and attend an annual summer dance.
Dreaded are those placement test and the freshman
survey made up of about two hundred monotonous ques
tions for "statistical purposes only/’ Oh, so fun. A #2
pencil is your best friend.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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"Registration took a long
time, about an hour, but fi
nally I got my classes. It was
an e x p e r ie n c e ." —Paula
Haag, freshman

It’s a human
tidal wave.
Freshmen
stormed the
bookstore
during
Preview to
avoid the
upperdass
last-minute
rush, which
usually
occurred at
8 a.m. the
first day.

Eric Brafseur

Not only did the Preview
Cowboy show up, but so did
Preview’s own John Tra
volta. The counselors had
dance contests.

Freshman Preview 1 1

These ladies play rough. They don t mind a human demolition dirby
with a purpose, like winning a match. The women’s rugby club saw
more action than the mens’, who were suspended for the year.

Kudos to the Women’s Field Flockey team.
They won their third CAA tournament and
had a 60-game winning streak.
The Rowing Club’s varsity men practice on
the Lafyette River. The members had 6 a.m.
practices, which they actually attended.
That’s dedication.

Eric Brasseur

Whether it be for class
or for the team, the ten
nis courts are always
stocked w ith players.
Players could be seen in
the summer or winter
practicing.

1 2 Opening
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"Hut, hut, hut...” Monarchs only here this once a year—at
the Oyster Bowl. Another year has arrived where the only
football Monarchs will enjoy is pro or other-school games.
This could be a serious bummer, but...
IT’S NOTH! Monarchs are some of the most competative
people in the world, with a sports arena providing every
thing from swimming to the knock-down-drag-out clashes
of the rugby team.
On any given day, a team is either practicing or compet
ing, and the fans are always on cue. Monarchs are painted
up in school colors, sport the school logo, or come to scream,
yell, stomp and see their team home to a victory.
We ask again, are you up for the competition?
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Tim Bulock

Manuevering the ball down the field is no easy task with head to head
competition staring you down. ODU sponsored the Met Life Classic for the
second time.

"Even though we have no football team, the
sporting events here are still exciting. I just
wish we had a football team.”—Kisha Petticolas, sophomore

Sports 1 3
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What else can we possibly ask? Do you have to ask? We
could go on forever. We have limited ourselves to investi
gating only that which is humanly possible to learn about
the university in a year and pass it on to our readers.
Our theme was generated in a summer workshop that
Teri Sears, Amy Wood, and William Haynes—Editor-inChief, Copy Editor, and Managing Editor, respectivelyattended in Gettysburg, PA. In four days of hot debate
and regular clashes of ideas, we managed to get back to
the basics with the help of Greg Jones, the college
instructor.
We decided just to ask questions and report the an
swers or lack there of to our readers. We hope our read
ers will learn just as much as we plan to in this story of one
year at the home of the O.D.U. Monarchs.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Ivan M erry

Express yourself. Some creative spirits floating around campus attacked
this wall on the side of the building near Killam and 47th streets. Whether
art, music or appearance, free expression was the key.

OH , D O U? OH, D O U? OH, DO U? OH, DO
U ? OH, D O U? OH, D O U? OH, DO U? OH,
D O U ? OH, D O U? -- W hat’s your question?
Here are the answers.

Opening

E ric Brasseur

Bikers are gentle when they spot friends. If
students found biker friends, they had less
fear of two-wheel terrors.
It was the first week of school,and no time
was wasted getting back to work. These
students took advantage of the warm
weather and squeezed in a tiny break.

Oh, Do U? 1 5

Oh, do you know that there are approxi
mately 17,000 Monarchs on campus each
day? Part of any education was just watch
ing others live.
We saw several changes in campus rou
Eric Bratreur

Roommates could
be helpful or
troubling. Chuck
Thomas helps
roommate Kip
Harris come to life.
After all, it
wouldn’t be fair to
let your friend miss
class. Other
relationships
bloomed also. Who
is dating who? was
always a good
question. Webb
lawn was one place
to find the
answers.

tines. Norfolk Police patrolled the campus
regularly, and conduct rules were more
heavily enforced.
The presidential election weighed on ev-J
eryone's mind. BUSH, CLINTON, PEROT?!?
Uh? And who could forget the best part of
college-class? NOT! Fridays arrived too
slowly and Mondays too fast, but there was

Eric Bra*«eur

always something new.

Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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people or run into friends that w ere hard to find J
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Temp
...bur rh e h e a r
couldn't m elt rhe
desire ro h a ve
fun.

Fast
Surfing. Volleyball. Melted W ax.
BUGS. Sén^l in your short«» m your
shoes, even on your hair. The smell of.
flesh roasting in the Sun. G-Strings
strutting past you on thé. beach. M$s< Stve road trips. "Is that going to be all
for you ?” "Want fries with that?” "ls
anybody helping you?” Keg parties in
someone’s back yard. "Really officer,
didn’t know it was illegal to run naked
through my neighborhood at 3 ,ajrtt.,f
and N 0 vl haven’t been drinkingJ’’ Gad
zooks, It is HOTUIlt Another stimulat
ing lecture today in Western
. lions. "Hey, this tattoo wasn’t here
before I passed outf” "I can’t believe.
I’m guarding the baby pool!” -summer
and Tjjs mèny meanings.
While hiany CDU students worked .
to pay the higher tutuion or rent, oth
ers lounged about becoming General
Hospitial ju n k ie s lje t others had to
pack up their lives, making such harsh
decisions like should Ted. E. Bear go to
ODU also, and if he does, what will his
major be?
liefer idge\
an, Nags Head
Hatteras all had tlje invasion of the
surf dudes and dudettes. damping or
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beach sleeping was a regular event.
The few, the proud, the summer school
students—Some^ students came back to get
ahead start for their dipolma. Others did
internships in their majors.
Soon after the time clock was punched
and the last chapter was read, but let’s be
real here, even before that, the parties
started.
Professors weren’t exempt from the sum
mer fun. Some came back and taught sum
mer classes, while few went as professorambassadors to other schools. Others held
summer jobs no where near their teaching
profession. John Kelly taught tennis lessons
at a local country club. Others relaxed, en
joying their time away from the job.
Some students bid a fond farewell to the
old Tides stadium and started counting the
days till the new Met park opened up.
Just a mere six weeks into the semester,
the groans of "is it summer yet?” were
heard echoing throughout the campus. By
November, some students were already
planning trips out of the country and gear
ing up for winter surfing. But cheer up, only
nine more months till May.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

SUMMER W OULDN’T be summer if there w ere no bods
baking in the sun. These two students chose to catch
their rays in the quiet seclusion of a dock on the Eliza
beth River. This spot is just behind the M idrise dorm
and out of eye-shot of unwanted gawkers.
VIRGINIA BEACH, the Strip in particular, was a definite
hot spot for tourists and students. There are restau
rants, bars, shops and a wax museum. Like these stu
dents, most people just like to walk and talk, taking in
thè scene.

Summer 1 9

:»;-V YET ANOTHER stimulating day in Preview. Students
were introduced to the policies of the university, as
well as other future freshmen and the counselors.
IF YOU ARE not studying, what are you doing? Playing
pool was one way to unwind with friends. The game
room in Rogers Hall was usually packed with people that
were looking for an alternative to studying.

8
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Its is so big. Maybe it is too big for
take it for an
* ijf 4 ^ L p ^ n Q ^ ^
ceed? Will everyone know I’m just a
freshman? What do I call my instrucHey yoci? Where am I,
again? I forgot which dorm is miriel f f
These were just a fevy first thoughts
and fears that hit each freshman, but
their impressions changed, and ques
tions were answered. Most found that
freshman lose the big red "F’y on their
chest and blend in wijh the campus
community as anxieties fade.
Freshmen agreed that college life

..jusr one m ore
rime. PLEASE! I
jusr gor here.

\

1

tines back home. Roommates Brian
Flarold and Darnell Lee said that the
students on their hall and in Mid-Rise
Hall were nice and very easy to get
along with. Some students found com
munity hving a bit more difficult,
though. These students learned very
quickly how handle varied lifestyles
with much more ease. There were no
other options when they liYed on a hall
with at least 50 other people.
Brian S'ftd Darnell were, atsp lin X /
pressed hy ~inshdet^r's intere^T”p :L
N/
L i _TtCI/

s**^fT*~ \ .sj

/t :

their classes, no matter how large the class
es were. Brian said, "I feel like the teachers
really care about their students.”
Brian also said, "There is equal opportuni
ty for everyone here.” Carey Leahey agreed
and said, "I like O.D.U. because it is an equal
opportunity college with many options. No
one is locked into one path; we have
choices.” Carey said that a student would
have to try to not have something that in
terest him.
Students like Harvey Fuller and Lynn Shel
ley were impressed with their new school in
many aspects. Harvey said, "This is a cool
school with great parties and nice people.”
Lynn loved a variety of things about her new
home from its active social life to its pretty
campus. "I really enjoy it. I’ve made friends
who are my support groups when I need
them. There are lots of different sports ac
tivities so that everyone will get involved in
school.”
Yes, it is big. Yes, you will enjoy it. And
yes, you can succeed. Freshmen came to
these conclusions on their own.
Copy by Amanda Poteat
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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STRESS ALERTI Freshmen encountered the head
ache of registration. Not only dip<they find
many computers broken down, but they also
found that it was not as easy to get into classes
| .^ s they thought. They probably learned what
not b e taught in cla^s, harfenob. V™

K s

5r

Freshmen Impressions 2 1
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aHy not. W orkers were"on campus d i i ^ ^ k l ^
^ of buildings regularly. Construction continued

■'x0^'die-^e^i Ogperex|lg^

riS^n^h»>

><iinfainiliar for students to dodge construction
/ w i ^ erijeairr» inig various iK ie c iij^

V J M p P ip cranes ar«| bulj-doxers.

B ig O i
f

# ? m iS

...who forget to
pur a w a y their
toys. Now, Now
guys.

$o^
them back in. The im i^ e rs ft£ jh ^
adopted a crew of these overgrown
boys to wander up and down Hampton
boulevard, cutting traffic off at the
busiest times Of the day. Jhest^ w o^
ers are implementing t h e t ^ i w l ^ r ;
n |k t^ |c ^ Ii|v 4 r clrtcR
Hampton; ffeulevard will then bO

) / ^eqfcat^ /sW eejtT o fits orignal width-

expansion, with gates and bushes run‘ oing down the middle. At
)
points, breaks will Occur in the gates
wili be allowed to /

iB p f sti^^pp<b^og>i
incejtp/fhe
school, and the
Th^chOoII
along the street will be de, „ .
p . jfe^e.. also 7heeif "made", for
more multilevel parking facilities^

Boys
making those endless voyages around the
lots, looking for even a motorcyle spot to
squeeze into.
The crew working on Webb Center is
rarely seen unless you happen to look up and
notice a few extra bodies hanging from the
new rafters. Originally, these rafters were
supposed to take the shape of two new
wings filled with organizations and adminis
tration by December, but... Most offices will
relocate in the summer of ’93.
Webb Center will house a food court,
which will look like a miniature version of
Waterside. Also, a glass walk-over will cross
the inner garden, giving access to the new
administrative offices as well as many more
special interest groups.
Construction has had some downfalls. The
construction workers were given an entire
lot to themselves. Though it be small, it
could have still come in handy. Students
driving anything less than a four-wheeldrive-all-terrain vehicle have often been lost
in sinking pot holes and gravel pits. Walking
students invested in hiking boots and wad
ing boots for those rainy days when O.D.U.
became the floating campus.
Copy by Amy Wood, Teri Sears and Kisha
Petticolas
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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Dave Pooser

C O LD WEATHER didn’t stop these workers from get
ting the job done. These two men are putting a window
in Webb while supported by a scaffold suspended from
the top of the building. Safety was a real concern, so
work areas were partitioned off by eight-foot metal
fences.
HOW STUPID do they think we are? Are all these ma
chines necessary to close the road? Many times ser
vice entrances were needed because main entrances
were blocked for construction.

Construction Continues 2 3

FATHER JIM of the Catholic campus m inistry strikes a
pose on the wall in front of Webb while observing the
many activities that took place during M ainstreet.
SAMPSON AND DELILAH and ... Big Blue? He wasn’t in
my Biblel The campus ministries played an active part
in the activities of M ainstreet. The campus m inistries
also had booths set up for M ainstreet.

2 4 Student Life
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Hey,

Up?
, For most Students, if early morning
hours like 8 a.rri. are mentioned, their
face twists up into this horrible gri
mace and they go "I don’t think so.”
But for students who participated in
Mainstreet
8 a.m. was the trumpet
call, and Webb lawn was the place.
Scott Harrison, assistant director of
Student Activities, coordinated this
years’ events. Graduate students like
Walid Aziz, Tom Capozzi, and Camille
Chapman helped in coordination and
set-up. Sonjia Stills, a woman doing an
internship for Into the Streets, another
campus project also helped out.
One hundred thirteen organisations
recognized by the Student Senate par
ticipated, in the event. The Army
ROTC had a helicopter flown in and
landed on the Webb lawn for demon
stration and viewing. A womens’ prochoice group participated, and many
political tables were set up.
The campus media organizations set
up spots on the lawn. Recruitment was
a major objective, and since Main-

*92,

...campus groups
sh o w stu d e n ts
w h a t M o n arch
life is about.

street mainly reaches out to the freshmen to
get them involved, it was definitely the
event not to miss.
Several campus offices were there also.
They included the Alumni Association, the
Women’s Center, the Library, Rec Sports
and the Preview Orientation office. The ad
missions office set up a table as did the
campus counseling center.
Music was provided by WODU. As an
added bonus, the radio station gave away
free concert tickets for shows put on by
Eek-A-Mouse and the Lemondrops. The The
atre Troop performed several acting exer
cises, mostly improvisations, and the Dominionettes danced to a funky beat.
The famous Big Blue Beast showed up for
the afternoon, danced with spectators and
participants and gave everyone within
reach a Big Blue pawprint sticker. Were you
too square to be there? Everyone will know—
especially if you weren’t stuck by the Big
Blue Beast.
Copy by Teri Sears
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

E ric Brasseur

OUR G O O D BUDDY Scott Harrison helps to or
ganize Mainstreet by setting up before things
get started and cleaning up after things are
done. Harrison was an extemely busy person. As
well as being a coordinator of Mainstreet this
year, he was also the yearbook's advisor.

Mainstreet 2 5
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j AFTER A f lJ l Beauty "Contest, members and
friends hung out for a few laughs and a party.
These students stepped outside for some fresh
and to check out the outdoor-action From
above. Partying was just one way to release all
the energy built up from Monday to Thursday
afternoon.
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Just softly
the word "party” and
Instantly young bodies\tf|at Wetej pjRfjj^.
vjously too tired to study, work, or
attend classes find the energy to move
up and down, si<Je/fo-side, or to just
one spot, drink in hand. A

...jusr don't g e t
p u k e on m y
new
sh o e s.
FOOD FIGHT.

bodies on the verge of oyer-heating
where the rythym takes eontrol on the
bodies of\a part^cjan be an event to
p r ^ x with good friends. Just a c rg a X
rette and a cold drink (isall one heeds
in dust, at least until
Monday. Whatever takes place is what
we all talk about the following day,prohang-over doesn’t keep u K j^ -T
maining between the sheets.
A party is an opportunitvifor a schol^
ar to ajtfj^ F t lK
same sex, depending on what you like.
^So.me ponder over what to wear, or
who will s h o w , w i l l they even know
who 1s^j ymgth^ p a rfy
just go
with the flow, letting the music take

4
4

^

What is the; difference between a
C
and a party, (/onafhah Burrell]
Igfv^j^eyiefinrtioh./^AxIartce is where
you go to be seen and a party is where

K w H ^ p A T tT ^
26
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Say?
you go to freak.” We can all relate to this
statement, some of us more than others.
But some parties have nothing to do with
dancing, or for that matter, tiny overcrowd
ed houses. A lot of folks head to O’Sullivans
Wharf, Lewis’s or Battersons to party with
friends. With the opening of Fajita Flats,
there was a new place to party. Forty Sec
ond street was a mecca of partying through
out the year, as were all the frat and sorority
houses.
Perhaps the biggest party that goes on
around here is Oyster Bowl. People cram all
their homework into the week just to be able
to remain in a alcohol induced haze all week
end. There is never a shortage of parties
that weekend. Since mid-terms happened to
fall mostly on the week before the game, the
parties tended to be a stress reliever for all.
So whether it be a party with ten people,
music provided by Shabba Ranks, or the
keeger of the century where nobody knows
the owner of the house, we all agree that the
main point of a party is to let loose and have
a good time, and the next day, to pray that
nobody took any incriminating photos.
Copy William Haynes and Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Teri W hanger

HOW LOW CAN YOU G O ? This man tested his skills at
a Halloween bash put on by FM 99. The event was the
Midnight Madness, and it was definitely mad. C os
tumed or not, all were welcome, and there w ere plenty
of ways to win prizes, limbo being very popular that
night.
AT ANOTHER PARTY, a cold beer, shorts and no shirt
cut the fire of that summertime heat wave. Don’t for
get the deck shoes, though. There was no telling what
these guys might step in.

Parties 2 7

LISTEN TO FAYE NOW! Faye Wattleton, past president
of Planned Parenthood was the first guest speaker. She
spoke about politics, reproductive freedom and other
women’s issues.

PAN-AFRICAN SPECIALIST. Ali A. Mazuri is from the
State University of New York at Binghampton. He spoke
about race and religion in Am erica. His speech was one
that raised many questions from the audience.

E ric Bratteur

E ric Brasfeur

Eric Brasseur

"SURGEON GENERAL says smoking is bad for your
health.” But C . Everett Koop did not ta|k about anything
of the sort when he spoke. His topic was "Health care:
Will the crises deprive us of the opprotunities?”

2 8 Student Life

Can

T s i r f .'yf
A university is a place for people to
encounter varied opinions. As part of
tpis idea, (Dr, Louis Henry]', director of
the Academic Honors Program, headed up the Presiden^^e^t|k^ S^r^i|!^
The series came into existance one
yeaF ago and has so
^ p r^ ^ Z ”
,< ^ r j
students and
the general public who attend that the
learn is^td Tistefi td and
tafceTwthe thoughts and ide<$s
er^
whom they fnay disagree.
Generally, each lecture was packed,
and people had to filter into an over£ flow.room.
A speaker came e a e M m n |K ^ lr t ^ ::

f

...srudenrs ore e x 
p o sed to riv a l
view s and n e w
ideas.

the fall series waSTwC'Wattleton, iitimediate past president of the Planned
Parenthood federation of America.
Wattleton's speech focused on the
woman’s right to choose in the case of
abortion. She also spoke a bit on politics, with particular attention payed to
the wasted time spent on the Dan
Quayle-Murphy Brown issue, calling it
a "waste of time and tax dollars.”

Up?
C. Everett Koop, former U.S. Surgeon Gen
eral, spoke on the condition of health care in
the United States and where it was headed,
Koop specifically refused to answer questions concerning the presidential elections.
He did, however, address the AIDS crisis
and other related health concerns.
Other speakers included Ali A. Mazrui,
Pan-African specialist at the State University of New York at Binghampton, Abraham H.
Foxman, and Helen Waterford. Mazrui spoke
on race and religion in the U.S.
Foxman is the national director of the
Anti-Defamation League. He addressed antisemitism and racism in America. Helen Waterford is a survivor of the Holocaust and
writer on the subject.
The science department had a similar program as did the Fine Arts department. Science students heard several lectures, one in
particular focused on astrology. Of the arti$ts visiting the university, JoAnn Falletta,
the conductor of the Virginia symphony,
performed with an ensemble of symphony
musicians, and Rina Dokshinsky, an Israeli
pianist performed.
Copy by Teri Sears
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

A
DR. LOUIS HENRY opens each lecture by saying,
’’This is a market place of ideas. W e provide the
opprotunity for everyone’s views to be heard.”
Dr. Henry was the coordinator of the lecture
series for the past two years.

President's Lecture Series 2 9

AND JUST W HAT do you have in your pants? At
the Panhellimc Dance, as welt as at every other
dance held on cantpus, security officers used
metal detectors to help prevent any violence.
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(|wing tp the fact thpt j«|st as many
students live around the campus as
they do on campus, and that nationally
the <trime rat^i«{rising,
fy’s public safety departth^nt, ihntfjiir
junetioh with cityp o Jip e and the
school admini$tration, set new mea
sures to a|d in the overall safetyof its
students.
Public! Safety^ officials combined
forces with the Norfolk Police Depart
ment t4 increase^tne patrols on the
nearby streets. Both Public Safety and
Norfolk Police worked with the city
for additional streetlights around the
campus, also.
The newest concept is Park-WalkTalk. The program allows offic«psThif\
leave their patrol cars and interact
with the community. O fficers were of
ten spotted just casually talking to stu
dents as they arrive for school and
leave for home. Also, officers were
seen walking around inside the yaridus
buildings.
In addition, o ffic e s were assigned
to monitor the new mul|i-level parking
facility. There was at least one officer
patrolling the facility at all times dur
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ing open hours.
With the increase in patrols, did students
living in neighborhoods near the campus feel
any safer? One student, who asked to re
main anonomous because his apartment was
burglarized, commented, "It is nice to see
the extra patrols, but where were they when
my place was broken into?” He lived one
block off campus.
Student conduct rules were more heavily
enforced with respect to a student’s obliga
tion to carry his or her i.d. at all times. Some
students were randomly stopped and asked
to produce their student i.d. If an i.d. was
not shown, the student was fined.
In the dorms, further measures were tak
en to insure the safety of residents. On in
ner doors leading from the lobby to the ac
tual halls and outside doors, new security
locks were installed. Students had to insert
their student i.d.’s into a small scanner to
gain access. From II p.m. to 7 a.m. on week
days and midnight to 7 a.m. on weekends, a
security guard monitored the lobby.
Even with new measures officials contin
ued to look for ways to increase awareness
and protect the university community.
Copy by Walid Aziz and Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears
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A DRIVER’S W ORST nightmare. Judy Murphy of the
Norfolk Police wrote many parking tickets during the
year. Drivers took the chance of parking in illegal
spaces, and usually found a ticket on the windshield.

DISCUSSING the day’s events, officers patrol the park
ing lot. O ffice rs patrolled the campus on foot, golf cart,
and bike. These two officers are concerned about en
forcing the rules and meeting the students.
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Another dance, another metal dectector.

Public Safety 3 1

CHEERLEADER Kelly Wanamaker, better known as
Catwoman, hands out candy to thoseincoming party
people. After that, she went on to lead cheers for the
Monarchs during the ball game.

A W ITCH AND her maid waid for admission into FM99’s Midnite Madness at the field house. The field
house was crowded and supplies of candy ran out.

bric Brasseur

EVEN THE PRESIDENT made an appearance. Bush
stopped campaigning long enough to come by and en
dorse his favorite political ticket - Clinton/Gore.

3 2 Student Life

...anything w a s
possible in the
haze of Hallow
een festivities.

October 31, 10bIp.m. The little kids
had long^iiice>topped knocking on
the doors for candy and treats in their
mini outfits, ft was time for the big
kids to hitf/the scene, and they hit if
hard.
t FM 99 sponsored a citv-wide Halloween Party, appropriately catted Mid;
night Madness. Madness was what it
caused. During the entire party, every
speaker blared with a different land of
music. If it didn’t make people crazy, it
sure made for a quick, hard hitting
migrane. The party was held in iKe^C
gym on campus. People came from
*
over.
Elsewhere, other parties reigned.
There wasn't af quiet block around
campus. Between the Greeks, and the
street wanderring party-whereveryou-land people, the campus and R e C
surrounding community couldn’t help
but feel that creepy haltoween catting,
Elvis was spotted on 46th street;
couple of AMA (American Marketing
Association) members spotted him in
Sail of his sequined polyester glory—you
know those double-knit blue bell-bot
tomed things. Everyone knows busi-
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ness men are trustworthy, right. Heck, Elvis
showed up at the party they attended a few
minutes after a.m. He even had his side
burns and blue suede shoes.
Even though these guys just knew they
saw the real Elvis, other costumes caught
much attention. A purple dinosaur, Dino Flinstone perhaps, hit a few parties. The Roadrunner beat him to each place, though.
The community around the university
joined in the festivities. Colley Bay, a popu
lar off-campus hangout, held a costume con
test. The winner received a check for $1000.
The Boathouse, near Waterside downtown
in Norfolk, held their annual bash. For $15,
ghoulies could eat and drink their fill. In
Poquoson, a haunted house was set up. It
opened at dusk, but the lines formed way
before sunset. Virginia Beach also had sev
eral haunted houses and a haunted forest
walk.
One halloween ghoulie caught everyone’s
attention. He was a little man sitting on 45th
looking for the Great Pumpkin. When sever
al adult trick-or-treaters saw him at 10:15
p.m., he was sitting patiently—just waiting.
He was still there at I a.m. when Elvis
crooned "Are You Lonesome Tonight?”
Copy by Amy Wood and Teri Sears
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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MEEP! MEEPI The Road Runne r, minus W ild E.
Cpyote, ran in for his guest appearance. A Tew
was seen croonhigi'MÄ re\¥ o ji
lonesom e Töjnight?.”

Halloween 3 3

The Great Pumpkin is comingl The RHSA of the west
campus provided pumpkins for students to carve and
let their artistic nature shine through.
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No, this isn’t a giant stew pot swallowing a student.
Bobbing for apples was just one of the traditional Hal
loween activities that went on at the Halloween party
ait Midrise.
He’s gonna rock your world. This guy’s ambition was to
be the newest cast memberon In Living Color. W anda’s
looking at some pretty stiff competition if this guy gets
called back for auditions.

3 4 Student Life

"What am I gonna do with th is?” This student needs a
little quiet time to get her creative juices flowing be
fore carving her pumpkin.

Teri Whanger

IJSISiS#

Teri Whanger

The look on his fa ce says it all. Can you imagine? This
pumpkin is probably frowning because it’s no fun hav
ing a big head and no body.

The personality of the artists shines through in these
finished products. Just like any other art form, pumpkin
carving was expressive and fun.

Halloween Cont'd. 3 5
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Can you tell w hich clothes are clean or dirty or
do you have the clean, dirty and funky system ?
ju st because you come to college doesn’t mean
you can leave your room as m essy as you wish.
Many roommate arguments started e v e r the
"clean up your side” premise.
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Living
...ore room m ates
cre a tu re s from
hell or angels?

3 6 Student Life
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A part of college life is learning to
j''_jlyei-tifidS ^someone that you hardly
know. For some, it is a great
ènee and a friendship is made. Fbr oth
ers, it is a nightmare and a life long
ènéijny is acquired.
Just picture this: You show up to
your dorm with almost everything you
own to find that you are sharing a"
room half the $fze .of the one back
home with someone that you've never
met before. Even though the situation
looks bleak, you are determined t o ,
make thè best òf it.
A week into the semester you find
that the little angel that you thought
, you were living with is realty Satan’s
right hand man. Your roommate has
suddenly forgotten that there is no
one to pick up after them. Consequent
ly there are dirty clothes thrown all
over the floor and their bed is never
made. That is not to mention the dirty
dishes left in the sink. And now that
you two have become the best of bud
dies, your roommate feels that what’s,
yours is theirs and what’s theirs is
theirs. They eat your food and borrow
your clothes, but God forbid you run
out of toilet paper and have to use
some of theirs.
Now that things have gotten a little

1

out of hand, you decide to sit down and
have a talk with your live-in buddy. You
straighten things out, you think, but a week
later, things are worse. Now on top of being
messy and taking advantage of your gener
osity, they are just totally disrespecting you
and your space. For example, one night you
roll over to hear some weird noises coming
from your roommates side of the room.
When you open your eyes, you see some
person you don’t know, running to the bath
room in just their underwear. That’s the
straw that broke the camel’s back. You just
can’t take anymore.
Three weeks into the semester you find
yourself moving out of that situation and
into another. And with each box of stuff
that you move out, you hope and pray that
the next roommate is better than the one
you are leaving behind.
Are all roommates really this bad? Well, it
depends on who you are living with. Here’s a
word to the wise - if your perspective room
mate’s halo is a little dingy or you see a pair
of horns start to protrude from their head,
get out of there, QUICKLY!
Copy by Kisha Petticolas
Layout by Teri Sears

When it comes to busting A s, some students find it
necessary to actually unearth the desk they haven’t
seen in months. T racy Hubb found hers and put it to
use. This was hard for some students.

W e knew housing was bad - but four in a rooml Many
times, friends of roommates overran the dorm rooms.
Normally it was O.K., but watch out when your roomy is
cramming for an 8 a.m. mid-term at 7:59.

James Hunt

Through all the pizza boxes and pillows on the floor,
Jason Ladner manages to find the phone. Wonder what
the record time was for finding the phone when his
significant other was calling?

Roommates, from hell? 3 7

University officials had sympathy for empty wallets.
The SAC provided Friday night freebies which included
comedians, movies, and concerts by local bands.
The average college budget bar-b-que: at least this time
they could afford to eat more than the charcoal.

I

Eric Brasteur

Eric Brasfeur

Six bucks for a chicken sandwich and a two-inch-tall
milk? I don’t even get a napkin with that?! What in the
world is wrong with this place? Don’t you think I pay
enough to go here in the first place.

3 8 Student Life

...w h e n
your
pockets are full
of lint-bolls.

You only thought the national debt
was the biggest around. Old Dominion
students know that their education is
rapidly approaching the price of a
stealth bomber. Well, maybe not a
stealth bomber, but at least a new car.
Pretty soon, when it is time to repay
your loan, you will understand what I
mean by the national debt. And for
those students that dp not have did,
you already know what I mean.
The university decided to charge
students $115 per credit hour instead of
a flat rate for a certain number of
credits, let’s say $1,500 for 15 hours.
Add to that the cost of living on cam
pus in the dorms, or the high rent for
apartments or houses in the nearby
community. O r, if you are a commuter,
the $70 mud puddle parking permit.
Then there is the wonderful $34 stu
dent health fee that all full time stu
dents must pay. And then the final
blow, $25 to graduate. They should pay
us to graduate!
If you are not broke by now you cer
tainly will be after you buy your books.
The bookstore in Webb received wel
com e competition from Dominion

Bookstore. Herds of students flocked to Do
minion to recieve more money for buy backs
and to save on books for the semesters.
So now you have paid your tuition bill,
gotten all of your books, paid rent, moved in
and hooked up all utilities, paid for a small
puddle to park in, what’s left? Well, there is
food. Yes, food. But what can you get for
sixty-eight cents in pennies? Forget going
to 7-11 or Tinee-Giant, you can buy a small
soda and possibly a fireball, not enough to
live on. McDonald's is not under a buck and
Taco Bell is not close enough to campus. So,
you have to drive to Taco Bell. And driving
to Taco Bell takes gas and gas costs money.
That is all within the first weeks of school.
How can we remedy this problem? 1-800Mom-n-Dad. They will help you if they can.
Make sure that you call them collect and
that they send the Visa. Or the American
Express. Old Dominion accepts all major
credit cards.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

This is a great time for the automatic teller to
malfunction and start coughing out loads of
cash. An even better time would be during a ctiv 
ity hour when every poor college student on
campus floods Webb.
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Money Matters 3 9
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famous or paid a million dollars. The
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April 7-10, during a visit from the par
ents. Yes, yisitng parents got a glimpse
of Greek life. But what did they see? A
lot of fun and games and epjnmunity
service.
The wdek kicked off with a,blood
drive in Webb. The next day, the
Greek God and Goddess, Steve Gojn
\ ales and Moira Sheehan,reigned over
the opening ceremonies during the ac
tivity hour. Karen Gresham, ffomt^KC),,
was the guest speaker, la te r that
night, Studs was played in MGB. AdrrUssion to the event was letters' or
pins from the organization or a sug
gested donation of $1.00 or'more to
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Opens
The weekend started out with karioke at
Colley Bay as the evening entertainment.
After a long night of partying and drinking,
the Greeks were supposed to wake up at 8
a.m. for the annual field events.
Events were to include basketball, volley
ball, a race, the velcro wall jump, dizzy bat
and the ever popular duck duck goose. Did
the ancient Greeks include this* at their
Olympics?
Unfortunately, the weather only allowed
for volleyball and basketball. The grounds
around the campus had been saturated by a
week of April showers.
Other events were sponsered by various
organizations, some of them requiring a
dollar or more donation. There were meet
ings for Greek advisors, an All-Star soccer
game, a Palm Sunday Mass and a step-show.
Greeks were also asked to be tour guides for
the open house held on Friday, April 9.
With the fun of the games and the apperance of a Greek God and Goddess, the idea
of being a Greek sounded more fun than
before, and participating in the events as a
Greek was definitely an experience.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

W anda’s cousin (from In Living Color) crashed the
Greek Goddess contest. How could the judges choose
anyone but her after they saw the outfit and legs?
E ric Bratseur

Tired, Stephanie sleeps in sister Roseanne s lap during
the O lym pic activities.
Almost always impossible, but constantly attempted,
this brother tries to block a spike in the volleyball
tournament.

Greek Week 4 1

Judy Murphy

Most groups dressed in identical outfits. This lent to
the unity of the group performing and the motion as
steppers moved across the floor in their common goal —
a smooth but intense show.
Dominique Brooks uses his cane to maintain the rhythm
and to add spice to his performance as he coordinated
both stepping and tapping. Performing with canes was
unique to the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.

4 2 Student Life
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...stepped to the
cultural beat.

We step by raising our foof and
bringing it down in a spot other than
that from which it rose, ft's definition
has no consideration for skill or grace.
This is where it is deficient. On No
vember 7, in the fieldhouse, a mass of
students filled the inadequecies of this
definition and showed how a simple
act can bring intense emotion when
done properly, fiach participating so
rority and fraternity used the repetion
of natural rythm to guide their manuevers. With each falling foot came the
influences from past and present. The
velocity and level of force that each
step carried signified each group’s ex
pression and what emotions they at
tempted to draw from the crowd. Each
group had the awesome task of show
ing why they were the best, not
through words, but by extending
themselves beyond physical and cre
ative boundries.
Stepping is one of the strongest fac
ets of culture in historically Black so
rorities and fraternities. The style and
technique of the artform serves as a
mode for distinguishing each organi
zation. It is as significant as their col-

ors or the Greek letters that entitle them.
The dark surroundings had everyone’s at
tention focused on those in the spotlight.
The steppers were supported by back
ground scenery which made it evident that
they planned to go all out to win this year’s
award for best performance. The participat
ing sororities included Delta Sigma Theta,
Zeta Phi Beta, and Alpha Kappa Alpha. Alpha
Kappa Psi and Alpha Phi Alpha also came out
to represent the male portion of histroically
Black fraternities on the campus. They exe
cuted sharp moves that required every
ounce of physical control, as if to say "We
own the spotlight.’’ The night called for en
tertainment and the brotherhood and sister
hood of this campus came through once
again.
The night ended with Delta Sigma Theta
and Alpha Phi Alpha taking the awards for
best performance, but the display of gener
osity these organizations had for this cam
pus and to local charities made every last
performance top-notch.
Copy by William Haynes
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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The art of stepping is no simple task. Judging by/
the look on this woman’s face, the physical chal
lenge is just a s demanding as the mental task of
keeping the movements flowing.

Step Show 4 3

Dawn Bergenstock reads a literature book while
[w aiting for students tp arrive at the Culture
C enter. whreh served as a registration point f o F ”^
the February blood drive. Although the, d r i v e d
was sponsored by the Nursing Associatip^(fp& <
Culture CeQter supported t h e e ffo r i\ " ~ '
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Rooting One's Self
_____________________
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...in the heritage
that builds the
person.
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In a westernized world, we a r e v
taught toleration. In fact; thi$ was the
very basis on which the state of Mary
land was founded. But, in a world of
tolerance there i s no appreciation.
Americans are just beginning to toler
ate d iv e rsitie s after; hundreds of
years. It is now time to appreciate the
diversities we hold as a mixture of
people. Many Americans have begun to
"de-westernize" themselves and seek
another understanding of their culture
as descendents of Africans and as
Black Americans. Many questions have
been raised about the roots of Blacks
in America, but Malcolm X once said,
"If you expose (pull up) the roots, the
tree dies." Therefore, their must be a
recognition of roots no matter how
deep they run and no matter how
many attempts there has been to con- \
ceal them.
The African-American Cultural Cen
ter does just this. It not only brings an
awareness of historical and presentday culture, but also of uniqueness.
This is a uniqueness shared by all op
pressed people around this world.
With Teresa Mitchell as it’s coordina
tor, the center is responsible for Black
freshman weekend a c tiv itie s, the
Brotherhood Dinner, Martin Luther

King Jr. Day Observance, Unity week, and a
host of activities to benefit O.D.U students.
It also sponsored Culturefest, which took
place on November 19. It featured art by
students, faculty, and locals. It also featured
a children’s art exhibit.
The center’s resourses are praiseworhty.
It holds 250 books pertaining to cultural is
sues, with other features such as computers
and a conference room. It is the perfect
center of interaction for people -with com
mon culture, interests and abilities. We must
remember that this center promotes a por
tion of American culture. It is a culture often
overlooked and overshadowed by "popular
culture." An American cannot just accept
85% of America's culture and be truly
American. The most important resources of
the center are the people who bring it to life.
They give it’s contributions meaning and
the assurance that lost doesn’t mean non
existent. Whether we discover our true
selves depends on our drive and our com
mitment to this tree that holds our roots as
well as our branches.
Copy by William Haynes
Layout by Teri Sears
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E ric Bratseur

Soap addicts relax in the Culture C enter anywhere
from D:30 to 4:00 to catch up on who was dating who
and who was sleeping with their best friend’s brother.
African and African-Am erican art is a captivating way
to experience indirectly the emotions of an ever-devel
oping culture.

Culture Center director Theresa Mitchell worked close
ly with both students and faculty to sponsor activities
promoting the African-American culture.
Eric B raueur

Culture Center 4 5

E ric Bratseur

The line for the Martin Luther King Jr. march began at
Webb and stretched past Chandler Hall. Mayor Myra
Obendorff of Va. Beach showed up to remember Dr.
King on the observance of his birthday*
Ebony Impact performed for an audience on MLK Day.
They sang gospel songs to celebrate King’s efforts and
to instill hope in the hearts of all that heard their
voices.

Dr. Hugo Owen presents the MLK memorial award to
Rev. Barbara Amos during the observance ceremony.
This award is given e very year to a deserving person in
the community. This year Amos recieved the award for
efforts in educating the community.
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...k e e p s
rh e
dream of racial
p eace alive.

When people think of dreams, they
think of a world where the improbable
is probable. Many would say that racial
harmony Is improbable, but now, more
than ever, it is necessary for survival»!
A disrespect of race, culture, or cus
toms worldwide is the root/of too
many violent confrontations, including
wars. If one was to take a glance back
at every passing moment, it would be
difficult to look forward to racial,
equality.
Pi*. Martin Luther King Jr. saw a
method of making this dream a reality.
It is a matter of everyone assuming a
role in the struggle for peace. Dr. King
explained his vision and left it up to us
to make the change. We know that
simply holding hands will not change
the racial tone in this world. Racism is
deeply rooted and more complex than
this. The main point is that the end is
equality and the means, education. All
that is needed are the competent
masses to put this process in motion.
The observance of his birth is part
of this education, for his birth is a
beginning of the life and experiences
that would ^ venm aliy/^ edjte tfc i

dream. January I4th's celebration began
with a presentation of the colors and a call
to order. Michelle Hensley, Student Senate
president, began the remarks with her per
ception of this holiday and its importance.
"We can all learn from the words of Martin
Luther King and the message he gave us.”
Words and messages have no use, though,
unless we comprehend them,their impor
tance, and the actions necessary to assure
the goal. Ebony Impact, the campus gospel
choir sang for those who attended.
Dr. Hugo A. Owens presented theis year’s
Martin Luther King, Jr. award to Rev. Barba
ra N. Amos, minister of the Faith Deliver
ance Christian Center. She dedicates her
life to helping those in need through a vari
ety of programs her center sponsors.
Dr. Alvin Poussaint of Harvard Medical
School, and author of Why Blacks Kill Blacks,
spoke of the necessity for people to recog
nize King’s dream as a goal. He spoke of the
misconceptions and miseducation still exist
ing in a civilized nation that perpetrates our
racial inequalities. In the end, there was a
fe e lin g of not only o b se rv a n c e , but
understanding.
Copy by William Haynes
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

Probably wishing they w ere on a playground,
these two boys listened to King’s taped message
that was played before the program started as
others perceive it. Several other area schools
came to the observance. Although they look
bored, they’re probably gald they’re missing
school

MLK Day 4 7
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men and women. Many used aerobics

car

from the daily grind. Classes w ere offered for
both credit and p J e a t ^ ^ O

...ore o no-go for
th e health-con
scious.
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What is it to be fit? For some, it is to
have bun? ijs tight as a drum or a chest
that doeSnVsag. For others J k is<to-thave their arms to be thicker than the
tires of a Chevy truck or td^run
and miles before realizing you’ll haveS.
to run alt the way back. Whatever ^pur
definition of fitness ¡s,-yQU/t:aih be sure
someone else shares your e x c e p t iopf1
Working out is now an important part
of many schedules. There is practically
no one who doesn’t want itp be fiyr4Students have traded in their lives3s~T
; couch potatoes for baked potatoes,
Some plan to get fit by drinking diet
fehocolate milkshakesrother by sweat*
ing enough watef to end the drought in
California.
Fitness* sometimes comes without
intention as people use working out to
relieve stress. For a college student,
stresses as common as boring lectures,
hence we have a lot of fit people on
campus. Fitness soothes us mentally.
We feel good about ourselves; and our
confidence improves our interaction
with others.
To^accomplish a physical task is also
a reason for fitness. Some may want to
run in an upcoming marathon or irm
prove their skills on the court. To have
the perfectly conditioned body gives

one the capability to do almost anything.
When this physique is achieved, the key to
accomplishment lies in the mind. While
some just want to finish the race, others
have their heart set on the victory.
We musn’t forget that stealing a stare is
also a satisfying outcome of fitness. We also
want to appear attractive. It shapes how
others respond to us. I’m afraid that nowa
days the "sloppy joe” look is not in style. If it
were, there wouldn’t be a gym on every
corner or a new Jenny Craig Center popping
up in every shopping mall.
There is no doubt that the mind is the
most important part of who we are. The
things around us effect this gentle object.
Since our body would be the closest thing to
it, it would be wise to strengthen it and
make it as impressive as possible. After all,
our mind will only last as long as our body
does.
Copy by William Flaynes
Layout by Teri Sears

Future Andre Agassi’s stretch before a tennis match.
Trainers stressed warm-up and cool down exercises to
prepare the body for both exercise and rest.

James Hunt

James Hunt

The university provided a specific court for activities
like handball and rollerblade hockey. For most walking
students, the dream was to have the few kamikaze
rollerbladers locked in there forever.
These three wait for a free court. Basketball was a
popular way to spend a sunny weekend and to keep in
shape. There were times when students could meet
professors on the court for a little ungraded competi
tion.

Fitness 4 9

No, one isn’t worshipping the other. They are taping
down the mats for an upcoming wrestling match. How’s
that for an odd job?

Eric Brasseur

Baseball game ticket-takers peddle their wares at the
Bud Metheny stadium (S t-shirts, sweatshirts and
bleacher cushions.
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E ric Brasseur

Some say he has the best spot in the house for watching
volleyball games. This man was a referee for intramural
sports.

r£

...go-go d o n ee,
c le a n our rest
r u b e s ? Is rh a r
really rhe jo b ?

I

"T

\ hr

What?

People often ask why holidays such
as Christmas and Thanksgiving aren't
aH year ’round. But for the college stu
dent, there is; one holiday that is. tn "
fact, it comes every two weeks. It’s
payday. It seems that the payday\ spir
it never ceases to die around the. mid
dle and end of each month. No matter
what one takes on ¿s a job, he can
celebrate by buying something new of
by paying bills. When the cheqk is
large, those closest to the person with
the job even have cause to celebrate,
especially a significant other.
No one has to spend all day slaving
over a hot stove for free, like at
Thanksgiving, or wait till everyone else
opens their check and then go digging
under a tree for theirs. But let’s not
forget, some do more for their check
and some do less.
There are a variety of jobs held by
cdllege students. Some reflect their
luck in finding that job and others re
flect their desparation in taking it. Ev
eryone has that friend, who sits in the
office of some excessively funded, un
heard of department and rakes in
enormous amounts of moolah while
/j ,

\

■i

sharpening pencils. Then there’s that friend
who has to kill herself waiting tables, and
cleaning up other people’s mess. For an aver
age student, an offer of five bucks for an
hour of that isn’t all that bad.
Students find themselves cleaning out
test tubes, parking cars, and painting for the
cash. Few hold the same job for long periods
of time, because many jobs are seasonal.
Just about everyone has worked that two or
three weeks for the book store during heavy
book sales and buy-backs. Many jobs at the
beach are only available during the tourist
season.
About a year ago there was a story in the
Mace and Crown about young female college
students that go-go danced for pay. Every
one had an opinion about how low someone
could go-go to get paid, but no one out there
can say that they wouldn’t let members of
the opposite sex drool over their bodies for
money. Bills need to get paid!
The fact remains that many students
must take any measures to support them
selves. If anyone out their is beginning to
feel discouraged about the job they have,
just remember that it’s for money. It always
works.
Copy by William Haynes
Layout by Teri Sears

f En cJm tM r

An ideal Job - Derick is an assistant scuba diving
instructor in the Florida Keys. How good does it
get and wheré do I apply? \

Odd Jobs 5 1

Ja m lisK tte h jre p i^
natl!/--'?
before speaking to rhe graduates, whom he is
*^bout ID's^hlJtp t h ^ J jp a f stop - the px>dibnf|A
J i e W e Ih^ir diplomas. The
¿v^nTlwfos- hfeld

-where ^ach’f ollege |Jb^d^ar^ed f o « X

One
. . . 1 hope 1 can
m anage
th e
long trip ro m y
n e w existance.

l-*r

>o>

«
VC
The real world. W hatfs that realiy?>^
Does that two-word term mean m yj j
college days have^just been some farce
or fantasyf world just bordering on

f

The familiar phraseCNpiv y ^ r e ^ (£ \
ter ring the real world” was on the
mind of all graduates as they eagerly
anticipated their walk to the podium
up front. It was where the ’Veal wOrici”
seemed to await; their emfyX^+H
^[JPare n t¿¿.flooded theVcW ipus to
watch their - *1>ab!fi£J^i
piece of paper that said, "’Congramla/tioris, you have to fend off the world
on your own now.” Well, riot quitV: $fti“
dents might have heard all about the
real world for years, but life or^campps')■
s
V a jp V lot less removed than people
would have expected. And, mbmS and
dadsy didn’t just drop support right
there. They had their own fears and
anxieties about their kids breaking off
yet another parentaTtie,
N(The main ceremony was held in the
Scope Renter downtown Norfolk on
December 20th. Here, President Koch
officially graduated each college indi
vidually. It was also here that the stqT \
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Time
dents listened to the words of Admiral Jere
miah, the events ^uest speaker. Although
many said this whole process was a blur, the
words of encouragement and support spo
ken that day sunk in -- just about a week
later. From the Scope, the colleges separat
ed for their own individual ceremonies,
w h e re e ach stu d e n t w as g rad u ated
individually.
The unspoken question still clung to the
air. What is the real world? College is a real
world, and every one of the four or five
years and every one of the thousands of
dollars spent on tuition, books, or life in gen
eral were all real. It’s real because it is the
preparation for a next step. College is just a
microcosm in the real world. It has its own
politics, written and unwritten rules, unique
people, conflicts and much more.
Were these graduates ready? Maybe all of
them weren’t, but each had experienced the
real world in their years of working toward
this goal - graduation. They were still
mom’s and dad’s baby, but they were just a
little more aware, a lot more knowledgable,
and ready to face any challenge.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Tina Trombly gets a hug from an enthusiastic friend
after the Scope cleared out. Chants and scream s, peo
ple jumping in excitem ent or hugging complete strang
ers to say, "Congrats!” filled the auditorium.

E ric Brasseur

E ric Brasseur

Hats off to ya. This grad checks out the crowd around
him as he m arches out to his college’s ceremony.

The day’s events started early for graduates. There
was no sleeping in as grads welcomed their parents into
town, had luncheons and dinners until it was time to
grab that diploma and run for the future.
Signs of encouragement and congratulations papered
the walls at the Scope as parents, friends and family
members watched their favorite grads finish one huge
project — college.

December Graduation 5 3

During Black History Month, the African-Am erican Cul
tural Center sponsored bands for activity hours on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Saud Productions, a jazz
band, drew a large crowd in Webb Center.

Venders selling anything from jewelry to clothing and
dolls inspired by the African Culture participated in the
Culture Center sponsored African Marketplace. Each of
these dolls came with his or her own story.
Along with African jewelry and clothing, authentic
masks and statues symbolic of the African experience
could be purchased. The marketplace set up for one day
in Webb Center lobby.

Black
...celebrares rhe
uniqueness of a
culture.

.

1

¡fX x / f - r x v '’x x I
AH over Hampton Roads Black Histo< ry Month was celebrated in a variety
of ways. O.D.U. served as the host for
many concerts, lectures and reèiÌ#§/
/as well as several presentations of relevent documentaries.
Or. jawanza Kunjufu opened the
/month-long celebration with a motiva
tional speech in, Webb Center/ ÀjiijgÌ
faculty member, spoke on thè role of
the African-American woman’s roife in
society ànd gave ' waf^-^^K^rléan^^
American women to,be more successfull in school. Evans’ talks served as
I
v*\ I
Jl Vx
T
paheld isc ussio riè ohth eWorkso f /er/i
. McMijllan- x
Workshops and recitals were also of
particular intercut. The Chrylser Muse
um set up three workshops f^r those
Interested in studying the Arts of SubSaharan Africa and mask making. JEboXf
ny Impact, the campus gospel choir
gave a performance sponsored by the
Black Alumni Council. And, capping o ftr
the celebration was blues guitarist Kel"c
alméfcXÀ;
Throughout the month there were
other things to attend. Dr. Mechal Sp-j

j£

4— *

77r<

Month
bel, from William and Mary, lectured, as did
Dr. Frank Ward. The latter hosted a lecurerecital disscussing black composers.
Passenger 57 and Mo’ Money were the
only two movies shown, and Daughters of
the Dust was the only documentary shown.
However, the music was plentiful. Saud Pro
ductions and Finesse Funk Losse performed
on campus, while several other bands per
formed at nearby colleges and at the
Boathouse.
Webb Center hosted an African Market
place. Authentic African jewelry, clothing
and shoes, as well as some handbags were
sold.
The African-American Culture Center
played an integral part in the month’s
events, as Theresa Mitchell and her staff
helped in the planning. The center itself held
several gourmet coffee hours for people to
come and get a taste for the African-Ameri
can culture.
The campus was a bed of cultural learning
for a month, but not really just for February.
Learning about all the cultures present on
campus is a daily effort and is an important
part of everyone’s growth and experience.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears
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We
ttr t u r n off that T jy jS o ^ p operas
Were a big part of the life of Webb during activi'^iyjhom C The televisions ip Webb were l^ e
m ecca for soap opera addicts, Eyep^nnoceM^^
passers-by were often caught by a good story
line arid raissed lunch to watch.

“That
...well, rhar's nor
all. The soaps're
next.

t o 2 S
These are The Days Of Our Uves"W e’ve only got One l,ife To U X J
h-^e<j^W e ape The Voting S The Rest. fess,” ...Thesf_ are titles that' could
make a.person skip their
~
These gre titles that will cause a per
son to miss their mid afternoon power
nap. These are titles that will make a
person take all morning
that
they will be home by noon.
operas play a vital role in the
--dives , of students.
planned around them. Showers and
\ naps are planned around, the hi/ Time
with ‘ significant others is planned
around them,. They are one of the most
addictive things on the small screen.
The importance, of these shows is
even appreciated by campus athouriIn fthe dorms, the lobby is always'
filled from Q/3Q to 4:00 with residence
staring into the boob tube at their f^> ?
vorite daytime dramas. In Webb Cen
ter, one television is cpnstantly tuned
to channel, 13 «for those "All IVly Chil
dren” junkies, and the otherto channel^
3 for those who can’t live without their
dailyT dose of "The Bold and the
Beautiful” .
Don't think that soaps are the only
cure for that television craving. Every
one loves to laugh at a good Bugs BuniX A iX C ;

/jtief.

\
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ny cartoon. Have you ever figured out
what's up, doc?
Cartoons are just as addictive as those
afternoon melodramas. Have you ever won
dered why you find so many students
watching cartoons? "It’s very simple,” said
Shay Timmons, "you don’t have to think to
understand them. And they are a great way
to escape reality and let go of the everyday
stress.”
An even newer craze on campus is the
revival of those old Walt Disney Classics. It
was not at all unusual to walk by a dorm
room and see about 50 people crammed on a
set of bunk beds and the two little chairs the
campus provides, watching some Disney
movie. Heck, some would hang out their
bathroom doors to hear the songs.
People loved to sing the "Bear Necessi
ties,” from The Jungle Book, or the love
theme from Beauty and the Beast when they
were in that romantic way.
Whether your fetish is the soap scene,
the cartoon world, or the Disney fantasyland, the campus could accomodate.
Copy by Kisha Petticolas
Layout by Teri Sears

Eric Brasteur

If there’s not a good soap on or it’s not cartoon time,
your television can be used as a computer screen to
play a game of Nintendo. Mike Prendergast and Jason
M cCune relieve the day’s stress over a video game.
This student finds that her soap isn’t popular today.
Soap operas were famous for dragging out story lines
for months at a time. Don’t worry if you missed you
soap for a month catching up will be no problem.

Soaps & Cartoons 5 7

Even when you leave home, there are still chores to do,
especially when you rent a house. Who ever wants to
spend Saturday doing the lawn?

Is there anything in here to make a complete meal? Mrs.
Butterworth just doesn’t cut it.

5 8 Student Life

No

Water or

...'cause s o m e 
one didn't p ay
the bills.

So you’ve decided that living off
campus in your own place would be a
dream corrtjejrue. You and your friends
Search for your first house. After your
f irst encounter with the landlords, you
f|nd it, the prefect house. The ideas of
large parties, and being able to show
off your house roll through your head.
No one will tell you that "You can’t do
that!" because it )s.your own house,
yours and three, of your bearable
friends.
Then, about three weeks later, reali
ty checks in. Of course you no longer
have to eat dorm food; however, you
have to cook for yourself. Peanut buttJer and jelly gets old after a while, so
you have to go to the store and get
food, beer, and whatever else you
need. Coming home with all those gro
cery bags, you call for your friends,
who, swoop down like a hord Of locusts
upon the food, leaving you with
crumbs and a sink full of dirty dishes.
You clean up the mess that is left,
while muttering the whole time about
what a pain your rdonlies are, how
they crank the stereo while you are
sleeping or studying, how they didn’t

Phone

pay for their bills last time, or that the last
party they had, a foot went through a wall
and know you have to pay.
You’re done doing the dishes and you turn
to walk away. But you’re stuck. You yank
and leave your sock as an offering to the
sticky beer floor, all the while muttering as
you slink off to your room. Flicking the
switch, there is no electricity. Heads begin
to roll in the fight of who forgot to pay the
bill. Now everybody is mad, until the phone
rings. The phone, the last utility to be shut
off is ringing, somebody wants you.
It is mom, wondering how you are doing.
You tell her everything is going well, the
phone is still working, but the water is not.
You tell her not to worry, that everything is
under control. After all, you convinced them
that living on your own would be an experi
ence and that you could survive. Mom hangs
up, and you relect on the experience that
living on your own is, and wonder if you will
survive.
Copy by Stephen Flaherty
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

Ifaficc Round enjoyed a few créature comforts of
home. He was« lucky enough to have a girlfriend
Who w ould. cook breakfast and dean up the
.kitchen. Who could ask for more?

Living Off Campus 5 9

All pictures taken by Eric Brasseur
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...you m ean, Ondekoza? They're
rh e
dem on
drum m ers from
Japan.
-rn
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Devastating. Outstanding. Dynamic.
Flowing. Intense.
April 6th, the« Field House-exploded,
with the sound of thunder, musk so
powerful it was not only heard, but
felt. Ondekoza, the demon drummers
of Japan, overwhelmed a full house
w ith a s e rie s o f d ra m a tic drum
routines.
Every member
the crowd could
find something different in the music.
The beat o f the drums expressed the
very essence and soul of the perform
ers. The rhythm captivated the audi
ence and entranced them, taking them
back to the medieval days of Japan.
The drummers performed with suchl
exertion that the inch-and-a-half thick
sticks they used to play were actually
shredding under the force fo the blows
to the drums.
Force, however, was not the only
means by vyhich they captivated ev
eryone. The haunting sounds of the

6i

shakuhachi, a type of Japanese flute, ca
ressed the ears and mind and seemed to
float forever in the air.
A variety of string insturments were also
used, and in combination with the antics of
the players, moved the audience to laughter.
During such pieces, they would suddenly
transform a traditional Japanese song into
American standards, like "Old Susanna” or
"Amazing Grace.”
The movements of the members of the
troupe were so precise and strong that even
their shadows seemed alive with spirits of
their own. This group lives a rigorous life
style of training to maintain the physical
endurance required by their performances.
One could say that what they do is a special
kind of martial art.
The troupe of drummers was finishing a
three year tour, during which they had actu
ally run across the United States. They com
pleted their tour by running the New York
Marathon, as they did to begin it, and then
playing at Carnegie Hall.
Copy by Eric Brasseur
Layout by Teri Sears

In June, Bill Clinton sat in with Arsenio Hall’s "pose,”
where he delivered an im pressive version of "Heart
break Hotel” in the musical opening of the show. Hall
commented, "It’s good to see a Democrat blowing
something other than the election.”
George Bush and Dan Quayle vowed to go to "every
corner of this nation” in the political fight of his life jo
beat Bill dinton and "d e a r out the deadwood” in
Congress.

In July, Texas billionare Ross Perot dropped out of the
race, declaring that he didn’t think he could win. Upon
re-entry, Perot cited harassment his family suffered
during the race as the motivation to quit.
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... or least for the
C lin to n s,
th e
G o re s & th e
A m e r ic a n
people.
§g 'C c3e\/

^

What will Americans^remembér
most about the 1992 Presidential electioné?ll jéould:^be Bush’s f ier cef attdek'
on his opponent s/mS-abandoning th i
"Jdfrdefî gentler nation” rnotto. It cqùld
be Ross Perot's leaving the race in July
before the Section. It,jiould be Bill
¿Clinton playing the saxophone on the
Arsenio Hall Show.
^ .Whatever Americans choosy to re
call, they should all remember that
more voters ages 18 to 24 took a stand
than in any other election,, barring
those of the '60’s. Whatever made the
younger voter strike out artd stake
; his/Her claim in this country has got to
continue.
Ross Perot ran as ar>independant for-r
a change in America. He said he would
take the job without à salary. He said
Americans would have to make many
sacrifices if he was allowed to imple
ment his five-year f ix jt program for
the economy. He said he supported the
American people.
Sounds familiar? All of the candi
dates preached about fix-it programs
and the American worker, the Ameri
can middle-class, and children. All ral
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lied for change.
When the votes came in, Bill Clinton and
Al Gore, his vice presidential running mate,
literally had to face the nation. They were
the team chosen to lead the country toward
something better for the next four years.
Before Clinton spoke to the nation live at I
a.m. November 4th, crowds flooded the
front of the Arkansas governor’s mansion,
listening to Fleetwood Mac’s "Don’t Stop
Thinkin’ About Tomorrow” and "Pride (In
the Name of Love)” by U2. They awaited the
second youngest president in the history of
the U.S.
When the Clintons and Gores did come
out, their welcome was overwhelming. They
said they were ready for it all and eager to
start working on all of the tomorrows they
would face leading the American people.
Once in office, Hillary Clinton and Tipper
Gore took quickly to children’s issues, while
their husbands attacked the economy.
On campus, students rallied for all three
candidates. There were groups supporting
each. It was a very political environment for
some time as students faced off on the is
sues among themselves. It was a place of
heavy debate and conversation.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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William Figuera, the 12-year-old "potato k id ? ;,*
waited by a potato vendor« eWr^oirt«id(^'''3tfV'
N BC’s studios before’ his appearance on "Late
Night with David Letterm an.” Figuera’s claim to
fame was .spelling the. word "potato” borrectlyr^”
after V ice President Dan Quayle failed to do so.

Presidential Elections 6 3

Who e w e s about classes on a sunny fi^jday aftecnoon? Its jtjst m uch inpre fun to^ u % ^ }ih|^ M h;v
tain than to listen to qu an tum /p hysfe^ >
'E r ic B rassuer

Preparing to Recover
~i..

V i-

classes on
M ondays and Fri
days should be
banned forever.
.

.

.
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How do you feet on Mondays and
Fridays? 1 wonder does every college
student feel a force that, dartres them
the ability to get up? Maybe some are
just morning people and^ t realty
doesn’t matter what time it Ip, they
just wake up. These are the questions
that make you go HMM.
It’s Monday morning and class starts
at 8 a.m. What do you do nexu after
slamming the alarm clock against the
Twall? A college student usually sits on
the bed, wondering why he/she signed
up for an early class, knowing that the
brain doesnrt function until at least 10
la m . Just for fun,'visit an< early class
one day. Note how many people are ttj
a daze, breathing slow and eyes barely
open.
Mondays are usually the worst iirthe
fall. Mornings come too early, the sky
jte still dark and your blanket J^ s fill >
warm and snuggly. The walk to class is
long and cold. The tempation to stay in
bed is'so great, Isaac Newton hasn’t
discovered it yet. But, alas, your pro
fessor decided early on that today was
a good day to have you write an in
class essay on the horse in Animal/
farm . So you drag yourself out of the
bed and make a mad dash to class a
wearing sweats.

Suddenly spring is here and you cannot
wait for fridaysT Finally, a day to sleep in
after a long night at O’Sullivans Wharf with
friends. An urge to sleep in or ditch your
classes all together rolls over when it’s
spring and it’s friday. But yet again, some
one foils your plans, you must go to class to
turn in a paper or take a test. Maybe you
just need to pop in for five- minutes to
make party plans for that evening with
your friends. Whatever the reason, some
how you end up walking to class.
On Mondays, students patiently await
Fridays, not thinking about what the teach
er is saying, only thinking about friday.
Then when friday finally arrives, students
anxiously await the dismissal of the class,
not paying any attention to the teacher, i
personally feel that is why teachers plan
tests on monday and friday, just so we
have to show up and sit in a class.
No classes on Mondays or Fridays would
be a good schedule, but some cruel joke
makes us have them anyway. At least we
don’t always have to pay attention!
Copy by Shawn Ford
Layout by Teri Sears

E ric Brasteur

It didn’t matter what day of the week it was. if the sun
peeked through the clouds, partially undressed bodies
flocked to any open grounds.
Doug Blinco: a person not usually seen on Mondays and
Fridays, but forever resting up for the evening activi
ties to come.

When Spring Fever hits, classes become too confining,
especially as the weekend approaches.

Eric Brasseur

Mondays and Fridays 6 5

Eric Brasseur

Many buildings on campus w ëré equipped with tempo
rary wooden ramps while construction continued. Per
manent accesses were added as work was completed.
Sometimes the ramp in front of Webb Center was so
crowded with able-bodied students that the wheelchair
a cce ss was nearly impossible to use. This usually hap
pened when some big event was scheduled on the
Webb laWn.
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Opening the Mind
...misconceptions
a b o u t disabled
p erso n s clo ses
doors.

For a few semesters now, my friend
has become disabled. The first time,
she was in a wheelchair. Next she was
blind. The last time, she was deaf.
Every semester at her university, a
group holds a "Handicap Day” . Every
one involved must have a disablity, for
real or for the day. The goaFfe to raise
awareness in the student body of their
fellow disabled peers. She said the
toughest challenge she faced was not
being sighrlesspdeaf or wheelchair
bound, but ignorance and thoughtless
ness of the. fellow students on her
campus.
I was there to vt^it her on one of
these days, the day she was in her
wheelchair. Forgetting that she was in
a wheelchair, I bounded out the door
and down the steps. Reaching the bot
tom, 1realized she was/rtot behind me.
Sh e was still sitting on her hallway,
waiting for somebody help with the
elevator. When she finally arrived
downstairs, guys that normally would
have held doors open for her when she
was oh two legs wouldn't help her
when she was on four wheels.
When 1returned to ODU, I was conI SvL.

1Eric BrasseuF

scious of the attitude of the students to
ward and the facilities for disabled stu
dents. I wanted to yell at the students
standing around on the wheelchair ramps on
campus, especially the one in front of Webb.
I imagine how hard the campus could be to
cross in a wheelchair, or with a white cane. I
constantly complained about how torn up
the campus is and how difficult it is to get
around.
ODU has only one golf cart and one stu
dent activities van with a lift for disabled
students. There needed to be more, and
Nancy Olthoff was trying to change that.
She was the director of the Office of Dis
abled Student Services.
The office not only dealt with the prob
lems of physically disabled people, but men
tally disabled. There has been a movement
to establish classes for students with learn
ing disablities.
With rise in political correctness at
schools every where, one thing seems to be
forgotten-com m on courtesy. You hold
doors for people on two legs, why not hold
them for people with four wheels? People
should open up the doors of their minds and
learn more than just that which the books
say.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears
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Richard Rockwell not on}y got to tackle academ 
ics with the rest of us, but he had another chah
lenge. Many /itu d e n t^
complained
about
lots and
Walkways, but few took into cob^der^iiori the
'd ifficu lty Someone could have when trying to
,

-g erV h ^th ej c% npii|;prr^v^el^a^r\
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These two decided to hang oirt at Arnold's one
le v y in g . W ith 12 bars/resturaunts on Hampton
Blvd., there was always somewhere to grab 9'tm ^
cool one if you

S

f r i r Rraocour

S S ro

Fake I d.’s? Where?
What’s on the menu for fptday? Din
ner? A movie? ^There's a- frat party
down the street.”
the 4400 Club
more your style? But, back up. How will
you get: in without an i.d.?
Although the 21 and over population
was ample enough to fill the bars on
any night, the 20 and under gang want
ed to^dd their own mark to the night
life just across the street from the
Içaippès^-i
Some people opted to take the law
into their own hands and search out a
fake i,d. In doing this, the risk w ^
always run of getting caught. Some
people were just not, convinced that
the consequences when caught were
worth more than the beer in their
hand. After all, falsifying identifica
tion js a federal offensé.
One often times tragic consequence^
to owning a fake i.d. yy^-pecqrhij^
instantly famous, well-known and verfwell-liked. Well, maybe it wasn’t al
ways a tragic consequence* but it
could be tiresome when fifty of the
younger kind were beating down youi)
door at 10 o’cldck friday night, looking
T ç r an easy waÿ to get some brewsky.

'Ov^M

...som e p e o p le
re m p r fo re to
shirr the techni
calities.
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All the tricks have been tried in creating
these tickets to the drunken stooper. Stu
dents have been known to simply ink in a
new birth date, or to take their brother’s or
sister’s birth certificate to the DMV to get
an altogether different drivers license. Oth
ers do that friend who knows a friend who
knows a guy who manufactures these i.d.’s.
Let’s get back to the idea of getting
caught. Like we said earlier, it's a federal
offense. You could go straight the jail with
out passing go or collecting your‘200 dollars.
Or, you could encounter that bouncer who
takes the i.d. from your hands, looks at it
really closely, knows there is no way you
could be 62 with no transportation, no job
and no clue how to act, and then proceeds to
laugh so loudly and hidiously that you want
to become one of the bricks holding the
building together just so pepple will pass yoi
by without noticing. To top this off, some
places put all confiscated i.d.’s on the wall as
trophies.
Whatever you choose to do, or whatever
risk you think you can overcome, just be
careful. More than anything be careful with
your life and the lives of those around you
The high life isn’t worth your life.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

E ric Brasseur

In some dorms, those 21 and older were allowed to consume alcoholic beverages) however the regulations were such that if anyone in the group was under 21,
no one could have alcohol in the room. If caught, there was a lot of groveling and repentance to do...

Fake I.D.'s 6 9

A m y Wood

It’s Junior the W onder C at. O w ner Am y Wood had to
prove it each time she told someone that her cat would
obey. Imagine that, a cat that acts like a dog...Amazing.
Ebony chills while she w aits for table scraps. O r is that
a I need to get out of the house look? W e all think she
just likes the cam ara. A fter all her owner was a photog
rapher.

A young pup sniffs out the campus during Exam Jam.
Puppies on leashes w ere great conversation pieces and
one of the easiest w ays to meet the opposite sex on
campus.
E ric Brasseui
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Animal Thoughts
...yo e v e r w o n 
d e r w h a r ' s in
your pet's store?
I

I I

/ ,w

Hi, my name is Pieces..glub.. I HveJaj
small bowl on this large piece of wood.
I know..glub..l live in a bowl becaitse..glubJ keep running into something the
surrounds me..glub..l had a friend,
but..glub..he committed suicide. I told
him not to eat so much,.glub..he went
ter the top man. My, owner is pretty
cool..glub..she feeds us..Us? You say?
Glub.ibs;Hrrfe and Jake. Jake isnt’t too
brillant..glub..but what do yob expect
from something that drinks from..glub..a big white bowl? I’ll let Jake
finish..glub..glub...
Jake here. I like my owner. She plays
frisbee with me. Sometimes I feel like
she only has Tne to attract, guys. She
couldn’t keep rne in her dorm, so she
moved out. Could only keep that stupid
fish invher dorm. One day I’m gonna
drink out jol his bowl. Let me go get
sorne water from this bowl...umm
good... drool fuel. Hey there Is" that
cat... Meow woof HISS!!!!!
/Dumb beast. Uncivilized chap that
beast is. Chasing his tail and me
around..meow. Truly disgusting habit^
he has. At least I wait until we have
company to bathe myself. Humpf,

dumb beast comes when she calls his name.
He even catches frisbees in his mouth. You
will never catch me doing that. AND he
wears that dog collar and leash-how humili
ating. I’m just going to curl up in this sunny
patch(stretch)...yawn ...and take a cat nap.
T h a t is if th a t b e ast can le a v e me
alone..PURRRRRRRRPURRRRR.
Iggy guana here. I just crawled over from
next door through that hole in the wall. Hope
she won’t mind my visit. I just thought she
might have some flies around here to eat.
What is that hairy thing over there in front
of the window? Weirdest rug I’ve ever seen.
It even makes some noise too. And just what
is that slurping noise? Oh, its Jake drinking
out of the toilet again. That dog has such
savvy. OH, somebody is opening the door, I
had
b e tte r m ake
a fa s t
c ra w l
away....AAHHHHHHHHH...too late she saw
me and minded my visit. And I can’t stand to
hear that horrible barking. I’m leaving and
never returning.
Huh PURR... Dumb beast woke me up
again. One of these days, I’m gonna push
him in the toilet and eat that pretty little
orange thing in the bowl.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

r^rîSéars

This is the Bull Man — Bully for short. He took up
a big corner in owner Teri Sears’ bedroom. He
acted just like a dog - he begged for food when
e ve r his bowl w as half empty gven if it was three
in t he mor riing/. HQhl I X ;
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A t the beginning of the parade of graduate»» the
banners for each of the | i x colleges on caippuS ,
P are brought in.

May
...what is ir w e r e
going
ro
do
now ?

An average of five years of tough
work finally paid off for some ODU
students. On Saturday, May 8, gradu“jit^S/^eoieved th eir diplomas and
words of advice from graduation
Speakers.
1,950 graduates lined Foremen f i£Id,
along with their families and friends.
received their diplomas, they
were cautious about the future. Were
there any jobs for them? Were they
going to have to livq with their parents
for another 18 years? Coutd they af
ford graduate school? And perhaps the
most commpn question asked- When
Graduates threw beach balls around,
performed a quick wave and imitated
President Koch. Michele Hensley, student body president, had words of en
couragement for her fellow graduates,
as did the main speaker, Georgia Su
prem e Co urt Ju s tic e Leah §ears'■^^lltrV*--A
message was about/
1 fe. She told the students that there

$eats-CoV(ms

were more important things in life than a job
and money, such as family and well-being.
"Take time to rest yourself. Take time to
heal and replenish your soul. Your family,
children and spouses should be at the top of
your list,” commented Sears-Collins.
John Healey, executive director of Am
nesty International, and Gilbert .Grosvenor,
president of the National Geographic Soci
ety, had heavier messages for the gradu
ates. Healey asked students to join his orga
nization after a speech on the injustices
faced by the powerless. Grosvenor spoke of
the countries failure to understand and ac
cept other cultures. Grosvenor and Healey
recieved honorary degrees.
When all was said and done, the gradu
ates embarked upon a great search. No, not
a search for the dream job, but a search for
mom and dad, sisters, brothers, grandpar
ents, aunts and uncles and friends to help
them celebrate their accomplishments. A f
ter celebrating with their parents, friends,
friends and more friends got together to
celebrate the end of a long journey and the
begining of yet another.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears
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It’s all reflected in her shades. About 1900 graduates
headed out of the cerem ony in search of their future
w hether it be in business, the arts or engineering. The
possiblilities w ere all there.
The cap says it all. Now, there couldn't be any familial
com petition here, could there?

O ne of the d a y ’s Honorarians takes a breather outside
of the Visual A rts Building before going into Foreman
Field to the main cerem ony.

B iM M
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"gggyg£

E C P IE
The modern hippie. The die-hard yuppie.
The pink-haired punker. The grunge rocker.
The all-night studier. We have them all and
then some.
Walking across campus was a lesson in
What's your
stress reliever. A
good one would be
to go in Webb to
the game room and
viciously destroy
your video enemy.
Or, you could go
listen to a good
band. During Spring
Fling, bands played
outside the dorms.
Midrise was a
particularly good
spot right next to
the Elizabeth River.

life. It wasn't odd to see some people rushing
to class while others stood around looking
completely lost at 8 a.m. Watch out for
those kamikaze rollerbladers. The people
were definitely the real education.
With students from all over the country
and some from Europe, many cultures came
together to form a unique society in the
middle of a much larger one.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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H-----------Laura M. Agudelo, Theatre
Arts/Spanish
Brian E. Alcorn, Electrical Eng.
Roy L. Alister, Bus. Mgmt.
Whitney Allemand, Marketing

Scott D. Almond, Mech. Eng.
Tech.
David J. Anderson, Biology
Robert B. Anderson, Eng. Tech.
Susan E. Araojo, Psych.

Theresa P. Avila, Civ. Eng.
Tech.
Nellie Ayat, Dental Hygiene
Walid A. Aziz, Mech. Eng.
Raymond G. Bagby, Mgmt. Info.
Systems

Juanita K. Bagwell, Finance
Denise L. Bailey, Psych.
Lisa T. Baker, Mktg. Ed.
John Robert Baldwin,
Finance/Mgmt.

Edmundo A. Balido, Civ. Eng.
Dianne M. Ball, Art Hist.
Isam Z. Bandak, Civ. Eng.
Steven J. Banks, IDS

Gregory B. Baptiste, Comp. Sci.
E. Melissa Barger, Education
Gerard R. Bariso, Mech. Eng.
Dean R. Barkenhagen, MIS
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Politics hits the campus as
students choose their leader at

Th» Polk
Jordan, Hicks and Whitehurst duke it out in the March
election forum for Student Body President hopefulls
Not only were elections in the
national meeting, but they were
also on the agenda of the student
population. Early in March, candi
dates started swarming around
the campus, searching for sup
port from students, hoping that
they would in fact be the next
Student Body President.
When the day finally came,
there were three serious con
tenders. Nick Jordon, who was
an R.A., a student ambassador, as
well as many other things to the
university. His service was a dai
ly task. Nick’s fighting words
quickly became "true student
body representation.” His call
was for less apathy among stu
dents and more accessability of
the Senate to the student body.
Cliff Hicks was another con
tender. Hicks was a senior, com
muter student, one of the found
ing fathers of Delta Chi, and a

fo u rth y e a r se n a to r. C lif f
stressed better representation,
also. His particular focus was on
the gay community and the A fri
can-American population. He de
scribed his platform as "very
open.” And he also stressed the
idea that the Senate should be
more involved outside of the of
fice walls.
Our third contender was Terry
Whitehurst. He had many goals
outlined for the position. Terry
was interested in having more
campus safety forums, changing
WODU to an AM station and hav
ing "Town Hall” meetings. Terry
was a 22-year-old senior major
ing in psychology and minoring
in counseling. He was also a na
tive of Hampton Roads.
Nick Jordan won with 450
more votes than the others.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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The face you couldn’t forget. Nick Jor
dan, with the help of Kisha Petticolas
plastered flyers promoting N ick’s mes
sage across campus.
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The process o f becoming an R.A. was a long one, but those
determined few held on for the future fun and responsiblity

■ü
Robin Pascon and Preston Davis work the
floor during Preview. Both are R.A.s in
Powhatan.
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They were the people that
made moving into the dorms a
little easier. They were the peo
ple that stayed up late to make
sure that your roommate prob
lems were settled. They were the
people unlocked your bathroom
door a fte r your Suite-m ate
locked you out. The Resident As
sistants of the dormitories on
campus had many roles to play
for the residents who lived on
their hall.
The process of becoming an
R.A. was a long one. The hopeful
candidates went through two
rounds of interviews and a group
activity before knowing if they
would be a R.A. for the upcoming
year. After that, the new R.A.s
had to take a peer counseling
class so that they could learn
how to deal with the different
types of people living on their

hall. The final step in preparing to
be a R.A. was practice. Hours of
problem sloving and counseling
were spent on roommates. Then
the big day arrived.
The R.A.s moved into their
room on the floor, hesitant of
their first crisis. Crises came and
went, and R.A.s soon realized
what they had gotten into. Solv
ing other peoples problems and
fulfilling other needs soon con
flicted with the R.A.s life.
These conflicts were then
solved and the R.A.s were back
to normal. It takes a certain kind
of person and personality to be a
R.A., a patient and compassion
ate one.
Copy by Kisha Petticolas and
Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

M. Anne Barnes, MIS
Terry M. Baronner, Sports
Mgmt.
Michael F. Bateman, Arts
Vickie Y. Baugh, Human Res.
Mgmt.

Kimberly A. Baylis, Phys. Ed.
Tchng.
April L. Beachy, Comp. Eng.
Jeffrey M. Belcher, Poli. Sci.
Luis A. Bernal, Elec. Eng.

Marianne B. Bertini, IDS
Alicia Mary Biliski, Studio Art
Susan R. Binder, Acct.
Ronald J. Binshtok, Mech. Eng.
Tech.

Christopher T. Blackard, Hum.
Res. Mgmt.
Stacy E. Bland, Elem. Ed.
Robert B. Blankenship, Elec.
Eng.
Daniel J. Blosser, Mech. Eng

Mary B. Bolen, Dental Hygiene
Mary E. Bonsby Brock, Crim.
Just.
Micha T. P. Booker, Spch.
Comm.
Martha Bosworth, Biology

Sherry M. P. Bouley, IDS
M. Elaine Bowe, Mgmt.
Sherry R. Bowers, Elec. Eng.
Sherri M. Bowman, Marketing
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H----------Andrew M. Boyd, German/lntl.
Studies
Joseph D. Boyd II,
Mgmt./Marketing
Michael E. Boyd, Poli. Sci.
Steven R. Brandt, Biology

Cynthia L. Breedlove, Studio
Art
Virginia C. Breitbeil,
Therapeutic Rec.
Kimberly A. Brewer, Mgmt.
Jeffery W. Bridgwater,
MIS/Finance

Craig Stephen Brown, Engl.
Sharyn Angela Brown, Psych.
Remi Brune, Finance
Norman E. Bryant Jr., Elec. Eng.

Lisa R. Buffaloe, IDS
Nancy F. Buffkin, Crim. Just.
Gretchen K. Burkart, Elem. Ed.
Deborah A. Burke, Mech. Eng.

Debra C. Burke-Williams, Spch.
Path.
Kimberly B. Burnette, Elem. Ed.
Jonathan W. Burns, Civ. Eng.
Brian W. Burris, Mass. Comm.

Keith E. Burris, Finance
Merilea A. Bush, Marketing
Eric M. Byman, Oceanography
Dorothy L. Call, Hum. Serv.
Couns.

Thirty students in pin-striped shirts, with big blue paw prints on
their cheeks toot their horns to the beat o f victory
At every basketball game, a
force was cheering the team
and the students on. That force
was the pep band. The band,
which has been at ODU since
the beginning of the sports pro
grams, was 30 students strong
and was sponsored by the ath
letic department rather than
the music department.
They played at all the men’s
and women’s home basketball
games. They travel only to the
tournaments. They traveled to
Richmond for the men, but
stayed at home for the women,
who hosted the NCAA tourna
ment at the field house.
The thirty students were di

vided into the different sec
tions, drums, brass and wood
winds. Besides the fact they
were the ones with the instru
ments, what set them apart
from the other ODU fans? Their
uniforms were striped jerseys
and occasionally, paw prints
were stamped on their faces.
Other than that, they were just
a bunch of screaming Monarchs, pushing their team on to
wins and remaining proud even
in the face of defeat. They just
get to add a musical touch to
their enthusiasm.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

This little tyke joined the pep band in
stead of running away to join the circus.
Actually, she the director’s daughter,
getting an early start.
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Second Round
Returning students add a voice o f experience to groups o f students
who have yet to challenge the world beyond school
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E ric Brasseur

Mike Fail sits in organic chem istry class.
Mike returned to school after a naval ca-

8 2 Seniors

Being an urban campus, ODU
drew in many "returning” stu
dents. They came for many rea
sons and from varied back
grounds. One such student was
Jocelyn Wilkins. Jocelyn’s first
career was in music, for which
she did acquire some schooling.
She returned to school seeking a
BS in Psychology.
In attending school full-time,
Jocelyn jokingly stated, "I only
have to balance my sanity,” in
reference to a question dealing
with being able to balance family,
a career and school at once. She
also com m ented on some
changes in the educational sys
tem. One such change is the in
crease in the number of students
registered in one class. Another
difference Jocelyn cited was the
emphasis on more definition
type lectures, rather than indepth analyzation.
Jocelyn planned to seek her
Ph.D. eventually, with hopes of
attending Harvard, Princeton or
Columbia. Her aspirations were
high and her attitude that of a

person ready to conquer them.
Like Jocelyn, Don Squibb de
cided to attend school after an
other career. He was a senior in
the Speech Communications de
partment and a teaching assis
tant for Debra Fisher. Don's first
career was in the Navy, and he
was working towards a teaching
job.
Darlene Froelick was another
returning student. Her first ca
re e r w as w hat she calle d
"growth-oriented. I was married,
had children and did many jobs."
Darlene’s first degree was in
counseling. She stated that her
” non-traditional status has given
me the ability to. question in
knowledgable way. It’s harder to
pull the wool over my eyes con
sciously or unconsciously on the
instructor’s part. The main dif
ference between now and then is
that I have passed the state of
idealism into a more balancec
place in attitude and action.”

n

Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Cindy L. Camp, Fine
Arts/Studio
Kathleen E. Cannon, Sports
Med.
Catherine M. Caragan, Nursing
Maria P. Cardo, Spanish

Michael N. Cardone, Civ. Eng.
Tech.
Maria Krug Carper, Mid. School
Ed.
Deanna J. Carr, Biology
Shorron R. Carruth, Engl.

Stephanie L. Carson, Art/Elem
Ed.
William T. Carter, Hum. Res.
Mgmt.
Mary Jo Cash, Hum. Res. Mgmt.
Jorge Cateriano, Elec. Eng.

Diana A. Chacon, Cyto Tech.
Samuel L. Chapman, Psych.
Stelios Charalambous, MIS
Jimmy C. Chin, Finance

Crystal D. Clark, MIS
Robin G. Clark, Elem. Ed.
Astrid M. Clayette, Marketing
Derwood O. Cobb II, Bus.
Mgmt.

Christopher R. Coburn, Mech.
Eng. Tech.
Sonia Colarte, Hum. Res. Mgmt.
Christopher L. Collins, Elec.
Eng.
Daniel J. Collins, Mech. Eng.
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H --------Malena L. Conrad, Theatre
Arts/Spch Comm.
Marilia Constantinides, Sec. Ed.
Constantino Constantinou,
Acct.
Robert B. Cook, Psych./Couns.

Marguerite Copeland, Elec. Eng.
Tonya B. Copeland, Nursing
Michelle M. Crowder, Biology
Tonya L. Crowley, Psych.

Vernon C. Crump Jr., Poli. Sci.
Mary L. Cruz, IDS
Jeniffer C. Culbertson, Nursing
Terrence K. Cumberland Jr.,
MIS

Michael P. Cummings, Real
Estate
Donna Currie, Special Ed.
Mark E. Cushen, Econ.
Tina M. Cutler,
Market ing/Mgmt.

Mary M. Daly, History
Angel C. Darden, Finance
Maryrose J. Datu, Dental
Hygiene
Michelle Lee Davidson, Inti.
Mgmt.

Karen R. Davis, Marketing
Steven K. Dean, Elec. Eng.
William F. Delaney III,
Psych./Mgmt.
Benedicte Marie Demarle,
Marketing
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Miles Away
i

Going away to college often separates students from their best
friends, posing an even bigger challenge - - fitting in
Who do you turn to when you
need a shoulder to cry on? What
about when you have something
really exciting to share, like the
news of a significant other?
Surely, that person will be your
best friend.
The problem w ith college,
though, is that too many best
friends get separated and stu
dents tend to feel alone without
that security blanket. This isn’t
always a bad thing.
Being separated from the com
forts of home can be a very ma
turing process. Students must
learn to socialize themselves into
a new environment. This would
entail meeting new people, who
often grow close to the heart.
This also entails shaking off
those new people who don’t quite
fit into the varied lives.
This type of stress rested
mainly on resident students.
Some were lucky enough to be
able to skip dinners every once

and a while just to run the phone
bill through the ceiling to catch
up on all the action with their
best buddy. But what happened
when students found that their
old buddy had moved on and
found new interests and friends?
Hopefully, this never hap
pened, but let’s be realistic. Col
lege is a million new experiences
wrapped in the package of scat
tered buildings. This situation
simply opened up yet a new chal
lenge - the challenge to get back
into that friend’s life and redis
cover whatever that thing was
that drew the two together in
the first place.
By doing this, most students
found that the famous twosome
could become a group of people
w ith common in te re sts and
goals, who could go out and
"trip” on a Saturday night.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Megan Petrie and Emily Parrish enjoy
themselves at Karioke night. If you can’t
sing with your best friend, who can you
sing with ?
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School spirit is often difficult to muster on a largely commuter
campus but Monarchs confronted the challenge daily

In the field house, these two spirited
studs take over the court during half
time.

Everyday they are in your
classes, sitting right beside you.
They are nameless faces in the
crowd, wearing the same thing...ODU apparel.
Whether it is sweatshirts, tshirts or caps, students show
their support and spirit to the
university by dishing out large
amounts of money for an array of
clothing to let others know about
the pride they have for the uni
versity. Monarchs are all pos
sessed by the Big Blue Beast.
This is the beast that tells stu
dents to paint paw prints on their
faces and to yell at officials for
making a call against ODU.
But, there is a problem with
spirit at ODU. This university
lacks a tradition that inspires
students to go crazy over their
teams. This lack of tradition
causes apathy. This apathy is

most apparent between campus
dwellers and commuters. Both
are united, but for different rea
sons. There is also a lack of spirit
for some athletic teams. Mon
arch games held at the field
house drew in more students and
fans than those at Scope. Many
students felt that the Monarchs
should play on their own court
instead of a city owned building.
But those who did go to the
games felt a sense of pride and
spirit among the students. This
sense of spirit and pride rings
across campus in chants and in
clothes, and by simply replying
with a proud smile, "I go to
ODU.”
Copy by William Haynes and
Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Isabel P. Denegrí, Civ. Eng.
Sara Coleman Denn, Dental
Hygiene
Charles T. Diaz, Inti. Bus.
Janet L. Diedrick, Elec. Eng,

John Joseph Digrazio, Env.
Health
Rachelle Dinoso, Chem./PreMed
Kelly E. Donor, Mech. Eng.
Tech.
Craig J. Dooren, Sports Mgmt.

Scott L. Dorfman, MET
Roy A. Drake, Poli. Sci.
Kathleen A. Dreyer, Hum. Res.
Mgmt.
William M. Duggan, Mgmt.

Scott L. Edelman, Crim. Just.
Philip M. Edwards, MIS
Tonya J. Edwards, Finance
Eric J. Elliott, EET

Roberta Elizabeth Ellis, Nursing
Shannon L. Evans, Psych.
Tonya L. Evans, Crim. Just.
Jennifer L. Fadley, Spch. Comm.

Gerald W. Faist Jr., Biology
Krista R. Falls, Hum. Serv.
Couns.
Eric C. Fentress, Bus. Admin.
Donna T. Fields, Nursing
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Harrison R. Fisher, Marketing
Sonia T. Fisher, Marketing
William A. Fitzpatrick, CET
Wesley A. Flanagan, Bus. Mgmt.

Tracy L. Flint, Finance
Wilma Bradford Ford, Music Ed.
Kimberly J. Fraser, Acct.
Eleanor L. Freeman, MET

Robert B. Galbraith, Elem. Ed.
Robert W. Gardner, Mech. Eng.
David L. Gehl, Acct.
Dwayne D. Gibson, MET

Kenneth A. Gideon, IDS
Brian K. Gifford, Finance
Iris L. Graves, Education
Allen K. Griffin Jr., Marketing

Donald W. Grigsby, Mech. Eng.
Chrishan J.A. Gunasekara, Civ.
Eng.
Teresa Lee Gwyn, Psych.
Christine H. Hagan, Engl.

Eilev Halbjorhus, Comp. Sci.
Robert J. Hall, Elec. Eng.
Gregory S. Hamill, MET
William E. Hamilton Jr., Poli.
Sci.
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The Guys
Suddenly what seems totally devoid o f logic to the female psyche
hints at some degree o f sanity
Hey girls, have you ever won
dered what those "guy talks” are
all about? You know, what do
they say about us? Or what do
they do when they're all alone.
Well, I’m here to tell you that you
are not missing much.
How do I know, you ask? Well, I
know because I have been con
sidered "one of the guys” for as
long as I can remember. I was
hoping to get rid of that disease
when I came to college, but it
seems that there is no cure. It’s
so bad that I have had my group
of guy friends to file into my
room, make themselves at home,
and look at girlie magazines in
my presence. Why didn’t I leave?
I was washing my hair in the sink,
and I had no choice but to stay.
When I asked why they chose my
room to discuss half naked wom
en, they said, "Why not?”
So you see, they consider me

one of them. But that’s okay with
me because I get the inside infor
mation that way. Believe it or
not, I have a pretty good idea of
how our counterparts think. It’s
not an easy science to learn be
cause it varies greatly from one
male to the next. But I’ll give you
the little insight that I can.
Here is the key to successfully
dealing with the opposite sex:
get to know the person you are
dealing with. That treat him the
way you would like to be treated
stuff doesn’t always work. Trust
me. Just because you’d like a hug
and a kiss when you come home
from a busy day, doesn’t mean he
will too. And to get to know him,
you must be very observant. Pay
attention to him. He’ll appreciate
it in ways you can’t imagine.

Guess who is more comfortable? Even the
ill student needs to get the latest gossip
from his buddy.

Copy by Kisha Petticolas
Layout by Teri Sears
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Game
Commuters faced many challenges when trying to find their place
in this microcosm o f life we call college

Eric Bracseur

Like most ODU drivers. Rich W hite and
friends cruise by too fast for the camera
to catch the classic mustang that he re
stored.
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Parking has always been a
problem on campus. Just ask any
student. But if you want to really
hear the low down on the parking
problem , ask a com m uter
student.
You won’t hear that the park
ing lots are in bad condition, be
cause for the most part, when
they’re not flooded, the lots are
kept in pretty good condition.
You won’t hear that the parking
stickers cost too much because
most people have gotten over
that atrocity. The one thing you
will hear is that for the $70 a
semester that students pay to
park is ridiculous considering
that there is no where to park.
Sure, we’ve got that brand new
parking garage, but it’s on the far
side of campus. And who wants
to take a wilderness hike from
their car just to sit through an
hour long lecture on Plato’s phi
losophy of the world.

But parking is just one of the
problems that commuters face.
Another major issue for commut
er students is the detachment
they experience because they
don’t live on campus. If you are a
commuter, it’s hard to take part
in the activities on campus be
cause usually they are held at
times when most commuters
have left for home. And what
about- that commuter student
that lives in Va. Beach? It doesn’t
make much sense for him to go
home for the day and then to
come back into Norfolk later for
a basketball game.
The problems that face com
muters will not be erased in the
near future, but efforts are being
made now that will make the
commuter’s life a little easier.
Copy by Kisha Petticolas
Layout by Teri Sears

Jesse Hancock, English
Nicole E. Hancock, Educ.
Jeffrey D. Haney, Music Ed.
Aaron C. Harper, Mktg. Educ.

Betsy E. Harrell, Crim. Just.
John L. Harris, MET
Wanda F. Harrison, Crim. Just.
Philip S. Hartman, EET

Steven T. Harvey, Poli. Sci
Sharon O. Hayden, Psych.
Timothy G. Haynie, EET
William O. Hedgepeth Jr.,
Comp. Sci.

Tamer Hegazy, Marketing
Donald M. Hembrick,
Geography
Eric C. Henniker, Crim. Just.
C liff C. Hicks, Poli. Sci.

Kimberly C. Highsmith, Biology
Craig A. Hill, Poll. Sci.
Jessica Paige Hill, Poli. Sci.
Randall S. Hinebaugh, MET

V y T. Hoang, EET
Erica E. Hockaday, Psych.
Hubert N. Hoffman, Finance
John P. Hogan II, MET
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Heather L. Holley, Hum. Serv.
Couns.
Jodi F. Holley, Marketing
Christopher S* -Holloway, Hum.
Res.' Mgmt.
Tilton B. Holmes, EET

Monica D. Hopkins, Psych.
Karen M. Hubei, IDS
Holly L. Hudgins, Sports Med.
Victor P. Hugo, Music Ed.

Larry James Humphry Jr., Spch.
Comm.
Robyn L. Hundley, Elem. Ed.
Cheryl V. Hunter, Marketing
Joyce W. Hurst, Bus. Admin.

Romyla S. llagan, Biology
Allan J. Ingram, Civil Eng.
Hernando A. Isidro, MET
Christopher D. Jacobs, Bus.

Nina A. James, Finance
Lisa Renee Jeffries, Educ.
Teresa Denise Jeffries, Fashion
Merch.
Joseph Mark Johnson Jr.,
Mgmt.

Molly M. Johnson, Hum. Mgmt.
Stephen M. Johnson, Sports
Med.
Terri L. Johnson, Poli.
Sci./Crim. Just.
Vaiorie L. Johnson, Hum. Serv.
Couns.
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Bill and Shawn try to examine and point out a few o f the complex%
ities they have witnessed in women
If we consider the accomplish
ments of men, we see that we’ve
built cities, developed scientific
theories and walked on the
moon. But we still do not under
stand women.
What is it about women that
often turns us into unsympathet
ic drooling fools? We all know
the answer to that one. But once
we enter reality and try to un
derstand the situation, we are at
a loss for words and thoughts.
When it comes to relation
ships, women often use phrases
like "I’ve got to get myself to
gether first” or "friends before
lovers” while men go by the
phrase "Carpe Diem.” Men will
only use the former phrases if
the are trying to play women
against each other.
With such an abundance of as
sertiveness, women will also talk
openly about taboo subjects, like

sex. Men are now like sports
cars, expected to exhibit peak
performance all the time. Lady
talk, when it is not about sex, can
be sweet nothings in the ear, or it
can be like being locked in a clos
et with Freddy Kruger. The latter
is the result of the popular
monthly syndrome. Men are ex
pected to just sit back and be
content with the verbal abuse
and foul attitude we’ve been get
ting for years.
Upon reflection, this article
may seem sexist and lacking in
scientific basis. But it is about
the complexities that come with
each woman. We should be hap
py they are so complex, other
wise they wouldn’t be so inter
esting.
Copy by William Haynes and
Shawn Ford
Layout by Teri Sears

Deri Collingwood talks to her friend on
the phone before leaving for the evening.
It was necessary to get the latest scoop
on everyone before leaving.
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Controversy over hate speech and a gay/lesbian representative spark
conversation and debate on both sides o f the issue

The GLSU dealt with hate speech against
them and their organization on campus.

9 4 Seniors

As the conflict over whether
or not gays and lesbians should
be allowed in the military, a con
flict on ODU’s campus occured.
The graduate assistant hired
to work with the G.L.S.U. had his
title changed to "Graduate Assis
tant for Minority Student Con
cerns or Affairs.” The new title
does not include a reference to
gays, lesbians or bisexuals, as the
orginial did. Some students felt
the change was uncalled for.
"I think they were afraid of
backlash from the community
finding out that ODU is going to
be supportive of gay, lesbian and
bisexual students,” commented
G.L.S.U. member Amy Wheeler
The name change was not the
only controvesial event on cam
pus. On sidewalks all around
campus and walls in almost all the

buildings anti-gay and lesbian
messages were scrawled. The
campus recieved local news cov
erage because of this problem.
The frequency and harshness of
the messages provoked many
into anger and provoked the adminstration into drafting a pro
posal to limit or ban all forms of
hate speech. The proposal itself
was very controversialy and
failedno be passed by the Senate.
Many still do not agree with
the lifestyle of homosexuals, but
the Gay and Lesbian Student
Union is accepting of differences
and is sensitive to the persecu
tion of an uncomprehending
society.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Franklin P. Johnston, Spch.
Comm./Soc.
William M. Johnston, MET
Ellen M. Jones, Journalism
Falecia M. Jones, Spch. Comm.

Nancy Suzanne Jones, Biology
Brian R. Kann, Biology
Flanna Kassaye, Cytotechnology
Jerome C. Kay, MET

John J. Keane III, MET
Karen R. Keller, IDS
Robert A. Kelley II, Mktg. Ed.
Diane M. Kelly, MIS

Brian M. Key, Civ. Eng.
Hoon S. Kim, EET
Holly J. Kitchin, Sports Med.
Deborah A. Knutsen, Elem. Ed.

John W. Kozack, Finance
Constantino A. Kozakos,
Bus./Mktg.
Kathleen Krieger, Sports Med.
Jill S. Lambert, Marketing

Toni M. Lanager, Flum. Serv.
Couns.
Donna M. Lankford, Special Ed.
Sandra Larossa, Dental Ffygiene
Jeffery W. Lassiter, Accounting

Joel A. Lassiter, Physics
Amy Jean Laudati, Spch. Path.
Stephen A. Lauer, MET
Arnel Cabasa Lavarias, EET

Jeffrey S. Lavender, EET
Christopher R. Laxton, Psych.
Ian Walter Lay, English
Michelle M. Leadbeter, Nursing

Jeffrey F. Lee, Sports Med.
Ran Lee, Medical Tech.
Treena Rochelle Leecost, Elem.
Ed.
Michael K. Legg, Mktg. Ed.

Eric S. Leichter, Psych./PreMed
Andrew K. Leight, Biology
Karen A. Letchworth, Dental
Hygiene
John C. Levtov, C iv. Eng.

Dionne D. Lewis, IDS
James G. Lewis III, EET
Kim J. Lien, Comp. Eng.
Scott M. Limbo, English

Robert F. Lockhart III, Physics
Fred Kendall Long, Finance
John Krister Lowe, English
Mark A. Lowe, Mktg. Ed.
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Athletes
ODUIF and Big Blue raise over a half a million dollars to recruit
lew athletes and build a tougher program o f champions
Th e ODU In te rc o lle g ia te
Foundation was fronted in 1964
as a nonprofit organization and
the sourch of funds for athletic
grants-in-aid. The ODUIF pro
vides scholarship assistance to
men and women who represent
the university in intercollegiate
competition.
Last year, alumni provided
more than half a million dollars
to the Intercollegiate Founda
tion which allowed the Univer
sity and the Athletic Depart
ment to continually recruit top
student-athletes. As a result,
ODU has proven to be a force in
the Colonial Athletic Associa
tion and the Division I NCAA
competitions.
The Big Blue Club is the social
and membership organizaton of
the ODUIF. With a contribution
of 60 dollars or more, anyone is
able to receive benefits, with
special emphasis put on mem

bership of the alumni.
Besides helping a studentathlete, a "W hite Lion” contrib
utor, one who gives $60 - $124,
receives priority seats, game
programs and away game ticket
and travel privileges, to name a
few.
Anyone can join the Big Blue
Club and help support ODU ath
letics. Contributions are taxfree and many times, employers
w ill
m a tch
e m p lo yee
contributions.
So, if college athletics is of
interest to you, especially ODU
athletics, it is easy to become a
part of the building process
that works toward greater skills
and teams for the future. The
Big Blue Club-and the ODUIF
give everyone this opportunity.
Eric B rasseur

Copy by Stephen Flaherty
Layout by Teri Sears

The w aves keep breaking around the field
house as thousands of fans cheer for the
Big Blue during the C A A playoffs.
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Really, they are just people looking to get that extra edge in the
competitive job market and to expand their knowledge

C hris Reiss, a teaching assistant and grad
student in oceanography, moves outside
to work on his tan.
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Are you getting your Ph.D or
Masters at ODU? Already gradu
ated but returning for another
degree or re-certification? No
big deal, ODU welcomes you
back.
Thirty-four percent of the pop
ulation, 5400 students, were
graduate students. Some came
back to improve their job skills in
order to move higher up in the
work force. Others were back to
achieve a higher degree. The re
laxed atmosphere at ODU helped
graduate students feel accepted
among the undergrads that they
shared classes with.
Many grad students were also
international students. These
students came here to get a qual
ity education, to share some of
their culture and to soak up the
American lifestyle.
Other grad students worked in
the classrooms or in labs. They

were graders, research assis
tants or teachers. They also
worked with many of the student
organizations, or offices, on cam
pus. Some of the jobs offered
credit toward the degree being
sought.
Many of the graduate students
already hold a degree from ODU.
They returned to their alma ma
ter out of devotion, or due to the
cost. <3rad programs tend to get
expensive, both on the wallet and
the body. Many grad students
hold day jobs and have classes at
night.
No matter what your age g)r
origin, ODU’s graduate program;
offer a lot to the returning stu
dent, which could be you in a fev
years.
Copy by Walid Aziz
Layout by Teri Sears

Reginald
Dave A.
David L.
Chad A.

D. Lucas, Comp. Sci
Ludwig, Mktg. Ed.
Lyon, Crim. Just.
M adin, Tech. Ed.

Jennifer A. Magbanua, Nursing
August C. Mann, Sociology
Melvin C. Mansfield Jr., Crim.
Just.
Charles Scott Maphis, EET

Jenneifer K. M arits, Finance
Steven A. Martino, Sports Med
Kimberly L. Martz, Secondary
Donald Ellis Marx Jr., Biology

Wendy D. Mason, Education
Valerie F. Massey, Elem. Ed.
Caelether L. Matthews, Spch.
Comm.
Juliann Mattiko, Elem. Ed.

Laura O. M axey, Marketing
Tracy M. Mayer, EET
Subrina F. Mayes, Marketing
Christopher L. McAllister,
History

Kerry McDaniel, Sports Med.
Colleen S. McDermott, Inti. Bus
Shawn E. McDonald, MET
Michael W. McGhee, Rec. &
Leisure Studies

Beth A. McGowan, Finance
Catherine C. McGrath,
Journalism
Martha K. McGraw, English
Kristin S. McHale, Creative
Writing

Michelle M. McIntyre, Crim.
Just.
John D. McKenna, Psych.
David L. McKenzie, Finance
Stuart E. McLaurin, EET

Alan A. McMillan, Marketing
Lisa M. Meade, Dental Hygiene
Pedro Gilberto Mendoza, Elec.
Eng.
Kelli R. Michel, Dental Flygiene

Reid D. Milligan, Bus. Mgmt.
Steven P. Milone, Crim. Just.
Catherine J. Mincy, Biology
A. Rob Minter, Psych.

Maria M. Miranda, Medical
Tech.
Tsege M. Misghinna, Inti. Bus.
Yodit Mugolio Misghinna, MIS
Joseph T. Mislan, EET

Betsi K. Moore, Dental Hygiene
Leslie K. Moore, Sports Med.
Mark A. Moore, Econ.
Trina A. Moore, Psych
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Singles
What some people would go through to find Mr. or Mrs. Right was
hcredible -- incredibly nerve-racking
"He told me on the phone that
he would be driving a 'vette, and
that his hair was blonde and his
body hittin’ it. When he showed
up, he didn’t even ring the door
bell. Instead he beeped a horn
that sounded like a dying cow
from his rusted out che-vette
that was missing the right finder
and passenger seat.”
"She told me that she was 5’7”
with a 21” waistline and long,
sleek legs. First of all, her hair
was six feet tall and that 21 inch
es must have been her ankle
size.”
Sound like the Love Connec
tion hell to you? Well, all first
dates can’t be as romantic as Ro
meo and Juliet.
The singles scene could be
good, and it could be bad. It’s all
in what you make of it. Some stu
dents commented that life was
much simpler if they could just
have a no-strings-attached fun

evenning every now and then. It
made exam times and vacations
easier to not have someone else
to try to keep up with.
O thers thoroughly enjoyed
having a snuggle-buddy. For sin
gles though the hell came when
they hit the party/bar/ladies or
guys night out scene.
Who can you trust? Why won’t
this guy/chic take a hint and
crawl back into the corner? No! I
DON’T WANT TO DANCE! (But I
will have another Michelob) Yes
this ring on my hand means
something! I didn’t work on a re
lationship for two years to wear a
cubic zircon when I go to the club
just to keep you away. Do I look
like a nice person because looks
can be very deceiving?
It wasn’t always this grim, but
good grief, it was a zoo out there
in single-person world.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

E ric Bra**eur

Brian De Law ter and Phil M oyer show off
a picture of their ideal m ates. Last thing
we heard was that they still didn’t have
the phone number.
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International students experienced the American way and made us
more sensitive to new ideas and lifestyles

Takako Nakamuna rests after an aikido
workout. A few days after this photo,
Takako left to return to Japan.

Looking for an adventure? Try
leaving your native country and
coming to a university in Ameri
ca. Some of the international stu
dents this year were form Spain,
France, Mexico, Argentina, South
Africa and Israel.
A picinic, given by a local
church and the Baptist Student
Union, gave the international stu
dents and local families the op
portunity to meet and to adopt
each other as host parents and
children. The host families pro
vided a "home far away from
home" for the students. These
host famililies helped the stu
dents to adjust to our way of life,
helped them out in times of need
and made sure they were happy
and well.
My family and I attended the
p ic n ic , and we w e re lu c k y
enough to become host parents
to Marin. Marin was a grad sudent from Romania. American
life was a puzzle to Marin, but he

managed to catch on. We intro
duced him to malls, Philadelphia,
and the Price Club. For that, we
had many interesting discussions
about life under Communism.
A n o th e r fa m ily we knew
adopted several different stu
dents. The only thing they com
mented on was the game of Triv
ial Pursuit.
"You have never played Trivial
Pursuit until you play with Chi
nese, French, and Spanish stu
dents,” they commented.
The international stu d e n t;
come to the University for a vari
ety of reasons. Some came for
the wider variety *of classe;,
some for the American way of
life, and some for a cultur
shock. Whatever the reason, l i f ;
was made very interesting fo ’
both the internationals and th<!
natives.

i

Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears
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Felicia W. Morgan, Fine Arts
Savvakis C. Mouzouris, Bus.
Mgmt.
Joseph M. Murphy Jr., Crim.
Just.
Robert Chas. Murray, Comp.
Sci.

Ted Nanayakkara, Comp. Eng.
Barbara Ingrid Naus, Marketing
Pamela S. Nebrotskie, Elem. Ed.
Pamela L. Neiss, Health/Phys.
Ed.

Jesse W. Neville, Bus. Mgmt.
Thao Kim Ngo, Psych.
Myra D. Nocon, Elec. Eng.
John B. Norris III, CET

Andrea S. Oatley, Dental
Flygiene
Audra A. Oatley, Dental
Hygiene
Marichu S. Ocampo, Marketing
Kathleen M. Oliver, IDS

Shannon L. Oliver, Phys. Ed.
Gary J. Ornoff, Marketing Ed.
Ronald O tterstetter, Sports
Med.
Robin V. Pacson, Nursing

Ann J.S. Palad, Biology
Pamela G. Partridge,
Management
Harris A. Pashiardis, Comp.
Eng.
Dianna Patterson, Sec. Ed.
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Jeffrey S. Pauline, Psych.
Michelle L. Pearce, Marketing
Lisa A. Pecil, Engl. Ed.
Mary Lynn Peck, Eiern. Ed.

Lisa C. Pemberton, Nursing
Scott H. Penland, Sports Mgmt.
Jeannie L. Perez, Bus. Mgmt.
Shirley G. Perry, Psych

Sean E. Peter, Marketing Ed.
Kelly A. Pelanz, Biology
Lisa A. Phalen, Hum. Serv.
Couns.
Abigail R. Picache, Bus. Mgmt.

Ricardo N. Pires, Marketing
Paula S. Poteet, Poli. Sei.
Suzanne M. Purcell, Spch. Path.
Darius E. Pursell, MET

Chandra A. Qureshi, Inti. Bus.
Diana J. Raley, Sports Med.
Janet P. Ray, Psych.
James R. Revere, Mech. Eng.

Brian P. Rich, Econ.
Pamela Buendia Rivera,
Engl./Spch. Comm.
Peter J. Robertory, History
Heather L. Robinson, Mech. Eng.
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Beach es

Students had to pack away those bikinis for heavy sweaters and
snow boots as the east coast was hit by a longer winter
Spring Break -- the epitomy of
all parties. The chance to let it all
hang out. The chance to forget
what a class is, at least for a
week. The chance to relax in the
warmth of the new spring sun.
Spring Break was interrupted
this year. Many students missed
out on the parties and the sun
because of the winter "storm of
the century” . Hurricane force
winds and rain combined with
powerful snowstorms soaked the
east coast for four days. Airports
found themselves in a jam be
cause so many people w ere
stranded while waiting for arriv
ing or departing flights. People
traveling in cars had their trips
abruptly stopped by the highway
departments because of the poor
conditions of the roads. Students

trying to get back to school end
ed up spending the night in their
cars because the highway had
been closed.
Not every student relaxed dur
ing the break. A group of stu
dents went to Florida to help
clean up the aftermath of Hurri
cane Andrew . Students from
ODU and other u n iv e rs itie s
cleaned up debris, cleared fields
and helped lay pipe for water and
sewage.
Paradise would have been
soaking up the sun rays on a
beach of Jamaica. But the reality
was winter lasted a lot longer
this year.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Dan, a friend of photographer E ric Brasseur, said, "I’ve always wanted to climb a
tree like the natives on t.v.”
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Awareness
Part o f any college education is learning the boundries o f right and
wrong, good and bad, and similarities vs. differences

Eric Bra**eur

These sorority girls pay close attention to
what is being said about drinking and as
sault. An array of topics were discussed
during the awareness weeks.

106

Awareness. Webster’s defines
it as "on guard, vigilant.” ODU
defines it as "knowing.” Many
organizations on campus held
awareness weeks. There was a
forum on alcohol and drug abuse,
se xu a l assau lt and se xu a l
awareness.
The two biggest awareness
weeks were for sexual assault
and sexual awareness. Sexual as
sault awareness week was held
October 26-30. Sponsored by the
Women’s Center, the week had
many different seminars sup
ported by other groups on cam
pus as well. The fraternities and
sororities were a major sponsor
for many of these seminars. Selfdefense classes for women and
discussions for men only were
set up.
The Gay and Lesbian Student
Union held "Breaking the Ice III”

in early February. Crae Pridgen,
who was beaten by marines in
North Carolina, was the keynote
speaker. The third festival was
very controversial in the area.
Many felt that their tax money
should not be used to sponsor
such "rubbish” while others on
campus felt the festival was a
wonderful idea.
Unity Week, sponsored by the
M in o rity Student S e rv ic e s ,
brought us together as a campus.
Films on the rising rate of racism
and hate crimes were shown. A
step show was held, and a dance
in Webb center was open to
everybody.
There is no excuse for igno
rance. What you don’t learn on
your own, we will teach you.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Marie D. Robinson, Geology
Tammy L. Robinson, Poli. Sci.
Jeanine Lee Roman, Marketing
Ed.
Cecile Rouilles, Finance

Jennifer L. Rowles, Biology
Jeffrey L. Royster, Comp. Sci.
Donald D. Rush Jr., English
Tara A. Sadarananda,
Soc./Geog.

Megan J. Sand, Phys. Therapy
Kimberly A. Sands, Civ. Eng.
Allaine S. Santiaguel, Med.
Tech.
Sheila Santos, Biology

Kyle F. Sargent, Psych.
M. Joanne Saunders, Crim. Just.
Jeffrey C. Scalzo, Crim. Just.
Mark A. Schmidt, Education

Marc F. Selby, MET
Kim O. Sembra, Graphic Design
Kristi L. Sfameni, Soc./Dev.
Psych.
Rocio Shay, Span./Poli. Sci.

Anne Marye Shield, Accounting
Robert A. Sherman, Civ. Eng.
Alison M. Shirley, Hum. Serv.
Couns.
Lee W. Sidebottom, Crim. Just.
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H --------Susan L. Sineath, Crim. Just.
Wendy Siska, Rec. & Leisure
Studies
Monique Nicole Skinner, Poll.
Sck
Francine A. Small, Psych./Crim.

Marzetta G. Smalling, Psych.
Caroline B. Smith, Hum. Serv.
Couns.
Carolyn A. Smith, Sociology
Colleen E. Smith, Marketing Ed.

Craig M. Smith, MET
Joseph Giro Smith,
Biochemistry
Patricia B. Smith, Elem. Ed.
Robert J. Smith, Finance

Terrie D. Snagg, Prof. Writing
Glenn Sogn, Comp. Sei.
Steven M. Sosnowski, Nuclear
Med.
Peter N. Spargo, Health/Phys.
Ed.

Gregory W. Spraker, Elec. Eng.
Dee Dee Stanley, Spch. Path.
Benjamin J. Starkey,
Management
Steven A. Stenson, Finance

Irene L. Stephens, Civ. Eng.
Karen R. Stephenson,
Accounting
Philip Leigh Stern, MIS
Diana C. Stewart, Finance
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The Library
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After dinner, the parade to Hampton Blvd. and 45th street began as
the library came to life for more than just studying
When you hear the word li
brary, most of the time you think
a dull place with hundreds of
people buried behind books and
papers.
THINK AGAIN! The ODU li
brary was just as much a social
scene as the bar across the
street minus the cash bar. On
any given night, it was not unusu
al to find a table of frat brothers
gossipping or a woman dressed
to kill behind that desk.
Conversation was usually in
terspersed with some reference
to work. "Oh did you here that...oh yeah, our bio-chem lab is
due tomorrow. Do you have the
notes? Anyway, I wanted to tell
the news.*3 On and on. It was
sort
a
w o rkin g
so c ia l
environment.
Probably the best excuse for
outside conversations or tossing
the books aside was the famous
need for a stress break or power

nap. These five-minute energy
boosters were normally an hour
long.
Exam time didn’t stop the flow
of library socialites. Hey, they're
skilled at this social/study thing.
They had to be to maintain a
w orking knowledge of "th e
scoop’’ and pull the grades on
tests.
Odd as it may sound, the li
brary had its own night life. Stu
dents flocked to the front steps
to wait for the gang or signifi
cant others. Sunday nights at 6
p.m., a crowd congregated to
wait for the doors to open.
One warning, don’t get caught
sleeping! You were liable to get
accosted by your friends want
ing to know what your problem is
when there is so much to take in
and report at the next "study
session.”
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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Nothing beats a Bud, unless you can’t get
one. Then you go to the library to social
ize, oops, study with your friends.
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Band
Whether it be rock, metal, jazz or classical, music groups thrived
with the aid o f clubs and pure interest in the artform
mm

?
Even college couldn’t stop m usicians from
applying their trade. Besides bringing
clothes and a refrigerator, the guitar had
to come along too.

1 1 0 Seniors

The garage band that was once
synonymous with high school has
graduated and gone on to col
leg e. Thro ughout Ham pton
Roads, college bands searched
for and found a place to show
case their talent and music to the
locals. Many hoped to cut a re
cord deal, while others played
for the fun of it.
M id d y’s, both in Newport
News and Virginia Beach, hosted
alternative night, and more often
than not, college bands were per
forming. Whole Lotsa Papa was
one such band. All the members
were ODU students. They were
hall walkers during the day and
musicians by night.
College bands were not the
only place to find college musi
cians. Some music students gave
small group performances, or
performed for the poets and nov
elists during the Literary Festi-

val. They also provided music for
modern dance concerts, and oth
er university productions.
Some students who were in
bands joined strictly for fun. Mu
sic was a hobby for them, a
stress buster. My brother-in-law,
who graduated last May, still
continued to play with his band
even after graduating. He said
that they were not out for a re
cord but that "the band is a
brotherhood, an asylum for when
the pressure is too much.”
Maybe some find it a hobby or
a dream that may come true. Stu
dent m usicians were e v e ry 
where, not just in garages. So,
next time a concert plays in the
bars along campus.or on campus,
c h e ck it o ut, you may be
surprised.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

----------------------- h Christine Stringfield, Sociology
Claudia J. Strock, Psych.
John M. Stronach, Civ. Eng.
Julie L. Sullivan,
Communications

Mark H. Sumner, Psych.
Sara Elizabeth Swain, Dental
Hygiene
Leslie Marie Swientek, Middle
School Ed.
Julie K. Szabos, Psych.

Alexander A. Taday III, Poli. Sci.
Kwok Hung Tam, Elec. Eng.
Jeffrey B. Tarpey, Marketing
Ed.
Charles M. Thomas, OTS

Stephen J. Thompson, Crim.
Just.
Jo Anne E. Tiamzon, Biology
Carl A. Timmons, Elec. Eng.
Lisa C. Todd, English

Diane T. Tran, Dental Hygiene
Pamela D. Tucker, Fine Arts
J. Crawford Turner III, MET
Loria D. Turner, Dental Hygiene

Tracey B. Twyman, Graphic
Design
Suzana S. Utley, Dental Hygiene
Tricia Valentine-Bennett, Bio.
Ronald J.A. Villanueva, Poli. Sci.

S t-V i i l l

Susan D. Vincent, Sociology
Peter A. Vithoulkas, Mech. Eng.
Dawn E. Voll, Special Ed.
Theresa A. Walker, Elec. Eng.

Susan J. Wall, Psych.
Thomas E. Walton, Tech. Ed.
Fred R. Warren, History
Elizabeth A. Watkins, Nursing

Ginger K. Watkins, Wildlife
Mgmt.
Sandra L. Watt, Biology/Nursing
Quyann R. Webb, Psych.
Meredith E. Wedig, Art History

David Ari Weinshank, Psych.
Yvonne M. Wells, Marketing
Sholom J. West, Middle School
Ed.
James Scott White, Finance

Gregory D. Whitley Jr., Poll.
Sci.
Sevie D. Whitley, Sociology
Samuel E. Wiggins, Comp. Sci.
Wesley A. Wigginton, ME

Amy Christine Wilkins, Crim.
Just.
Carolyn M. Wilkins, Crim. Just.
Felicia O. Wilkins, EET
Alexis R. Williams, Poli. Sci.
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Children
Dancers unite their talents to raise money in Hampton Roads for
the Prevention o f Child Abuse
This year across campus,
there were many benefit ideas
for children. Circle K held a
Baby Drive, all proceeds and
donations going to a battered
womens shelter. Toys, clothing
and cribs were donated for the
children. Then there was a
dance for chldren.
The Modern Dance concert,
held in the Fine and Performing
Arts building on April 3, was for
the prevention of child abuse.
All benefits went to The Hamp
ton Roads Committee for the
Prevention of Child Abuse.
There was a donation of five
dollars for students and eight
dollars for adults.
The dance, produced by
ODU’s Marilyn Marloff, was
choreographed by various art
ists in the area. All dances were
different from one another.
Some ran on the dramatic side

w h ile o th e rs w e re v e ry
meditative.
The idea of having a dance
came from Marloff, who felt
that she "should use her art to
help.” Marloff noted that par
enting today is very tough and
parents need support from one
another. One of the dances, she
noted, represented this idea by
having the dancers come to
gether at a point and hug each
other.
With very talented dancers
and choreographers, the dance
raised between 400 and 450 dol
lars to help parents get the sup
port and help they need. This
was just one of many instances
where art impacted on the sur
rounding community.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Modern dancers perform a dance from
"The Ladies of W hite Chapel" at the Lit
erary Festival.
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Hunger
The Hunger Banquet draws students and faculty to a greater
awareness o f horrid living conditions in starving countries

These students were part of the third
world group that were only allowed to
dine on rice and water.

1 1 4 Seniors

Would you ever consider eat
ing only rice and water? Could
you imagine living in conditions
where you only ate once a day
and the water was filthy? Well,
imagine it. Millions of people in
this world live in these unthink
able conditions.
On November 5th, the WesleyWestminster house and Habitat
for Humanity gave students and
faculty the chance to get a mild
feel for this kind of life. They put
together a Hunger Banquet.
The banquet was designed
such that there w ere three
"worlds” of people. The first
world group were seated at ta
bles with silverwear and a fullcourse meal, including all of the
food groups and their choice of
drinks. The second world group
were a step down. They still re
ceived a full meal. Third worlders
were seated in circles on the
floor and ate from a certain
amount of rice allocated to the
group. They were only given wa

ter to drink.
By setting meals to fit the
three economic groups repre
sented, a point was illustrated.
There is a definite imbalance in
the quality of life around the
world, and Americans are partic
ularly lucky individuals for the
luxuries we do have, right down
to the very fork we eat our food
with. The banquet was designed
to raise awareness and that it
did.-Between 75 and 100 people
attended the banquet in Webb
Center.
To further help the communi
ty, Habitat for Humanity also
helped build homes for those
without. Christopher Schnaars
wrote in his October 20th Mace
and Crown article that "helping
people gives you a good feeling,
but it's even more appealing
when you have fun doing it.”
Helping people — that’s a con
cept everyone could work on.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Christopher H. Williams,
Accounting
Kathleen Williams, Dental
Hygiene
Wendy D. Williams, CET
Mark A. Williamson, Crim. Just.

Amy C. Willis, Psych.
Elizabeth Kimberly Wilson,
Elem. Ed.
Karen D. Wilson, Rec. £ Leisure
Studies
Jeremy M. Wiltz, Elec. Eng.

Daniel L. Wines Jr., Bus. Mgmt.
Everett Jay Winslow, MET
Cassondre Womack
Shannon L. Wright, Biology

Angela M. Yeung, Comp. Sci.
Heather E. Young, Psych.
Jane E. Ziegra, Hum. Serv.
Couns.
Alissa S. Zimmerman, Sports
Mgmt.

Katrina Loletrice Carter, Psych.
Dawn C. Downey, Psych.
Keith Fenimore, Public Relations
Ayonda Elizabeth Lanier, Psych.

Caroline Morel, Marketing
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Jennifer Bellas

Pres. James Koch takes an opportunity to
meet some of the students and parent,
who contribute so much to the character !
of the university.
Courtesy of Public Info.

Amanda Brown

Bettina Burnham

Richard Burton

Mary Kathryn Clark

Co urtesy of Public Info.
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W eekend

Parents’ Weekend gave moms and dads a chance to tour the
campus and check out activities and programs open to all students
Hi Mom and Pa, welcome to departments on campus.
my world. For the next two days
A few things parents see on
you are lucky enough to live as I and around campus never change
do, to eat as I do, and to sleep H - construction and Hampton
better than I do. Such went Par Boulevard. The construction
ent’s Weekend, October 9-11.
might be farther along than the
Lucky them. Of course, when last time your parents were on
your parents visit they can stay campus, but Hampton road is no
in area motels, so their sleep is where near completion. Many
sounder than yours. They don’t parents are surprised by the
get to eat the same food as you. amount of work and traffic done
Dining services prepares special on the road.
dinners then. But you can always
Even if your parents do not eat
have your parents treat you to the same foods you eat during
dinner somewhere else in the the week, and they don’t get to
sleep on the same beds and with
area.
Things around campus run a the same noise you do, they get a
little d ifferent when parents bit of the college experience
come to visit. Mini-Mainstreet is thrown at them for at least one
held in Webb so parents can weekend.
check out the various organiza
tions on the campus. Parents get Copy by Amy Wood
tours of the campus, along with Layout by Teri Sears
demonstrations from different
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Cou rtety of Public Info.

Students grabbed as much food as possi
ble during the weekend. The all-too-often
spoken words were: "This isn’t how we
really eat Mom. You’re getting the good
stuff!”

Webb C enter served as the center of all
activity during Parents’ W eekend and
during any other given day in the year. It
was the heart of the university.
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Professors
■■■■

Behind the suits and often stern exterior or the bubbly personalities
o f a few lies a group o f very interesting people

One professor liked to take students scu
ba diving in his spare time.

Nancy Wade - reading biolo
We've already covered what
the students do for fun, but have gy, computer walk, fishing in Au
you ever wondered what some of gust and crabbing.
Louis Henry - woodworking.
your professors do in their spare
D ick M cCleary -- shooting
time? Or even what Pres. Koch
does when he’s not rallying for hoops.
So, you see our professors do
ODU? They do have lives, too.
We went searching and came up more than stand behind a podium
Monday through Friday. Next
with the following:
Fred Talbot - defending the time you give that evil scowl that
tells your professor right before
underdog.
Judi Doumas -- gardening, jog a test that you think their whole
life is consumed with doing you
ging and yoga.
Pres. Koch - all competitive in, think about the fact that they
sports, noncompetitive running, need a break just like you do
basketball, and consulting for the when Friday comes. Or for that
matter when any break from
NFL.
Mary El Kadi - reading, travel classes comes.
ling, spending time with the fam Copy and layout by T^ri Sears
ily, walking.
Geology students meet the famous Oneeyed Jack. This dog belonged to one of
our Geology professors.

1 1 8 Underclass

Kip Covington

Sean Dyke

Jesse Hampton

Paul Hansel

Jennifer Hook

Zhan Juniang

Kevin Lee

Andre' Marville

"*C
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Jack Michaels

Courtesy

Amy Morrissey
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Say, Goodbye
Talent, creativity and compassion make up three men who not only
taught, but befriended their students along the way
Talents, knowledge and com
passion came together everyday
to make the campus move for
ward. It was a sad occassion
when people who contributed all
of these things were lost.
Early on November 20th, ODU
lost one of many outstanding
professors. Paul Dicklin had con
tributed to this campus for 26
years. Last spring he was the re
cipient of the highest honor a
professor could receive — the A.
Rufus Tonelson Award. He was an
associate professor of theater
and the director of the Actor’s
Regional Theater. Dicklin died on
the opening day of his last work.
Love Letters went on that night
anyway, because as many of his
friends commented, "that’s how
he would’ve wanted it.”
Shortly after Dicklin's passing,
one of the university’s founding
members passed on. Dr. W. Ger
ald Akers began teaching at the
Norfolk Division of William and
Mary in 1931 as an associate pro
fessor of modern language. In his
years here, Akers saw the uni-

versity branch off on it’s own.
Also in his career, he spent three
decades as the chairman of the
Norfolk Round Table at ODU, and
was a charter member of the
Torch Club.
In the second semester, stu
dents were dealt yet another
blow. We lost Wally Dryer, pro
fessor of photographer. The 70year-old photographer died
March 13. Wally, as he was affec
tionately called by his students,
had his hands in everything. He
helped to establish the photo gal
lery and collection at the Chrys
ler Museum in downtown Nor
folk, was an activist for the
photography department, and
the inspiration for many young
artists.
Any way you look at it, the uni
versity suffered a tremendous
loss with the passing of these
three professors. Fortunately,
their students were still around
to carry on the legacies.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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Bodyguard
In the last five years, students have been able to travel more
comfortably knowing their peers were looking out for them

E ric Brasseur

At the Safety Fair in April, an Public Safe
ty o fficer manned the Escort Service’s
table, engraving bikes and other articles
for easy identification.

1 2 2 Underclass

After dark, the possibility of
being harassed is not something
to take lightly. With car-jacking
in the news, reality hit home. It is
not just other people who experi
ence this anymore.
Eric Brasseur, a senior Biology
major, had his windpipe crushed
while riding his bike near the
campus. After the incident, he
was more apprehensive about
biking near the university.
After such experiences, many
saw a need to invest in mace, or
their own justice. No one knew if
it was necessary, but students
planned to be prepared for any of
the consequences of traveling at
night.
Students did have one safe re
source, though. They were given
the option of using the Escort
Service. It didn’t seem as though
a student with a walkie-talkie
could do much to deter a maniac
purse snatcher, but since the in
stitution of the program five
years ago incidents have de
creased in number.

It operated from 5:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. each night. Clients
were mostly female. Although
sometimes used by students,
weapons were illegal on campus
leaving escorts to depend on
their effectiveness in communi
cation with their home base.
Each escort had to learn various
codes to express their situation.
Its jurisdiction was just the cam
pus, but sometimes extended a
little further for the convenience
of students.
To acquire an escort students
used red security phones located
in the buildings, and an escort
could be dispatched as quickly as
one was available. There were
people so satisfied with the ser
vice that they've became known
regulars. In some cases there
were students walking alone who
were offered assistance by es
corts patrolling the campus.
Copy by William Haynes
Layout by Teri Sears

Richard Myers

Tamara Newman

Maria Pereira

Shawn Price

Jacnita Raines

Eric Brasseur

Mandy Hinton takes a short break after escorting someone home from Midnight
Madness in October.
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Robin Pacson and Preston Davis perform a routine for a fifties styled number during
preview in the dorms.
E ric Bra**eur

Chrissy Russo

Matt Shutske

Robert Steier

Brian Stephenson

Todd Stephenson

Eric Brasseur

Informed
Throughout the summer freshman and tranfer students attended
Preview where everything from safety to classes was discussed
"Where do go I now? Fill in
what bubbles with what code?
What classes do I need to fulfill
my general ed requirements?”
These were just some of the
questions that Preview counsel
ors dealt with in the Summer
Preview sessions.
Thirteen counselors dealt with
the problems of thousands of in
coming freshpeople and transfer
students. For two nights, the
counselors entertained students
with lip-syncing contests and
dances. By day, the counselors
lead the students on campus
tours, helped with the placement
tests, and conducted a few lec
tures on the variety of services
at ODU.
The counselors received high
praise from the students attend
ing the sessions. Many of the stu
dents reported that they were
looking forward to the year be

’92

ginning and to seeing the coun
selors again. Others said that the
counselors were the reason they
chose ODU.
"The counselors provided an
air of friendliness and helpful
ness I have not seen anywhere
else,” commented one student.
The counselors felt the same
way about the visiting students.
"The chance to interact with in
coming students, to really give
them a sense of the university, is
the reason I chose to be a Pre
view counselor.” commented
Wendy Dearing.
The preview counselors en
dured a lot over the summer—a
lot of question, a lot of rain—but
the thing they enjoyed most was
the lot of students
Eric Bratseur

Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Robin Pacson and W endy Dearing grab a
previewer to dance with them in the ’50’s
show.

Students watch their preview counselors
dance and sing during the evening enter
tainment.
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Perspective
The Rogers cafeteria workers have worked with students through
many years o f changes in the surrounding society

WiUiam H aynes

Some Rogers C afe workers have been
here for 39 years, long enough to see
styles change and to see the children of
students they served in years past.

For a the average college stu
dent, taking things for granted
comes natural. There are so
many conflicts that a student
could forget priviledges provid
ed to them daily.
For years food services been
providing the nutrition needed
to take that extra step during the
day. At Rogers Cafeteria, some
of the employees have been serv
ing students for more years than
many students have been on this
earth.
Two in particular are Blanche
Baker and Betsy Greenhouse.
Mrs. Baker will be at ODU for 20
years in March. She began work
ing in Rogers after being layed
off at the Naval Base. This hard
ship became a godsend. Mrs.
Baker is known for creating des
serts. She is most proud of her
cheesecakes -^banana, straw
berry, and chocolate.
Mrs. Greenhouse has also been
at Rogers for 20 years. She re
members when there were no
recipes. This was a time when

they added more of their own
ideas. Now, the cafeteria goes by
Food-Pro. She still hears from
many of the students she has
served over the years.
There have been many manag
ers over the years. The kitchen
workers have to train each new
manager that comes in. It is
strange that none of these wom
en ever had the opportunity to
hold theumanager position.
It began when Mr. Kenneth
Stickney managed the cafeteria.
He made a college degree man
datory for the position, but he
did not have one himself. Many
very qualified women have ap
plied for this position, but none
have ever held the position.
In the next couple of years
these women will be retiring,
which will be a great loss to to
the university. Their service to
students has been excellent and
their contibutions will never be
forgotten.
Copy by William L. Haynes
Layout by Teri Sears
One thing some of the cafe workers men
tioned was how so many have been here
over the years, but none have ever held
the manager’s position.
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William Stinney

Jovanna Todd

Laird Wetzel

Anthony Williams

Gerald Woods

I
Chelsea Wright

At the Midnight Madness, sponsored in part by FM 99, student ambassadors enjoy
some of their less formal activities» although, they represented the university in all
activities.
E ric Brasseur

Stephan Zuromski

I

Sean Zukowsky

After serving as hosts at the Presi
dent’s house or attending a communi
ty function, the ambassadors could be
spotted at games and other casual
events.

1 2 8 Underclass

Ambassadors
Outgoing students get a glimpse o f the world o f public relations as
they promote the University in public events
Student Ambassadors helped
the University and Pres. Koch
in many ways. They acted as
part of his public relations team
and participated in many of his
activities around campus. They
acted as ushers at the Presi
dent’s VIP events and attended
dinners with the president and
other community leaders. They
were asked to mingle and meet
these people, sharing their own
personal views with them re
gardless of the President’s own
views.
To become a student ambas
sador, one must have a 2.5 cu
mulative GPA and go through
an interview process. The quali
ties they look for are amiability
and ease in dealing with new
people. Two recommendations
from the faculty or staff are
also required.
Student Ambassadors are at

many schools around the coun
try. Once a year they all con
verge on one school to exhange
ideas and make friends. This
year the ODUSA’s sent twelve
representatives to the Universi
ty of Florida for this annual
event. The ambassadors re
turned "charged up” and ready
to make the spring membership
drive a huge success.
Twice a year the President
has the student ambassadors
over to his house for a dinner to
show his pride in their work
and his appreciation of the job
done. The seniors are further
recognized in a special gradua
tion dinner where they receive
certificates for their contribu
tions to the university.
Copy by Stephen Flaherty
Layout by Teri Sears
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PCIPTS
Oh, do you feel like some competition?
Monarch sports were in full force, and even
when a team lost a game or match, spirit was
still at an all-time high.
E ric Brasseur

ning streak, with no one beating them since
1990. Basketball had the task of continuing
their champion streak, since last season’s
CAA championship win. One lady Monarch
played basketball in the summer Olympics.
Even in the face of some defeats, the competative edge raged on.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

E ric Brasteur

Showing what he is
made of, this member
of the Monarch athlet
ic family blocks a shot
of one of his fellow
teammates at an exhi
bition game held on
1 Halloween. The cam
pus has high hopes for
the team this season.
The f ield hockey team
lived up to eveyone's
expectations by win
ning their third con
secutive NCAA cham
pionship title this year.

The field hockey team continued the win

Sports Divider 1 3 1

ough and Ready
‘“t”

/yuniei couidttt ¿top %uqk
tough and injury ridden
season tested the soccer
team's spirit. The mens’
team finished the regular season
with a 105-3 record. They lost
some close matches, which defi
nitely tested team and fan mo
rale. But, the team and fans
raged on in the Monarch spirit.
Junior goalie Tim Figureido
had a record 12 saves for the
team. Senior leadership was the
drive behind the winning Monarchs. Seniors Damon Wade and
Devarr Boyles were named to the
CAA first team.
In the first round of of the
C A A c h a m p io n sh ip , B yro n
Mitchell and Lang Wedemeyer
scored goals to help defeat Rich
Have an ice pack wailing for these play
ers during halftime. William & Mary de
feated the home team 2-1 in this game of
the C A A championship.

Rough play sent this team member to the
ground. Thank God he was on the grass.
The team met the University of San Diego
State in the annual Met Life Classic. In the
USDS game, ODU won 3-0.

initely a major force behind their
winning season.
Although the team was one of
the most powerful teams in the
conference, it was not without
injury. Five of the starting play
ers missed a total of 24 games
due to injury.
With or without injuries the
team pushed on, and the deafen
ing shouts of fans provided that
extra encouragement and added
to the victory celebrations.

Dave Poo*er

mond. Junior Peter Spargo was
named to the second team, and
led that team in goals. Coach
Ralph Perez was credited by
players as a tough coach, but def

Copy by Shawn Ford
Layout by Klsha Petticolas

The thrill of victory for our guys as Rich
mond took the lost. Lang W edem eyer was
tackled by his teammates after the 2-0
win.
What am I supposed to do with this?
While waiting to board a bus for an away
game, this soccer player experimented
with a bat and a ball.
Eric Bra**eur

Tim Bullock

Let’s play keep away from UCLA1 Peter
Spargo uses his ball handling techniques
to pass the ball down the field.

Soccer 1 3 3

ùnâtêled kneel and one
^ ^ lo c k that guy. I’m open, I’m
open, Pass the ball. Free
beer back at the house af
ter the game. Get off, I can't
breath with 20 guys tackling me
at oncel
The men's Rugby club wasn’t
allowed to play in official games
this season. The team was sus
pended over a dispute concern
ing alcohol at the games and
playing an alumni game at an unnofficial field. Still new faces
were added to the team, and the
fun raged on.
The Rugby club has developed
its own personality, creating a
sub-culture of players and follow
ers. There were certain post
game club activities that are

The starting huddle can be the most
tense as players meet to match w its and
athletic ability. The women played rough
with their dead serious attitudes on the
field.

Teri Whanger

deep in tradition (like whoever
scores the winning goal jumps off
a roof naked). Players get to
gether and sing songs and set
aside differences with the op

posing
team
fo r
huge
celebrations.
With rugby becoming such a
popular college sport, ODU has
developed quite a reputation for
tough play. Every spring, the club
is invited to the Cherry Blossom
Tournament, where teams from
all over the country come to
compete. Last spring, the club
won second p lace in th e ir
division.
The Rugby club plays hard and
celebrates even harder. Is any
one up for the real competition?
Copy by Steve Thompson
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

T en Whanger

Before a game, these women are all
smiles. It was a rare moment to catch
them together and not tackling an opponant when they w ere anywhere near the
field.

7eri W hanger

Bring that ball back home. Team members
surround their player and push out any
opposition to make that all-important
score.
The hometeam was never completely
safe from the opposition. This team mem
ber fights to keep posession of the ball
and to stay on her feet.

Rugby Club 1 3 5

heir Playground
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Fte&l Hockey ptiay&U tank KâÜoncSf
^ ^ \ D U Fie ld H o cke y did
J what? Had a 58 consecutive win streak, breaking
the school record? Outscored
their opponents 148 to 4? Faced
K) of the top 20 field hockey
teams? Have 4 of the 5 of the
nations’ top scorers?
Surprised? The field hockey
team is driven to excellence by
their coach, Beth Anders. Anders
entered her llth season as head
coach and is the winningest field
hockey coach in NCAA history.
She has taken the team to win 6
NCAA tournaments. Anders’ ac
complishments include playing
for the 1984 U.S. Olympic field
hockey team.

f

Surrounded by opposition, an ODU player
struggles to keep the puck from a wave of
determined U VA players. Her struggle is
a symbol of a perfect season.

An ODU field hockey player sm acks one
past the opposition to help her team pull a
9-0 victory over UVA. This is one of the
many contributions to a 25-0 record.

Kelli James, Robin Smith, Laura
Knorr and Jill Reeve were mem
bers of the U.S. National Team.
Sue Callahan, Sue Dano, Kim
Decker and Karen Neiss were

named to the 1992 Under 21 Na
tional Team. Two of the top scor
ers, Maaike Hilbrand and Jill
Reeve, returned. In addition,
these girls were record setters.
Reeves set the school record for
points in a season and for single
assists. Hilbrand led the team,
and the country, in goals scored.
Knorr was the second on the
team with goals scored. She was
named to the second All-Ameri
can team and to the first team
A ll- C o n fe re n c e . Sm ith w as
named CAA Player-of-the-Year.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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E ric Braw eur

Karen Davis collapses after a tough play
against Connecticut for the score. Her
exhaustion reflects her effort in a 6-0
victory.
A player from ODU and another from
U VA go toe to toe in a fierce competition
with each other in a 9-0 Monarch victory.
Another one for the record books.

Field Hockey 1 3 7

Dave Pooter

■

1 3 8 Sports

Two opposing players fight for a sliding
puck as a team of anxious spectators
watch in anticipation that their team
mate will get the puck.

An O DU player beats her opposition to
the puck destined Tor the net behind a
U V A defender in a 9-0 victory agaist the
Cavalier*. 'V
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Jill Reeve hustles away with what the oth
er team w an ts-th e ball, the Monarchs
held onto the ball all night, defeating the
other team 9-0.

Field Hockey cont'd 1 3 9
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Our Lady Monarchs rose to the occasion
enacious is the only word
to describe the Lady Mon this season. Coached by W endy Larry,
the team’s regular season record was 13-0
archs. This season was ex and they preformed well in the C A A tour
citing and something to remem
nament. Larry, who was an ODU alumnae,
ber forever.
was in her sixth season of coaching.
While construction in Webb
center continued, the Lady Mon
archs also continued to build a
stronger foundation. By winning
back to back CAA tournaments,
the team demonstrated their su
periority. The fans were hardly
disappointed. How could they be
when they saw the results of
E ric Brasteur
hours upon hours of practice and
training paying off with every
for other teams as she pushed
second their team was on the
her ladies to the extreme. Larry’s
floor?
six seasons at ODU have been a
Coach Wendy Larry helped
definite advantage to the pro
create one dangerous competitor
gram . L a rry and A s s is ta n t
Celeste Hill looks to pass the ball before
the defense closes in on her. When the
opposing defense worked hard, our girls
worked even harder to score.

Coaches Anne Donovan and Alisa
Scott watched their own talents
pay off as the Lady Monarchs
ended with a 21-7 record and
their fourth NCAA competition
spot.
Seniors Pam Huntley, Steph
anie Gilmore, and Michelle Reyn
olds were also integral parts of
the M onarch su cce ss sto ry .
Huntley started in 26 of 28
games, with a total of 356 points
for the season. Reynolds aver
aged 10 points per game, while
Gilmore averaged 7.6. Celeste
Hill led the team with a total of
470 points for the season, aver
aging 16.8 points per game.
Copy by Shawn Ford
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

E ric Bratseur

Pam Huntley, a senior guard, shows in
tense concentration and perfect form in
this foul shot. Pam averaged 12.7 points
per game and had 69 assists for the sea
son.
Team members help Celeste Hill break
free so she can set up for the shot. Hill
started in 27 of 28 games.
E ric B r a n a r

With an American U. player hot on her
trail, Deanna Vander Plas shoots for a
left-handed lay-up. Deanna shot 16 threepointers this season.

Women's Basketball 1 4 1

E ric Bra*seur

W atching the rest df the^feam perform,
* these Lady Monarchs take a breather be
fore getting into the action.
C oach W endy Larry trg es on her team to
yet another victory. The Lady Monarchs
g| advanced to the NIT tournament this
>y«ar under Coach Larry’s guidance.---'

U K

p i

Rising a natch above the rest, Stephanie
Gilmore jumps to score the lay-up. Steph
anie averaged 7.3 points a game.

1 4 2 Sports

Looking to pass the ball to a fellow team
mate, Michele Reynolds hustles her way
down court on a fast break.
Getting a helping hand, this athlete gets
| up after a foul, Teamwork was the key to
2 the success of the Lady Monarchs this
y season.

I

Women's Basketball 1 4 3
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f e r a li ^

^ ^ o a ch Oliver Purnell and his
defending C A A champs
were at it again, dominating
the court this season. Six new
players joined the team — Odell
Hodge, M ario Mullen, Corey
Parker, Derrick Parker, Kevin
Sw ann, and W alte r W rig h t.
Hodge was named CAA Rookie of
the Year with his career high of
37 points in a game against
American University.
Last year’s leader in assists,
Donald Anderson returned to
help the team with a jam-packed
schedule. The year began with
games against U.Va. and the
North Carolina Tarheels. A l
though the Monarchs lost both of
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Sports

Keith Jackson hits another two points
against Shenadoah. Keith returned this
season with fellow players Peter Sessoms
and David Harvey.
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Basketball’s tough action helped some
players meet the floor. The Monarchs had
an overall 20-8 record going into the C A A
conference.

these games, team spirit and fan
support led them on the better
scores and tougher competition.
The team entered this year's

Huband Cowit
conference with a 20-8 record,
tying James Madison for second.
With such a strong position, fans
and team members were defi
nitely shocked when the men
were bumped from the competi
tion in the first round by 7th
ranked East Carolina. Some peo
ple felt that teammates didn’t
"feed” Hodge enough as he only
had six points for the game. ECU
started out 14 point underdogs,
to take the game in the last quar
ter. With this, the men didn’t
make it into this year’s NCAA
competition.
Copy by William Haynes
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

Surrounded by Monarchs, this Shenando
ah player attempts to block the shot any
way. Game attendance was low this sea
so n , but t h is d id n ’t sto p M o n arch
domination.
In a game versus Iona, Keith Jackson
fakes out his opponant to grab two points.
Part of the Monarch strength was their
returning players.
E ric Bra**eur

E ric Braaseur

Kevin Swann searches for an open player
for the pass as an Iona player closes in on
him. Swann was one of six new players on
the team.

Men's Basketball 1 4 5

Coaches O liver Purnell and T ic Price
watch their men take to the court what
they have mastered in practice.

Number 42. Allon Wright from Elizabeth
New Jersey, played his third season as a
junior for the Monarchs.

Eric Brasseur
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Eric Brasseur
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Kevin Swann joined the Monarch* this
season as a guard. Swann was a junior
transfer student from Central Connecti
cut State University.

*Ti. fnc Brasseur
Juniprguard Kevin Larkin wManias?prt6
the team in that he ¡racked up a high
number Pf assists throughout the sfeasou.

Freshman forward Odell Hodge was the Virginia High School All-Time scorer with 2.530
career points. With the Monarchs, Hodge was named C A A rookie of the year with his
career high of 37 points in a game. Donald Anderson, shooting the ball, returned this
season after leading the C A A in assists.

Men's Basketball Cont'd. 1 4 7

Merited and PtufiUud
inning was the name of
the game when wrestlers
stepped on the mat.
Com peting in to u rn am e n ts
throughout the state, the wres
tlers tried to improve their previ
ous 8-4-1 record.
Coached by two-time Olympi
an Gray Simons, the team was
the one to watch in the CAA
championships. Simons has spent
six of his 28 years in coaching at
Old Dominion. He was voted into
the All Time Collegiate Wrestling
Team, won 84 straight matches
in his college career, and went on
to win three straight NCAA. He
hopes that members of his squad
will be able to obtain the same.
The team’s credits were phe-

mmW

Whiie setting up mats for an upcoming
wrestling match, these guys get some in
door football in. They w ere competing to
see who could hit the rafters. No one
won. The ball just wouldn’t cooperate.

nomenal this season. Both Erick
Shaw and Nick Hall were named
to the Freshman All-Star team by
Amateur Wrestling News. Shaw,
along with two other teammates

:m x m m

mmmm
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Noel Clavel and Peter Horst cap
tured CAA titles this year and
the right to compete in the
NCAA’s which were held in Okla
homa City, OK. Each of these
athletes had over twenty wins
this season with Clavel topping
the list with a 26-4-1 record.
MVP honors went to Peter
Horst. He posted tournament
wins in the Old Dominion Invita
tional, Virginia State Intercolle
giate and CAA Championship.
His collegiate career ended with
a 57-14-1 record.
Copy by Amy Wood And Shawn
Ford
Layout by Teri Sears

E ric Bra««eu

If a wrestler could get to his opponants knees, he could hit a major weak spot. Grabbing the back of an opponant’s knees was a def nite way to get him to the ground and go in for the kill.

Using his body as leverage to force his
opponent down with his leg, this w restler
concentrates on the ultimate goal — to pin
his opponent to the mat for a threecount.
Graduate students in sports m edicine
worked with teams during matches and
games. This wrestler took a blow to the
face causing a minor nose bleed.

Eric Brasseur
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Wrestling 1 4 9
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LaouAkb Team
he women’s lacrosse team
had a record setting sea
son, both in tournaments
and in school records. They were
also ranked seventh in the nation
during the season and ranked
second in the CAA tournament.
The team set an 8-6 school re
cord of wins. The team also went
undefeated in the CAA tourna
ment, holding a 6-0 record. They
had four wins over nationally
ranked schools, including William
and Mary who was ranked 7th at
the time. ODU defeated W & M 7
to 6, and was our first win
against that school since 1987.
The women also went on to de
feat 9th ranked Loyola II to 9.
This defeat clinched the first
In a game against Am erican U niversity,
no. 23 Anne W indover charges from the
side of the field.

IVtolA$
At the end of the season, Lacrosse play
ers recognize their senior players, giving
each a rose to represent their contribu
tion to the team.
E ric Brasseur

place in the CAA tournament.
Leading scorer for the Monarchs was Anne Windover with
47 goals in 14 games. Windover, a
freshman, was also ranked in the
country for goals scored and to

CAA Gom

tal points scored in a game.
Three members of the team
made the All-Conference first
team.
They were Windover, senior Jen
Deckleman and goalie Barb DiArcangelo, also a senior.
The Lacrosse team broke and
set many school records this sea
son. With four wins over nation
ally ranked schools, the spirit and
enthusiasm grew. With the furor
over the team, the drive was on
to break many more records next
season.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Ericka Davidheiser rushes for the ball as
her opposing Am erican U. player trails
behind her.
Jenn Karr has just hurled the ball as her
rivals move in too late to stop her.

Before the game, the Beast helps cheer
on the women. Mental attitude was half
the battle in any competition.
Eric Brasseur

Women's Lacrosse 1 5 1

ew Challenges
DëtkumdÜm and TaHetàEquaÉ
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he February 20th CAA
This swimmer urges on his teammate
with yells of support. Having a teammate
Swim m ing and D ivin g
Championships were bet at the end of the pool helps the swimmer
find that second wind to make it through
ter for individuals than team
the rest of the race.
scores. Diving was the highlight.
Fleather Drallos placed third in
the l-meter dive, while teammate
Brandy Plácido took sixth, as
both performed in preliminaries.
In the finals, Plácido stole sec
ond, and Drallos, third. Jeff Sum
mers moved from third in the
preliminaries to kill the competi
tion in the finals with a score of
E ric Brasseur
500.75.
Swim team members broke
mer topped Connolly by a mere 2
school records. Karen Connolly
seconds, setting a pool and con
set a university record of 4:30.11 ference record.
in the 400-meter medley. Unfor
Erik Loranger set a conference
tunately, an American U swim record in the 100-yard breast

stroke when he ripped through
the water with a time of 57.48
seconds. His time was .45 sec
onds faster than the standing
CAA time.
Overall, the women’s team fin
ished last with only 314 points.
The men took fifth in the confer
ence with 293.5 points.
There were new challenges for
the swimmers in ’93. Only three
men returned. Three seniors and
two juniors returned to the wom
en’s team. To add tension, the
team had only fo u r home
matches.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

Eric Brasseur

Happy that her race is over, and she can
take a breather, this swimmer shows her
elation to someone across the room.

«
Before jumping in the water, trainers help
swimmers to stretch to help prevent
cramps and injuries.

Cutting through the water with a look of
determination, this swimmer breathes
before her stroke. A good breathing pat
tern was essential to a successful race.
Putting the final twist on her dive, this
diver looks for the water and hopes for a
clean entry.

Swim ming/Diving 1 5 3
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ver at the Bud Metheny
complex, a small group of
baseball fans sat, cheering
for the Monarchs. They had
come to see the team that earlier
in the season rolled over their
opponents like a steam roller.
Early in the season, the mon
archs crushed thier opponents,
winning fifteen of their sixteen
gam es. The one d efeat was
against Richmond, the first game
of the season. After losing the
first game 9-7 to Richmond, the
Monarchs picked up steam amd
began their winning streak and
campaign to the CAA tourna
ment. They hoped to beat their
1992 ranking of third in the tour
nament with a number one plac
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As he readies himself for his turn at the
plate, this batter keeps his eyes on the
game.
A fter 8 lvln8 instructions, the catcher
waits to see his pitcher carry them out.

Before kicking off each game, members
soluted the Am erican flag as the National
Anthem was played.
E ric Bra**eur

ing.
When William and Mary came
to the complex for weekend
games, the Tribe was scalped by
the Monarchs. In the second
game, the Monarchs had scored

six runs before W è M had
scored one run. The third and fi
nal game was over in one hour
and 47 minutes. The Tribe was
defeated 3-0.
The Monarchs were ranked
23rd in the nation, getting na
tional coverage on television and
in the newspaper. Besides being
ranked 23rd, the Monarchs also
had Kevin Gibbs, who was named
Male Athlete of the Year by the
Washington Post. Gibbs headed
the recruited class of players.
John Smith was named National
Player of the week in collegiate
Baseball, for a 15 stikeout perfor
mance against East Carolina.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

In a mid-April game, this player was hit by
the baseball at a game against MarylandBaltimore County. He was not hurt and
returned to play immediately.
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It s out. No question, this guy catch es the
ball and then prepares to throw it in.
E ric B rasteur
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Sheer determination drives this pitch
straight for the plate.
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anna run? "It’s fun for
kids to push their bodies
to the limit and collapse
giggling on the grass. "I beat
you" just sparks another race.
This lust for competition and
physical exertion is alive in the
adults who still race.
The cross country team was
formed by those of us who still
love to run and use our abilities
to represent the college. Leading
this band of runners was Ben
Paxton, a past runner at Florida
State and e x-cro ss co un try
coach at Mississippi.
This season, he and his team
went to six cross country events,
including the ODU Invitational.
While at the Liberty Invitational

p u it

An ODU runner holds a small margin
ahead of a Brevard runner. The women
finished second in the ODU Invitational.
Their top time was 15:20.

David Gibb«

both the men and women fin
ished second. In the CAA Cham
pionships, the ladies took fifth
place, while the men placed
third. In the NCAA Champion

H r H e

ed g e

ships, the men finished 20th and
the women, 30th.
Jeff Green, who was out last
season, came back to be among
the top males to finish in each
competition and the top runner
ODU runner for each race he
competed in. He was also an CAA
A ll-Conference runner. Dana
Conner was the top female run
ner. She made all -conference
with a time of 18:34. Other top
runners were Matt High, Juan
Vargas and Stacey Chyz.
Copy by Bill Haynes
Layout by Teri Sears

David Gibb«

The mens’ team finished fourth in the
Virginia Commonwealth U niversity Invi
tational. The top time was 21x59.
An ODU runner fights to take the lead
from her rival. In the V C U Invitational,
the women finished third with a top time
of 20x22.

David Gibb«

David Gibbi
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At the start of any race, tension is high.
The objective - gain as much distance as
possible in the beginning and hold onto it
through to the end.
After runners cross the line, the finishing
point starts to crowd up with team mem
bers cheering on those still in the race.

At the Furman Invitational, an O DU run
ner holds the lead from her JMU rival.
David Gibb»

Cross Country 1 5 7
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fter finishing third in the
X I regular season and second
in the CAA tournament last
year, the men’s tennis team was
ready for the fall season. Four
returning stars and a top recruit
ing class came onto the courts,
making the season dazzle with
talent.
Ruben Burke returned to the
fall season, holding an impressive
18-1 record and two nine match
winning streaks. Christian Dalzell
added his 12-8 record to the
team. Dalzell alternated between
first and second places on the
team. Dave Wilson, a sophmore
from the beach area, had the
leadership abilities to put the
monarches on top of the CAA for

E ric Brasseur

A quick backhand sends the ball straight
for the net and the camera!
He’s right on the edge as this player tries
to stop the ball from sailing over his head
and losing the point.

Determination and concentration are key
in the sport of tennis. You never know
what your opponent might serve you.
E r ic Brasseur

a number of years to come.
The lady Monarchs had a much
different look than in the past.
There were only three returning
stars. An instant boost to the
program was Delphine Priest, a

senior from France. Priest won
the 1989 French Junior Champi
onship. Amy M o rrisse y was
among the top seven players in
Pennsylvania and was a strong
asset to the team.
With four outstanding players
coming to the program and three
of the top four players returning,
the future was bright and right
for Old Dominion tennis. Even
without the smashing forehands
of Kelly Evans, the monarchs
were roaring at their opponents,
who put up a good match, but
lost.
Copy by Stephen Flaherty
Layout by Teri Sears

E ric B ratreur

An underhand is ail that will save this
play, where the opponent volleys the ball
just over the net, forcing our player to
think and move quickly.
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E ric B rasteur

In any doubles match, your partner can be
the key to winning or losing a match.
Thus, players had to be aware and in sine
at all times with the person sharing the
court.

Tennis 1 5 9

ntramurals
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Afomdfti/ei
ot everyone can be a mem
ber of the official basket
ball team. And what if you
wanted to be part of a water polo
team? There is no official team
to belong to. That is where intra
murals play a vital role in the ath
letic life of this campus.
The Recreational Sports De
partment gives all that are inter
ested in participating in a sport
to have some fun the chance to
do so. The intramural teams are
set up such that only our stu
dents play in competitions after
they have chosen teams and
practiced together.
There are a wide variety of ac
tivities offered to students. In
the fall, flag football, softball, and

■ m
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As fun as pool sports can be, water polo
can exhaust even the best of swimmers.
Rec Sports sponsored a water polo team,
which competed in the Old A d m in is tra 
tion building pool facilities.

E ric Bratteur

golf are offered. Other sports of
fered are bowling, badminton, innertube water polo, tennis, swim
ming, soccer, and wrestling. And
if you don’t want to be on a team,

mm

A-fponft Nàti
Rec. Sports can find something
for you.
The Nautilus room, weight
room, basketball and tennis
courts are open daily, as are oth
er facilities. And if you had rath
er not be athletically involved,
Rec. Sports offers students parttime jobs as referees. Students
can also test their coaching skills
by putting together their own
team and acting as its coach.
Copy by Amy Wood and Kisha
Petticolas
Layout by Kisha Petticolas

Eric Brasteur

Since the university has no official football team, the Rec Sports dept, formed an intramurals football squad. Here, two Greek teams
compete on Foreman Field. The only official games played there w ere Norfolk State U niversity’s and the O yster Bowl.

Eric Brasseur

Water-poloers take a breather. The quick
action of the sport coupled with the re
sistance of the water tested the true
physical endurance of any athlete.
Heather Prewitt prepares to spike the ball
over the net as her fellow teammates
watch. The university had no official vol
leyball team, but we had a club that trav
eled the state in competition.

Intramurals
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Oh, do I really have to go to this class?
What if I fall asleep and drool down my
shirt? People will think Pm absolutely
clueless.
Mondays and Fridays were the hardest to
handle. Mondays were for recuperation and
Who says you need
a desk to study?
Com m uter T e re sa
Leafe studies from
the back of her car.
This student brushes
up on her objectives
w h ile
lounging
around. Stu d en ts
could be seen finish
ing up a chapter or
reviewing notes all
around the campus.

Fridays were for resting.
Students saw the affects of budget cuts
with fewer sections of classes offered. Most
stared at the schedule books when classes
were either not offered or only given at
night.
Larger classes made less time for studentprofessor interaction, but the demand for

Tim Bullock

excellence never ceased.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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E ric B ran u e r

H ow
a re
you
to d a y?
Hummglmphf... No person, on
or off campus was brushed off
by the Dental Hygiene Clinic.
For a small fee, students were
all taken care of.

E ric Bratteur

Instructors always check the quality of a student’s work, including
the x-rays. Ms. Larossa carefully inspects a students x-ray film.
Students in the Dental Hygiene Clinic listen to the needs and
concerns of their patients. Interaction with the patients and the
community is very important.

a
£
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Open Up
No! Nor rh e drill!

C o m p e titio n is
f ie r c e

fo r

en

trance into the
d en ta l h y g ie n e
program. An av
A patient of the Dental Hygiene Clinic anticipates her treatment while leaning back
to allow the student to focus on where she should begin.

erage of only 24
students are ad
mitted each se
mester.

rusha brusha toothbrush, when you get
up in the morning, before you go to
bed, its a really fine time to brusha
brusha toothbrush. Or you could just
pay a visit to the School of Dental Hy
giene and Dental Assisting.
The demand for dental hygenists in
rural areas was high, according to
Deanne Shuman, chairperson of the
School of Dental Hygiene and Assist
ing. There are 2,529 dental hygenists
in Virginia alone.
Competition for entrance into the
school is fierce. A prospective student
must have a C minus average or better
to gain entrance. Also they are re
quired to have taken such prerequi
sites as anatomy, chemistry and mi
crophysics. Once in the program,
dental hygiene students averaged a
courseload of at least 17 credit hours
per semester. Mixed in these very
busy semesters were many hours in
the Dental Hygiene clinic, practicing
on other students. The hours spent in
the clinic served as the students’ lab
hours and were a requirement.
Besides having hands on experi
ence, or should that be tooth on expe
rience, in the lab, the students also
traveled to local elementary schools,
nursing homes and various dental of
fices in the area. In the schools, nurs
ing homes and dental offices, students
furthered their hands-on training, of
ferring their services to both children
and adults. The cooperating dental of
fices provided the closest experience
to actually working in the profession.
These offices also allowed students to
work with area dentists, which gave a
true idea of what expectations they
will look to fulfill in their work with
doctors.
The clinic was open to students and
factulty Monday through Friday. For
$15.00 a visit, the university communi
ty received regular exam inations,
cleaning and flouride treatments and
regular X-rays.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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Aerobics was popular and a good stand-by work
out if the Nautilus or weight rooms happened to
be packed (which was not unusual). Students
and faculty pushed for sound bodies and minds.
In the Nautilus room, students and faculty could
find machines for every muscle in the body. The
bicep curl machine was a good one for athletes
and weight lifters.

Warm-ups are an integral part of any exercise
routine. This athlete stretches his muscles be
fore beginning an Aikido work-out.
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Tim Bullock

C o m e on, W o rk rhor B o d y

Working in the Nautilus
room, this woman improves
on her strength through a
lifting e x e rcise . Trainers
were always around to help.
Weight trainers were al
ways on hand to help stu
dents use equipment prop
erly. Before students had
access to the various facili
ties, a clinic was required.
Tim Bullock

I t made me real
ize how important
physical fitness is.
Everyone should
take PE classes,
M o re

p e o p le

should care about
their health, " —
Kelly Killion

n a community of scholars, textbook
knowledge is the number one goal, but
so is the mental health of the universi
ty community. In the university set
ting, healthy eating and the almost im
possible avoidance of stress have hit
the scene as major health issues. Not
only is the body important, but so is
the mental attitude.
The physical education department
offers classes from tennis to self-de
fense. Students learned the breast
stroke in swimming and a winning
serve in volley ball. All worked on skills
development, and most of the time,
offered students with a mental release
that had nothing to do with books or
vegging out to Bart Simpson.
The HPE department offered several
majors. They included the Bachelor of
Science-Health Education major, Phys
ical Education major, and Recreation
and Leisure Studies emphasis. Stu
dents could work for a Masters of Sci
ence in Education-Physical Education
Major.
Self-defense was of particular im
portance to students. Living in the
downtown section of any city can be
very intimidating, especially when
walking at night six blocks back to the
dorm when you’ve only been in Norfolk
for one month. In general, the campus
was quiet so far as attacks go, but it
didn’t hurt anyone to take precautions.
Students didn’t have to be enrolled
in a class to use the facilities, though.
A Nautilus clinic was offered at vari
ous times every week. The clinic ori
ented students into the nautilus room
and taught them how to properly use
the equipment so as to prevent any
accidental injury. This way, students
could set their own schedule for
fitness.
Basketball, tennis and other sports
facilities were also open for students’use, and it wasn’t odd to see profes
sors out on the courts with students.
Copy by Teri Sears
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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In Webb Center, two students compete to see
who can catch the most z ’s.
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Dependeing on how tired one is, a book bag can
make a pretty descent pillow as demonstrated.
A student takes advantage of the warm sun and soft
grass to relax during a fire alarm.
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TILTIL, Huh?
E ric Brasseur

I n e e d so m e No-Doz

"W henever
Some students pay for their
classes to learn and eventually
find them to be better suited
for a place to sleep.
During the literary festival, a
student takes the available op
portunity to rest his eyelids.

so m e o n e
a sle e p

on

falls
my

shoulder, I imme
E ric 8ra**eur

diately as the pro
fessor a question,
hoping I can bring

know I will never make it through this class
without falling asleepl How many times have you
sworn that you will never close your eyes, you
will not even blink for fear that you w,ill fall
asleep? How many times have you been awak
ened by the roar of students cramming their
books into their bags? How many times have you
gotten whiplash? Imagine it-- Laz-E Boys in the
classes.
O r have you ever watched sleepers leave their
classes? They're easy to spot. Look for the ones
with incriminating sleeve prints on their cheeks,
walking like Cro Magnum Man awakened from
the Ice Age, trying to remember to place foot in
front of foot, and grunting, forming garbled syl
lables with a numb tongue. Most have a little
drool puddle on the front of their shirts. Has
your professor bellowed "HEY! YO U IN THE
BACK. W O ULD YOU SLIDE A LITTLE LOW ER IN
YOUR SEAT SO YO U D O N ’T BREAK YOUR
N EC K?” Have you ever sat beside a sleeper in
class? They just sprawl across the asile into your
seat.
How many of you really believe the excuse
that they w ere up studying all night? O r did BUD
come a calling? And how come professors help
with the sleep process- turning off the lights like
that?
Besides yelling, what other methods do pro
fessors use to keep the Z’s from their classes?
Some keep their lectures stimulating. O thers ig
nore the sleepers all together. And yet others
thrive to make the sleeping beauties spectacles
for the entire class by startling them awake. O r
throwing chalk. O r placing festive little hats
upon the sleepers head.
W hether guilty or not, snoozing in class is one
sure way to to impress your professor with your
dazzling knowledge of the back of your eyelids.
Who knows, you may even impress the object of
your desire in the third row, especially if you
drooll
Copy by Am y Wood

attention to this

Layout by Kisha Pettico,as

lazy bum using me
for a p i l l o w —
William Haynes
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A Rare Gift
Facing m orraliry in rh e lab

"Human Anatomy
is a fantastic op
portunity to see

Dave Poo*er

The hand is much more complex than something that just opens and closes. Steve
Lopez examines a hand of a cadaver and uses his book for guidance. To follow this
book is to follow another language. The words contained on these pages make up a
whole new vernacular for the anatomy student to understand.

how

the human

body

works be-

cause it's a mag
n if ic e n t

ma-

c h in e ," —Paula
Cole

wareness of mortality is the dividing
line between man and the "animals."
Facing mortality engenders fear for
many. How does one daily confront
this fear while pursuing knowledge in
the Human Anatomy lab?
Paula Cole found her first experi
ence shocking, but also emotional and
spiritual. She recalled standing against
the wall in astonishment. Science had
suddenly intertwined with her reli
gious beliefs. She was reminded by the
professor and her conscience that this
was a courageous individual who gave
science what many see as the shell of
the departed person.
Imagine the burden this quest for
knowledge creates for the student
even in a controlled environment. Cole
said the cadavers are not only with her
mentally, but physically, as the scent
of formaldehyde follows her home.
Paula learned human anatmony as
many learn French. Anatomy is a for
eign language with thousands of terms
applied to strange and hidden struc
tures within the human body. When
asked is it worth it, she responded,
"It's a fantastic opportunity to see how
the human body works, because it’s a
magnificent machine."
Cadavers are submerged and per
fused with a solution of formaldehyde
and phenol until they are needed for
lab work. They are largely donated by
individuals above sixty years of age.
Cadavers of younger donors, having
functional organs removed for trans
plant procedures, are no longer useful
for anatomical studies. The question
arose, does the age of the donor make
a difference? Dr. R.J. Swanson said,
"The differences are anatomically
trivial and are primarily size changes
due to ageing atrophy.*
It is a simple process, donating one’s
body for the betterment of scienctific
knowledge-just fill out the back of
your liscence.
Copy by William Haynes and Dr.
Swanson.
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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Senior Assistant Stephanie Carson and other
program members help AHA president Gary
Kumfert in his sawing attempts. Honors Program
students worked on decorating a lounge on the
ninth floor of BAL for studying or just hanging
out.

Committees for the Academ ic Honors Association met on
odd weeks when general meetings w ere not in session.

Stephanie Carson

Is it time for a break y et? Students put in many hours
making their "Aquarium” a cozy place to relax.
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M en tal
Power
T h e y 're C re a tiv e a n d D riven
Stephanie Carton

Helen Boone be
Som e p a in t,
p a in t
b ru sh e s,
a
couple of free
h o u rs
and
so m e w a lls
a re th e in 
s tru m e n ts,
but the key
was the indi
v id u a l c r e 
a tiv ity used
to make the
" A q u a riu m ”
come to life.

Now for the
real purpose
of the place r e la x a t io n
and a peace
ful place to
work.

came office assis
tant August 1992:
Form er assistant
and

s tu d e n t

Stephanie Carson
worked as Senior
A sst and editor
o f the n ew slet
ter, The Rambling
Rhetoric.

love the students," said Dr. Judy
Doumas.
The Academic Honors Program was
established in 1984 and run by Dr. Rich
ard Skinner until 1987. At that time, Dr.
Louis Henry took over the program
and remains its director.
Students in the Honors Program en
joy several perks. First, each student
receives $250 per semester in scholar
ship money. Dr. Henry said that he
would like to see the Honors budget
grow to offer all students half or even
full tuition to the school in the future.
Two other scholarships, that certain
outstanding students are chosen for,
are the Nesson Academic Scholar
award and the Cranmer/Skinner Schol
arship. A local Norfolk resident, Ms.
Claire Nesson donates the scholarship
in her name yearly. The father of one
of the program’s first students set up a
$100,000 endowment for the program.
The Cranm er/Skinner Scholarship,
named after its donor and Dr. Richard
Skinner, comes from the program's
yearly interest earnings. The 1993
award was $2800.
Dr. Henry said that the most satisfy
ing part of his job as director is "help
ing students and sitting back like a
proud parent when they show their
real creativity and humanity.” He
went on to note that he felt the great
est advantage to students were the
"small classes and small college atmo
sphere w ith in the confines of a
university.”
Dr. Doumas enjoyed teaching the
classes. She said, "The unpredictable
responses make the job exciting and
challenging. The students are bright,
energetic and motivated ||p generally
excited about the subject.”
In talking to Honors students, of
which I am one, most if not all com
mented on the enourmous support
they felt came from Dr. Henry. His
door was always open.
Copy by Teri Sears
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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C o n ce n tra 
tio n
and
im a g in a tio n
are the key
in g r e d ie n t s
to this actors
performance.
Eric Brasreur

Lights are es
sential to any
t h e a t r ic a l
event. These
s p o t lig h t s
w ere hanging
at rest before
a rehearsal.

The troop
demonstrated
their
improvisation
exercises at
Mainstreet in
October.
Members
assumed
identities,
such as that
of a dog, on
the spot as
the group
leader called
them.
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And Action!
A c t 11.1, Places Please...
What’s a play without costum es? Actors and actresses relied on costumes to help
make their characters come to life.
Jame* Hunt

As

the song says,

"E v e r y t h in g 's c o 
rnin' up

ro se s"—at

least when everyon e
from the lightning to
a cto rs and a c tre sse s
are on cue.

Both students and instructors worked behind the scenes, making sure that costume
changes and scene changes went smoothly.

eyond and behind the stage lays a
maze of lights,wires and props that
only a trained professional can figure
out. But the Backstage theatre class at
ODU knows what to do.
To help one understand what goes
on backstage, or what makes the play
work, besides the actors and ac
tresses, is what the class is for. ODU
also offers other more technical the
ater arts classes.
Set Lighting and Set Design are two
other courses offered. The set design
class does just that, design sets for
university productions using sheet
metal, plywood and paint. The set de
signers bring the stage to life with the
images from their minds.
The lighting class relies on the set
designs and plans to figure out the
best position to place spotlights and
backlights. It is their job to enhance
areas and people while keeping everthing and everyone else in the dark.
While after the play the actresses
and actors take a bow, the people be
hind the scenes are still hard at work.
Lighting makes sure the lights are
ready for the next porformance while
set designers put the props back in
o rder. The costum ers check the
clothes for damages, and the make-up
artists check their supplies.
It takes a lot more than good acting
to make a play great, or even good. It
takes well trained designers, lighting
techs, and a receptive audience.
Backstage workers are a key ele
ment, but actors and actresses add the
plot, emotions and scenes. They en
gage the audience in understanding
the images before them through their
skillful use of the stage.
Students can learn the art of work
ing the stage by taking the various
drama and acting classes offered by
the department.
Copy By Amy Wood
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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Students had
to p r o v id e
their own in
struments to
tak e
th e
c la s s e s o f 
fered and to
p e r fo r m . It
w a s at th e
stu d e n t’s
whim exactly
what in stru 
m ent
they,
w an ted
to r
master.

In one of the
larger c la s s 
e s, students
could learn by
p e r fo r m in g
w ith o th e r s
on d iffe re n t
in stru m e n ts.
Here a pair of
b a s s is t s
te a m s
up
with the per
cussion s e c 
tion.

E ric Brasseur

E ric Brasseur

E ric Brasseur

C o n ce n tra t
ing on keep
ing the time
and r h y th m
in c h e c k is
th e g o al of
th e p e r c u s 
sion section.
M ost o fte n ,
t h e s e m u si
c ia n s co u ld
u se
t h e ir
e a r s , ra th e r
than w a tc h 
ing the con
ductor in get
ting the job
done.

Hitting the notes on the sax — the music classes
performed in the Literary Festival, providing a
backdrop for poets and novelists reciting from
both finished works in progress.
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High Notes
Music:

q

U niversal La n g u a g e

Members of the Pep Band play at university events, especially basketball games.
The Pep Band provided both team and fans with a rousing battle cry.
Eric Brasseur

W hether fo r enjoy
m ent o r fo r learning,
Eric Brasseur

m usic

touches

the

liv e s o f everyo n e —
th rou gh e n te rta in 
m ent, academ ics or
cultural background

Besides the books, some students hit the notes. Various classes ranging from
classical to jazz and all that’s in between were offered.

veryone likes to talk about their favor
ite song ang why it has such a lasting
influence on how they think and feel.
But, not many of us can seperate its
elements and understand the mechan
ics of it by treking through it’s flats
and sharps.
Everyone can remember first grade
music class when they had to choose
an instrument to slowly destroy while
their music teacher pretended to like
what she heard. Back then, music was
whatever we interpreted it to be. This
is still the essense of the art.
Every student must fill a fine arts
perspective, and a music class, like
Music on Stage and Music in History
and Culture, are two classes that fill
this requirement. Other classes are
geared toward majors and minors.
Classes range from theory classes to
voice lesson with music history, sight
singing and instrumental learning in
between.
Within in the department, there are
a number of performing groups. They
include the Wind Ensemble, the Con
cert Choir, the Symphony Orchestra
and the Virginia Youth Symphony. All
of these groups performed on and off
campus throughout the year. Members
included majors and non-majors, as
well as some people not even enrolled
at the university.
Two music fraternities work within
the department. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
the men's fraternity, and Sigma Alpha
lota, the women’s sorority, are both
non-profit organizations for students
interested in music. These two groups
work to provide things for both the
school and the community through
their talent.
Music can be a tool for learning or a
means of relaxation. It can stir great
emotion. With this, there are rewards
for the performer and the audience.
Copy by William Haynes and Teri
Sears
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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Art is a perceptual experience encountered by
all. Depending on the perspective brought to a
piece, the job can appear complete while the
artist persists in persuit of perfection.
In some painting classes, the instructor would
place an object in front of the class and have
them create on canvas the image they per
ceived. Here a mannequin was the subject.

Eric Brasseu

This sign reflects the attitude of many creative
people -- that art is life.
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The Advanced Drawing class was specifically aimed at sharpen
ing the already present skills of future greats.

Draw Life
A rt Plays rh e Political G a m e

The human body was
subject to scrutiny in
many works. It could of
ten cause controversy
as some people took of
fense when students ex
plored this often taboo
subject. The point was,
expression is a free
dom.
In expressing one’s self,
some artists opted to do
se lf-p o rtra its. In this
way, the person could
exam ine who h e /sh e
r e a lly w as and how
he/she perceived the
self.

7 d e fe n d the right
o f an a rtist to in ter
p re t so c ie ty as h e or
she se e s it. I would
also

d e fe n d som e

one's rig h t to o b ject
to it and not to go. " - P resid en t Koch

he University Gallery has something to
offer everyone —CONTROVERSY. The
most talked about exhibit opened at
the University Gallery on January 29
and continued through February 21.
Titled "O f God and GOP,” former
ODU art student Josef Schutzenhofer
raised the roof with his images of the
trouser dropped Pat Robertson. Some
students and community leaders were
upset that taxpayer money was going
to support such art.
"I defend the right of an artist to
interpret society as he or she sees it,”
said President Koch. "I would also de
fend someone’s right to object to it
and not to go. It is not up to the presi
dent to decide what is good art or
what is bad art.”
Koch stepped back to let community
leaders and students fight about the
exibit. A protest was held in front of
the gallery by church members in the
community. Comments ranged from
"There are plenty of other things our
money could go toward than that ex
hibit” to "It’s just an expression of the
artist’s ideas.”
Whatever the opinion of the show, it
put ODU in the spotlight of controver
sy and showed that the students are
very passionate about what they be
lieve in.
With so much emphasis put on the
Gay/Lesbian issue in the recent elec
tion and in President Clinton’s reversal
of the Gay-ban in the military, the uni
versity served as an optimum place for
these issues to be discussed and
explored.
The Art department opened an exhi
bition called the Body Politic on Febru
ary 26th. The works displayed were
composed by three gay and lesbian
artists —Gordon Fluke, Mary Klein and
Tom Xenakis. Each artist focused on
his or her personal experience and the
political ramifications of being in such
a controversial minority.
Copy by Amy Wood and Teri Sears
Layout by Kisha Petticolas
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E n g in e e r in g
majors spent
m an y h o u rs
in the various
labs through
out th e s e 
m esters. Labs
w ere normal
ly open until
midnight and
w e re n e v e r
w ith o u t p a 
trons pushing
to finish one
more project
o r w o rk on
one more test
hypothesis.
To som eone
with no elec
tro nic skills,
t h is
w o u ld
lo o k lik e a
w ire d m e ss,
but to an en
g in e e r t h is
could be the
beginnings of
new technology or the remains of the
old.

x
£
£
>
£
Throughout the building, little
contraptions and devices often
lined the ceilings. They were
almost always the creation of a
student.

James Hum

Various displays were set up over the year for the different fields in engineering
and math. They usually described the latest technological breakthroughs.
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One plus One
M akin g rh e W orld G o 'R o u n d
James Hunt

¡¡ill

M a n y fin a l
e x a m s and
c o u rse
g ra d e s d e 
p e n d e d on
th e co m p le 
tion of pro
jects incorpor a t in g
th e
in fo rm a tio n
le a r n e d
throughout a
course.

This student
c h e c k s out
the latest in
h ig h s p e e d
tra n sp o rt.
This was one
t o p ic
cov
ered in the
hall displays.

This pitsto p

at

ODU is but
a chapter
in the con
James Hunt

tinuing
book
science.

of

physics professor once said, "Instead,
we teach our kids feelings." He was
commenting on the lack of emphasis
put on math, science, and engineering
in this country. Although he was trying
to be humorous, he felt that engineer
ing and science were declining.
At first glance a car is just a car, but
this and many other objects are prod
ucts of mathematics and engineering.
Although this professor made an inter
esting observation, he didn’t realize
that something that exists everwhere
cannot decline. It can only fail to be
noticed.
If someone was asked why a book
fell, they are more likely to say that
someone dropped it rather than the
force acting on the book in the upward
ve rtical direction was not strong
enough to resist its mass multiplied by
the force due to gravity (of course
neglecting air friction).
Just absorbing the information is a
task that can take four or more years.
After battling such courses as Physics
and Ordinary Differential Equations,
the other half of engineering that in
volves intuition and experience is to
follow. This goes even further on to
improving current theories and ideas.
This pit-stop at ODU is but a chapter
in the continuing book of science. As
long as anything exists, science, math
and engineering will coexist with it.
They are a reflection of each other
that will never be sharp enough.
This school is among the best in the
state for engineering for a good rea
son. All of the money and effort that
goes into this program ensures a safer
society.
Engineering defends our border, but
still went to Somalia this year. It also
proved to prevent great disaster when
a bomb rocked New York’s World
Trade Center. Mathematics calculates
facts as well as mistakes.
Copy by William Haynes
Layout by Teri Sears
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Cou rtesy of A R O T C

In a f ie ld
training exer
c ise . C a d e ts
V ern o n
B ro o k s,
G race Hagan,
and C h a rle s
Bellinger pre
pare an oper
ations order.

Courtesy of A R O T C

Cadet Garica
S traw
p ro 
vides perime
te r s e c u r ity
in an e xercise
conducted at
F o r t B ra g g ,
N.C.
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M e m b e rs of
th e M a r in e
C o rp . c e le 
b ra te
th e
C orp.’s 217th
birthday with
a s it d o w n
d in n e r a n d
cake for all.

E ric Brasseur

Moves
RO TC Trains in Life T ad ics

At
Fo rt
Bragg, a c a 
det
m oves
q u ie t ly
throu gh the
w oods w hile
on a f ie ld
training exe r
cise (FTX).

C a d e t M att
Ponton does
the limbo at
the Spring ’93
m ilita ry ball
held at Nor
folk’s Airport
Flilton.

R O T C training d id
not ju st g iv e its ca
d e t s th e p h y s ic a l
tra in in g n e c e s s a ry
to su c c e e d in th eir
c h o s e n b ra n c h o f
the m ilitary, it also
p ro v id e d the d is c i
pline to develop the

Courtesy of A R O TC

mind.

wice a month there’s field training,
practicing tactics to attack the enemy
without being seen. The rest of the
days are spent exercising the mind.
The Army ROTC demands that stu
dents use their minds. They are given
a role to play and a situation to resolve
using certain tactics. The exercises
build confidence, assertiveness, deci
sion making skills and leadership abili
ties.
This leads to being comissioned into
the Army as a 2nd Leuitenant. The pro
gram provides scholarships for service
of two to four years paying 80% or
$8,000 for tution, with fees for books
and mantience included. The scholar
ships are competitive on a national lev
el. There is great opportunity for
nurses and engineers in the program.
The NROTC program, under the
leadership of Capt. Whalen, was very
active with a rouster of nearly 150 stu
dents. It has participated in such
events as Adopt-A-School, where a lo
cal school is chosen for tutoring, giv
ing the children positive role models to
"identify with. They also put on military
exhibits for the children to learn about
their country’s defense.
During the summer, they also partic
ipated in the "Bull Dog,’’ a Marine pro
gram in survival training.
Each week the NROTC students
must participate in a drill period and
attend various lectures on military
topics. This spring, Capt. Ench, a Naval
aviator and former POW, spoke at a
lecture about his experiences.
After college, students have a man
datory five year commitment to the
Navy in exchange for their education.
The NROTC program has many stu
dents enrolled in technical programs,
but they major in everything from
Business to Criminal Justice. This is a
reflection of the versatility of the US
Armed Forces.
Copy by Amy Wood and William
Haynes
Layout by Teri Sears
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What’s your pleasure? Rugby? Painting? Business? Iceskating in the
park? Whatever it is you'll find it here.
The campus had 195 officially recognized organizations and then
some. From the Greeks to the academic honor societies, there was
E ric Braw eur

Above, students
wait as patiently as
they possibly can
for the Lemonheads
concert to start.
The concert was
sponsored by
WODU and held in
Webb Center. Left,
two Greeks steal
the highest seats
they could find to
watch the Geek
Olympic activities
held during Greek
Week in support of
the King’s
Daughters
Childrens’ Hospital
in Norfolk.

never anyone who could honestly say, "I have nothing to do.”
Webb Center was always hopping with some group activity. The
Circle K Order held a baby drive, collecting clothing and toys for needy
families while WODU blasted their alternative tunes from a tiny studio
on the second floor.
Tuesdays and Thursdays around 12:30, you could see the groups
forming as activity hour commenced and new and old business took
the agenda away.

Copy and layout by Teri Sears
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A botched attempt at a group picture has
Teri off her feet. Amy and E ric ’s take on
the situation: The big
in the middle
is our boss. O h, and where’s Bill?
Steve reads the sign that turned out to be
a feeble attempt to protect our minority:
the women.
E ric Brasseur

E ric B rao eur

The Laureate Staff
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Honor Council

W e tried not to drive Walid, our grad
assistant, to the edge. He’s really just
trying to comply with one of E ric ’s
request to for a group shot from the
roof.
Amy was the compulsive cleaner. She
couldn’t handle the least amount of
dust anywhere, not even on the front
steps w hich w ere hidden by a porch
and ramp.

We wrote the
book on it
this year and
it was one
with a Chanellos aroma,
a chapter
dedicated to
the m oose
and a big "to
do” list
As the Chanello’s pizza guy al
most jumps out of his pants upon
enterring the office, someone
yells out, "The moose doesn’t
bite.” He is George, the Bush
Moose from the Rathskeller, a
campus night club that is now ex
tinct. Really he’s an artifact.
Other than scaring delivery
people, we all had our own little
quirks that could either make life
difficult or very funny. Bill as our
non-confrontationalist. He was
always the picture of calm ex
cept for the day he and I had it

Student Activities Council

ductively from that day on.
Amy stared into oblivion many
days because she just couldn’t
add one more word to the 50,000
she had spit out often in an hour.
It got so bad she had a copy
blockage problem after Christ
mas. Kisha and I picked up the
slack until she again found her
sanity.
Steve, well, after a smoke
break, our favorite John Denver
would declare himself the Year
book God and demand, quite qui
etly, the praise of his Goddettes.
Shawn didn’t have an office
key until February, so the min
utes were usually late. We for
gave him. After all, it was the
state’s bearocracy that halted
his progress — AH, Paperwork!
Eric did so much shooting, de
veloping and printing, we were all
amazed that his brain didn’t turn
into a big chemical sponge. Walid
worked on staff bonding, and I
worked on my next "to do” list.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

out. It was a good thing, though
because we settled our differ
ences and were able to work pro
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They
changed
their format,
added the
rugged
Bubba Dave
com m en
tary, and
met tough
deadlines
week after
week to keep
students in
formed

Just Read It!
the paper since 1963, and since
1992, for that matter. This year,

There was never a tuesday when you wouldn’t see students everyw here catch
ing up on the w eek’s events in the Mace and Crown.

the Mace changed its size. The
editors, and some students, felt
that the 22 x 14 (opened-22 x 28)
took up too much space. The edi
tors asked for student opinion on
the tabloid size, which was much
handier for sneaky class room
reading. A majority liked the
size, so the format was changed.
Some new columns popped up,
like Bubba Dave, king of LowBrow

Highlights.

Bubba Dave
m

MBBMIé

gave his redneck solutions to
some pressing

problems. The

W eekly, students were in

Mace was also the place for some

formed of the latest breaking

fighting words to be published.

news, as well as entertained, by

Many a student voiced their con

the Mace £ Crown. The Mace & cerns in a letter to the editor.
Crown is the student newspaper.

However, some just voiced over

It is totally student run, and stu

and over...

dent staffed.

No matter what was in the

The Mace has been the univer

Mace £ Crown that peaked inter

sity newspaper since 1963. Before

est, most students had one some

1963, the Mace £ Crown was a

where on their person. Hey, it

monthly news magazine. It be

figures, everyone needs the

came the Mace £ Crown in 1961

scoop on campus.

M ace & Crown Staff

after ODU split from the College
of William and Mary.
Many changes have occured in
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M ace Editor-in-Chief Rich Copely, third
from left, takes a few minutes out with
his photographers. First sem ester, Mer
edith Goldberg, second from left, was
photo editor.
Bob Lake took over as photo editor after
M eredith. Here, he loads film using a
"dark bag.”
E ric Braxxeur

Eric Braxxeur

Eric Brasseur

WODU Staff

Student Ambassadors

Mace & Crown 1 8 9

The Brian and Skippy show was a big hit
for W O DU . Here, the cra zy duo take a
break from setting up for the Lemonheads concert.
Sloan opened for the Lemonheads. This
band hails from Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Eric Brasseur

'.Eric Brasset

Aikido Club
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Karate Club

Tune In to the Our Music

Run. Don't Walk. This
was the motto as the
d o o rs fin a lly op ened
and the awaiting crowd
rushed to the stage set
up at the north end of
the cafeteria.
Evan Dando, lead singer
o f th e L e m o n h e a d s ,
sang songs like "It’s a
Shame About Ray” and
"Ride W ith M e ” for
their hour-long spot in
the night’s line-up.

WODU hit
the airwaves
hard with ev
ery kind of
music inima
ginable and
brought cut
ting edge
bands like
the Lemonheads to the
campus

seemed to focus on playing mu
sic that college students had
more of a tendency to relate to.
This year, WODU booked the
Boston-based Lemonheads, along
with Sloan and Low Pop Suicide
for it’s final concert of the year
on April 15. The Lemonheads’ lat
est album, It's A Shame About Ray
can be described as neurotic pop
with an alternative sound.
In it’s 15th year, the station
was as diverse as ever, even
though it was a tad difficult to

Anyone who is willing to take

find on your stereo system and

an hour to adjust their antenna

virtually impossible to get on a

just right can probably pick up

rin k y-d in ky c asse tte p layer.

the u n ive rsity radio station,

Hopefully, in the future the uni

WODU. The station provides col

versity will take greater steps to

lege students with a variety of

w ard s m aking AM 640 more

sounds to experience, such as

accessable.

hip-hop, rythm and blues, jazz,

Every feeling there is can be

reggae, heavy metal, and pro

either accented or extinguished

gressive sounds. Progresive mu

by music; and the only people

sic and hip-hop in particular have

close enough to knowing how

found a re c e n t prom inance

students feel is other students. It

among many college students.

seems only fitting that they run a

Many of these sounds reflect

radio station. Now, may they be

E ric Brasseur

Am nesty International

the changing times and repre

heardl

sent the ideas and dilemmas of

Copy by William Haynes

young p eople. The sta tio n

Layout by Teri Sears
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nick Jor
dan's eligibality and
qualifica
tions are
questioned
in the post
election peri
od by oppo
nents while
supporters
rallied
around him
The annual student body presi
dent elections stirred up the

Jordan had served his thirty
Michelle Hensley took part in the Martin Luther King Day celebration. She not
only participated in the m arch across campus, but also spoke that morning.

days as a probationary but was
not voted in as a permanent
m em ber. O th e r c a n d id a te s
brought this issue to light and the
Jordan’s eligability was debated
by the Elections Com m ittee,
headed by Ken Gideon.
The committee decided that
Jordan was in fact eligable to
serve as student body president
and would take the position next
year. Gideon’s stand was that he
would back those rules that were
in writing rather than impose a
ru le

w ho se

e x is t a n c e

is

uncertain.

campus. Many felt President

The student body had mixed

elect Nick Jordan was not quali

reactions. Many rallied behind

fied, argueing he had not served

Jordan. Terry Whitehurst, one of

on the Senate for the required

Nick’s opponents, commented

amount of time.

that it was time to support the

The controversy sparked over

man voted into office and make

a by-law that was allegedly voted

things happen, rather than waste

on and passed, but had not been

time on moot points. Others at

written down in the by-laws or

tempted to push the debate far

minutes. The missing by-law stat

ther with no avail.

Ken Gideon gets in a few laughs as he mans the election table in BAL. The
Student Body President elections evoked many emotions and much controver
sy.

a
*

ed that a student could only run
for student body president if

Copy by Amy Wood and Teri

he/she served as a voting mem

Sears

ber of the Senate for 30 days.
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M ic h e lle
H ensley and
so m e o t h e r
m e m b e rs of
th e S e n a te
hold a meet
in g on th e
W ebb la w n .
Spring fe v e r
h it
e v e ry 
w h e re o n ce
the sun was
out and the
frosty air was
gone.

E ric Brasseur

Filipino-American Student Association

Propeller Club

Student Senate 1 9 3

Eric Brasseur

W ith just a dash of water, I will make you
a rabbit. PO O F. Oh well, I guess a college
student will have to do. Really, he’s just a
rabbit in disguise -- use your imagination.
At the Homecoming Dance, the SAC col
lected three cans per patron or a five
dollar donation. All proceeds went the
The South Eastern Virginia Food Bank.
Eric Brasseur

Eric Brasseur

Cheerleaders
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Eric Brasseui

Dominionettes

The SAC Presents..
Steve Brandt, SAC president, talks to an interested student at the Mini-Mainstreet during Parents’ Weekend.

The SAC co
ordinated
top acts
from MTV,
Comedy
Central and
the music in
dustry for
students to
enjoy free of
charge
The Student Activities Council

events were run in partnership
with them. Such co-sponsership
was vital to the running of SAC
since it reflected the coopera
tive spirit the of group.
The SAC regarded all of its ac
tivities as important. However,
some major events exemplified
the organization. The Homecom
ing Dance, Exam Jam Before You
Cram, and the End of the Semes
ter Headlining Concert stood out
as prime examples of the type of
programming the SAC offered.

(SAC) is a student run organiza

This year SAC presented some

tion which provided entertain

outstanding comedians such as

ment for students. Activities in

Walli Collins from Comedy Cen

clu d e d

c o n c e rts ,

tral, Jon Stewart from MTV, Star

speakers, and comedians. The

Search winner Felecia Michaels

goal of programming was to re

and George Carlin.

E ric Brasseur

Students w ere usually in stitches at the Free - bee Friday line ups. Most weeks, a
comedian preceeded thè selected movie.

m o v ie s ,

flect the interests of the stu

In addition, regular activities

dents. Suggestions and ideas for

included Wednesday night mov

programming were always wel

ies, Webb lobby concerts, the

come, and membership to SAC

Friday afternoon concert series

was encouraged. All students

and Friday Night Freebees.

were invited to the meetings and

SAC hoped to expand on the

no qualifications were set for be

amount and quality of the activi

coming a member.

ties in the semesters to come.

E ric Brasseur

Academ ic Honors Association

Since other groups and organi
zations represented other parts

Copy by Steve Brandt

of the student body, some SAC

Layout by Teri Sears
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Advocates of Justice

Honor Coun
cil members
carry the
burden of
judging their
peers in their
pursuit of a
campus free
of dishones
ty and de
ception

was at the recieving end of harsh
criticism , following the noteable

cil member, but it still managed
to put out 100% and provide a
valuable service to the students.
To deal with the frustration of
criticism and still operate at peak
is definitely worthy of praise.
Sometimes futures lie in the
hands of these men and women.
Such decisions as those made by
the council can only be made by
people who hold education, hon

amounts of information and put

esty and the integrity of the stu

it towards getting a degree, stu

dent body as paramount.

dents have the obligation to pro

Regardless of what evolves

tect the integrity of their diplo

from each situation, the Honor

ma. It is apparent that a diploma

Council still remains a prestigous

is not just a piece of paper, but a

organization of diversity and ex

statement of the struggle to

cellence. It makes every effort to

learn and be a s u c c s e s sfu l

protect what is perhaps most

scholar.

valuable to all students, a quality

itself to this obligation by at

E ric Brasseur

hearing of a former Honor Coun

In the mad rush to absorb vast

The Honor Council dedicated

James Lewis III was honored by his Honor Council peers at the Recognition
Cerem ony. Students were honored for their contributions to individual groups.

education and justice in this
pursuit.

tempting to educate about the
honor system, sanctioning those

Copy by William Haynes

found to violate this code, and in

Layout by Teri Sears
Eric Brasseu

effect detering students from
various forms of disception.
This year the Honor Council
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Resident Hall Student
Association

I

Eric Brasseur

Honor Coun
c il m em bers
speak to C liff
H icks, a stu
dent
body
p r e s id e n t
c a n d id a t e .
These ladies
su p p o rte d
D e rik C a sh man.

m
E ric Brasseur

Sci Fi Club

Eric Brasseur

Student Organization of Certified
Divers

Honor Council 1 9 7

On Sunday mornings some students gath
ered in the Canterbury C enter for their
services. Religion was often a common
ground with which to meet others with
common beliefs and goals.

Various services w ere held throughout
the week and on Sundays for students
and faculty to attend. There w ere ten
groups with religious affiliations present
on campus.

E ric Brasseur

E ric Brasseur

Dental Hygiene Association
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E ric Brasseur

National Society of Black Engineers

Members of the Catholic Campus M inistry man the table at Mini-Mainstreet.
Father Jim, the m inistry’s priest, was a favorite with many students.

E ric Brasseur

Sigma Gamma Epsilon

Religious
groups of
fered stu
dents
a
place to ex
plore beliefs
and commu
nicate with
peers while
dealing with
the changes
college
brings

these churches can be a problem.
The organizations provided a
place to worship and rejoice for
students living on the campus.
You didin’t have to live on cam
pus to join, though. Plenty of
commuters and students who
lived in the surrounding commu
nities were also members.
Besides providing a place of
worship, fellowship and spiritual
guid ance, the o rgan ization s
raised awareness. The WesleyWestminster house held a hunger
banquet to raise awareness of

There are ten different reli

people who go hungry, or do not

gious organizations on campus,

have the same eating styles as

to serve the students religious

our culture.

needs. Although they are not all

With so many organizations

in the houses along 49th street,

focused on personal beliefs, stu

there are representatives on

dents could easily find the com

campus for the students to go to.

fort or security needed in rough

The Muslim student Assocation,

times or people to celebrate with.

Hillel, and Intervarsity Christian

No matter the reason, common

Fellowship have directors in the

beliefs fostered relationships and

campus buildings so interested

s tre n g th e n e d

students or members can talk to

grounds we all walked upon.

someone in times of need.

Copy by Amy Wood

Although the city has plenty of

the common

Layout Teri Sears

churches, getting to and from
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Row, Row, Row that Boat

The painful
morning was
just that,
painful for
the crew
club if they
were the
least bit out
of shape or
unprepared
to work out
It’s 6 a.m. Do you know where
you are? If your not a rower, your
still in bed. If you row with ODU,
you’re out on the river, practic
ing starts, pause drills, and per
fecting the technique.
Rowers spent their weekends
travelling to regattas throughout
the state and at other universi
ties. Their first race was the
C raw fo rd Bay Crew C la ssic.

ond placing moved them into the
race for the Olde Towne Cup.
Unfortunately, Skidmore defeat
ed the crew by a mere eight sec
onds.
Not only did the races take the
time of the rowers, but practices
demanded the mornings, after
noons and Saturdays of the row
ers. Some rowers would come
back from the varsity morning
practices to help with the novice
practice and with the maintence
of the shells.

The women’s Novice 8
prepare to take the shell
down to the ramp for
their heat in the C raw 
ford Bay Crew C lassic.
T h e y n o v ic e w om en
practiced hard to make
it to the petite finals.
The varsity men bring
the oars down in final
preparations for their
race. The men came in
second in the race for
the O lde Towne Cup.

Not only did the rowers get a
work-out, but so did the cox
swains. With each practice, the
cox had the opportunity to prac
tice commands and to motivate

.
the crew to excel. After every
race, the cox also got to bathe in
the water on which the team was
rowing. But the cox could only be
thrown in if the crew won.

There, the varsity and novice
squads rowed against the likes of
Navy, Coast Guard and UVa. The

Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

women edged out Coast Guard to
Eric Brasseur

take second, and they finished
third in the petite finals. The
men raced strongly. Their sec-
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Alpha Phi

Je ff Lewi*

V arsity men’s 8 leave the docking zone.
The cox sits facing his/her crew to guide
the shell and to encourage the crew to
perform at peak.

After defeating the C oast Guard, the men
bring the shell back up to the stretchers,

E ric Brasteur

Alpha Kappa Psi

E ric B ratseur

Phi Gamma Delta

O D U Crew 2 0 1

Kelly Wanamaker does hangs with the
pros before the game. If Michael Jordan
only knew his upcoming competition...

No one could keep the Big Blue Beast
away from celebrations. He could rap
with the best, dance with the best, and
keep the party kicking.
The Dominionettes performed at Mainstreet, the annual organizational fair. Be
fore and after performing they sat back
and chilled with the tunes from W ODU.
E ric Brasseur

Eric Brasseur

Circle K O rder
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War Chants and Rhythm

m fr

The Dominionettes. Cheerlead
ers and the Pep
Band add a new
dimension to the
scope of fans
supporting our
sports men and
women

*1
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At every game, the fans were
C heerlead ers
w ere key to
the e n th u s i
a sm of th e
c ro w d and
the p o sitiv e
responses to
the team as
they worked
e v e r y gam e
b r in g
th e
c ro w d
to
their peak be
h in d
th e
team.
E ric B ran e u r

Slick moves and fan
cy footwork marked
every Dominionette
performance.

there to whoop and holler for the

The band travelled to all home
games with the basketball teams
and to the playoffs.
The Dominionettes awed the
crowd with their fancy footwork
and dance steps. They made ev
erything look so fluid and easy,
although it took days of practice
to perfect those moves.

team.The fans were there to

After a performance by the

watch their favorite team win at

Dominionettes and the cheer

their favorite sport. They were

leaders, the fans were ready to

there to cheer their team to vic

cheer on the team, using the pep

tory. They weren’t the only ones

band to provide the war music.

there to cheer. ODU’s spirit

Students who never met each

groups were there also.

other joined arms to sing the

The cheerleaders were there
to get the fans cheering and to
m SÊÊÊSÊ

er teams cheerleaders at times.

ODU fight song and rally their
team to victory.

show support for the team. The

I almost forgot one spirit. Big

cheerlead ers chants echoed

Blue. His(her) faithful appear-

throughout the Field Fiouse and

ence brought the house down as

Scope during basketball games.

he danced and slammed the ball

The cheers were like a war

to his own beat.

chant, and soon everybody was
h o lle rin g

along

w ith

the

cheerleaders.

Copy by Amy Wood
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The pep band pepped up the

Greek Helenic Society

fans with rally songs. The sounds
of the band drowned out the oth

Spirit Groups 2 0 3

one of the first times they had
ap p eared on cam p u s. Both
groups were recruiting women to
help protest for or against abor
tion, but many men also joined to
battle.
College is a place to express
views and ideas freely. The dif
ferent political organizations on
campus gave students the free
dom to choose which ideas fit
their ideas and morals. Every stu
dent was free to join, or start a
group-as long as it did not dis
criminate against anyone. Each

A new political group on cam

student had their own ideas and

pus was the Conservative Stu

tried to make them fit into their

dent Alliance. The group was not

life on campus.

given recognition by the Student

ODU’s College Republicans

Senate because its constitution

outshined other groups, until the

excluded individuals on the basis

Democrats reclaimed the White

of sexual orientation. Ian Grazu-

House and the campus. The Dem-

lis, founding father of the CSA

o c ra ts g athered supp o rters

sparred words with many dis

around the campus to promote

senters via the Mace and Crown.

Clinton and his platforms, while

The controversy started early in

the republicans tried to re-elect

the year and continued to the

Bush.

end.
Pro-Choice and Pro-Life orga
nizations made an appearance
during Mainstreet, which was
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E ric Brasseur

New groups
and old un
folded as is
sues like
abortion and
sexual orien
tation
flanked both
the national
elections
and the cam
pus commu
nity

Copy by Amy Wood
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Students did the voting,
and students ran the
poles. In order to cast a
vote for Student Body
President, we had to
provide some form of
i.d. proving we w ere all
O D U students.
Wally D ryer casts his
last vote ever for Presi
d e n t o f th e U n it e d
States of Am erica. D ry
er died in the spring,
leaving many students
without one of their fa
vorite photography in
structors.

This sign, along with many others stood
outside the Canterbury Center on No
vember 3, as it was a spot to cast votes in
the National elections.
E ric Brasaeur
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E ric Brasseur

C liff (ticks, right, and Derik Cashman dis
cuss Campus issues with a voter outside
of Webb. Each had his own platform to
push.

Nick Jordan discusses his ideas with vot
ers. Jordan won the campus elections
amid a great deal of controversy.

E ric B ratteur

Delta Zeta

Chi Omega

Political Groups 2 0 5

Eric Brasser

Choir members warm up before a perfor
mance. Many afternoon and evening
practices made for a top notch perfor
mance.
The only uniform required was a dressy
outfit. At each concert, black and white
were the key colors.
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A Message of Unity

In it's six
teenth year,
Ebony Im
pact rocked
the campus
with their
harm onies
and content
of their mes
sage in song,
style and
show
Throughout history song has

An Ebony Impact member accompa
nies the chorus on the piano.

■pp

sections.
The choir is directed by Earl
Bynum and coordinated by an
executive board and advisor Te
resa Mitchel. Bynum has been
with the choir for more than five
years as of this season.
The choir attended many com
petitions statewide and in New
York C ity.

In each competi

tion,they receieved high ran
kings,which is a direct reflection
of the talent this organization
possesses.

communicated ideas, reflected

Listening to Ebony Impact can

beliefs, represented culture, and

not be singled out as a single ex

united people once seperated. It

perience. Some selections bring

is often the attractive soothing

excitment while others bring a

tone of music that softens our

soft deep emotion, but each car

minds and allows words to settle

ries with it the spirit of song and

in. The closed mind can be open

the feeling of togetherness.

by appeasing sounds.

Members of the choir perform their
best during MLK performance. Each
song was in praise of God and a call
for unity.

members w ith various voice

The organization is relatively

The Ebony Impact Choir used

young, but re fle cts changing

the verbal illustration of many to

times. It will be it’s future mem

communicate their message of

bers who will add diversity and

unity and spiritual growth to all

talent to an organization that

who took the time to listen. Now,

epitomizes excellence at ODU.

in it’s 16th year, Ebony Impact

Copy by William Haynes and

has stamped out its place on

Amy Wood

campus. The 92-93 choir has 60
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More Than Social Ties

Greeks work
in the com
munity with
children,
help to clean
up the roads
and offer stu
dents unique
groups with
which to
identify

you could find a Greek organiza
tion "adopt-a-highway” sign or
holding sem inars about date
rape. Many Greek organizations
were a part of the big brother/sister program and they helped
children in the community by tu
toring them and showing the im
portance of staying in school.
For most Greeks, Sundays usu
ally meant meetings. At these
meetings, they planned commu
nity services plans, social events

There are numerous organiza

and other aspects of Greek life.

tions on campus that one can be

One thing that has not been

long to, but only the Greeks offer

discussed is what to do if Presi

a strong social aspect. The peo

dent Koch was to decide to rid

ple in a Greek organization holds

the campus of Greeks, as he did

secrets that only their brothers

at his previous university. Well,

and sisters know. They have a

thankfully that has not been part

common bond that sets them

of his agenda.

apart from other students as well
as other greeks.

For that all Greeks would like
to thank Koch for realizing the

These common bond organiza

greek organizations are a benefit

tions helped shape people’s atti

to students and the community

tudes, social and academic ca

alike.

reers, and build character. But
the organizations were not al

Copy by Steve Flaherty

ways social. The Greeks contrib

Layout by Teri Sears

uted time, money and knowledge
to the community. Many times
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A t M in i-M a in stree t, held
during Parents’ W eekend,
Lamba C hi Alpha set up a
table to promote their fra
ternity and to hopefully
spark the interest of future
rushees.

Members of Greek organi
zations answered questions
of passers by, showed off
som e of th e ir o rg a n iza 
tio n ’s p riz e d p o se ssio n s

and shared photo albums
with interested students at
Mini-Mainstreet.
Watch out for those video
cameras. They catch a lot
these days. All this Fiji
member wanted to catch
were the women dancing in
the Fiji beauty contest.

At Easter, AZD set up tables in Webb
C enter and various other campus build
ings to sell carnations. Are these ladies
waiting for Mr. Romance or w hat?
First place winner, Roxanne Bailey re
ceives her applause and roses from the
M .C. Roxanne was judged most beautiful
at the Fiji beauty contest.

E ric Brasseur

As always, the Greek spirit was alive, es
pecially when rooting for their favorite
"Miss Fiji Island" contestant.

Greeks 2 0 9

Greek W eek excluded no one who could
have a good time, including the dog. This
guy showed up for the basketball and vol
leyball games.
E ric Brasseur

Greeks gathered outside of Webb to
watch and cheer for their contestants for
the Mr. and M iss Olympia contests.
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Erie Brasseur

This pup has had enough of the excitement. Noweveryone will have to come to
him.

Campus fraternities held an open forum
on the Webb lawn for students to stop in
and check out what each group was all
about and how to get involved.

Greeks cont'd. 2 1 1
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Greek God for ’93: Steve Gonzalez

W atch out on the floor. This brother is on
a mission to save that play and your in his
path.
Delta Zeta sisters cheer on contestants in
the Greek God and Goddess competi
tions.

Greeks cont'd. 2 1 3

On October 22, the Greeks
held a charity fundraiser in front
of Webb. As part of the day’s
event, a water balloon toss was
set up. We have tried to piece
together the scene of just one of
these throws. The Greeks at the
table in the middle are culprits in
the tossee’s fate . . .

-'.'■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I
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Eric B rasseur

. . . You see, these guys gave

one of the sisters the balloon that
she put all her strength into hurl
ing. To her avail, she hit the bull's
eye,

or

should we

say,

she

smashed the guy right square in
the center of his chest.

Greeks cont'd. 2 1 5

On April 17, about 11:30 p.m. downtown
Norfolk was taken by a group dressed so
elegantly that they had to be important.
Well, we think they are.
The Academ ic Honors Association took
its third annual Midnight Cruise aboard
the Spirit of Norfolk. Many members of
the Honors Program took this as their
final chance to say goodbye as seniors,
and others saw it as a final chance to get
everyone together before exams and the
summer swept everyone away from the
campus.
While aboard, they got the royal treat
ment, with a the New Spirit’s live band
performing, a buffet and a lot of laughs,
especially when limbo started. How low
can they go? Who knows?
What we do know is that all had a great
time.
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AHA Helps the Community

By donating
time, money
and compas
sion, the
AHA/AHP
supports
battered
women, the
SPCA and
tries to close
the gap be
tween cul
tures
The Academic Honors Associ
ation (AHA) was recognized by

These receptions with interna
tional students helped students
interact with other cultures.
The AHA held a raffle in the
spring with 42.5% of the profits
going to the Norfolk SPCA and
42.5% going to the HER Battered
Women’s Shelter.
The ’92-’93 was topped off
with our annual Spirit of Norfolk
Moonlight cruise on April 17.
With over one hundred in atten
dance, this was a wonderful time
for seniors to make their good
byes and for all to get together
one more time before the end of
the semester.

the ODU Student Senate in 1990.

All of this was possible because

Formed to add a social compo

of the support given by our spon

nent to the Academic Honors

sor, Dr. Louis H. Henry and the

Pro g ram

AHA

AHA Executive Committee: Gary

branched out into community

Kumfert, Tracy Fitch, Tracey Sul

service.

livan, Stephanie Carson, David

(A H P ),

the

In November, the AHA helped

Lystlund, Mike Sylvest, Janet

support the Southeastern Food-

Bolling, Chris Bloch, Raecheile

bank through the Homecoming

Dumdum, Ty Warren, Marianne

Dance. Members Stephanie Car-

Kehoe, Harvey Fuller, Michelle

son and H arvey Fuller were

Stone, Kelly Greaser, Kate Beam,

named King and Queen for bring

Carrie Holmes, Denise Plank, and

ing in the most canned foods.

Terri Whanger.

Two AHA/International Recep

Copy by Stephanie Carson

tions were held, one on Novem

Layout by Teri Sears

ber 4 and one on February 18.
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extras..

Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears
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Dave Pooser

inally. One of the biggest names in comedy
visited the campus. Not
Bill Cosby. Not Richard Pryor.
Not even Martin Lawrence.
T ry George C a rlin . T h a t’s
right. For one night he was
"better than sliced bread,”
and he was ours.
Carlin, who dared to utter
the seven words not allowed
to be said on t.v., performed
for an hour in the Field Flouse.
Fie pointed out the similarities
between all of us. For instance,
he joked the way we all will
sometimes check our watches
three times and still have no
clue what time it is. He per
formed his all time hits, "You
ever walk into a room and
then forget why you walked in
there?” And, "Ever pick up a
suitcase you though was full
and it wasn’t and you felt real
ly strong for a few seconds?”
Carlin also made digs at the
annoying airline jargon we all
suffer when flying the friendly
sk ie s. "Please get on the
plane” was one expression he
truly hated. He said, "Not me!
I’m getting in the plane. I’m
le a vin g th a t to the E v il
Kenevil.”
For Carlin fans the night
was a hit, but at the same time
it was a miss. Fans filled the
Field House to capacity, which
meant extreme heat. It was so
styflin g that Carlin didn’t
even return for an encore, and
neither did the fans wait for
one. Instead, they headed for
the doors as soon as he fin
ished, eager to suck in some
cool, fresh air.
Carlin left the audience
with one piece of advice be
fore leaving: "Feed your dogs
rubberbands. ’Makes it easier
to clean up after them.”

Friday Free-bees
If it's fre e , c o u n t on m e!
When money was tight, but we needed
a little entertainment, the Student A ctivi
ties Council picked up the tab. Each friday night, the SAC showed a movie and
introduced comedians or magicians to
keep the friday fun alive.
Movies included Aladin, Malcolm X,
Candyman and Mo’ Money. Actually,
movies cost students one dollar with a
valid student i.d., but the show leading up
to them was free. But, go figure. It’s $5.50

just to see a movie anywhere else in
town.
Pre-movie entertainment included comedianne Felicia Michaels, a Star Search
winner, Jon Stuart from MTV and Walli
Collins from Comedy Central.
Whatever we chose to do, we didn’t
have to search the depths of our pockets
to have a little fun.
Copy by Amy Wood

Dom in
ion Re
view
The
M ag

L ite r a r y

Katy M cGrath

Members of the Dominion Review staff work out the final layout and design of this year’s literary magazine.
English professor Janet Sylvester worked as the staff’s advisor.

Aside from using
the M ace and
Crown and the Lau
re a t e , budding
writers and artists
could show o ff
their talents in the
campus's literary
magazine, the Do
minion Review.
The m agazine
was printed and
published on cam
pus through the En
glish department.
It features the po
etry and creative

writing of students
on
cam pus
annually.
This was the last
year that the mag
azine was printed
on campus. The or
ganization, headed
by advisor Janet
Sylvester, had to
search for an out
side printer in that
our print shop was
closed down.
Copy by Teri Sears

George Carlin

w eight and spin
the in n er c ir c le
while the machine
spun the outer cir
cle. You know, like
one of those space
sim ulator things.
Only I think astro
nauts must have
stomachs of steel
or must be injected
with some pretty
good drugs to keep
their stomachs out
of their throats.
That wasn’t the
o nly a t t r a c t io n ,
thou gh, at the
Exam Jam Before
You Cram bash on
A p ril 2 3 rd . The
R ichm ond-based
band Boy-O -Boy
cam e down and
played a three hour
set. Webb Mall was
alive. It was alive
with students who
just needed one
last place to let it
all hang out before
Monday morning’s
deathly hour a r
rived -- the 8 a.m.
exam.
At first, the ru
mor was spreading
that there would be
a beer garden at
the Jam, which you
know excited a lot
of people. It was a
possibility, too. Un
til. Truth be known,
it w as ju s t too
much of a hastle
and was called off.
Th e SA C would
have had to have
city police present,
people to ch e ck
i.d.’s, bouncers and
actual gates to sec
tion off the area.
It turned out that
the beer w a sn ’ t
even missed. Pizza,
sodas, a man mak
ing animals out of
balloons, a moonw a lk , and the
way was up.
People d id n 't ’ ’ s p in n y th in g ”
know what to call kept everyone in
the ’’spinny thing” stitches.
except for just that
— a spinny thing in C o p y by Am y
the middle of the W ood and T e r i
Webb Mall. The ob Sears
ject of the thing La yo u t by T e ri
w as fo r you to Sears
throw your body

"G e t up there
and straddle the
seat.” Or so they
said. But what they
didn’t say was that
after all of the belts
w e re
lo cke d
around me that the
sphere I was sitting
in the middle of
was going to spin
me around until I
lost my lunch and
had no idea which

Amy Wood

Exam
Jam
Before
You
Cram
It’s the "spinny thing”
e v e ry o n e w as talking
about? This girl was
brave enough to try it.
A fter a bold few, this att r a c tio n b e c a m e the
thrill ride of the day for
many.
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crowd of over 3000 gathX I ered in the field house
on Sunday, March 28. A
crowd of young and old, rich
and poor, all waiting with ea
ger ears. These ears weren’t
waiting for the Smithereens.
Nope, they were finely tuned
to listen to politics.
Ross Perot bought his mes
sage of down home and grass
roots politics to ODU. Why
here?
"The best way to obtain
new members is to speak
across the nation.” Perots’
staff commented.
Speaking across the nation
is also a good way to talk poli
tics and criticize the Clinton
adminstration. Perot called to
Congress, asking them to get
back into reality.
"Cut Congress’s salary by 10
percent. Eliminate all cost of
living increases, put cost of
living allowances (COLA) back
into the can and bring down
the retirement pay and bene
fit s for C o n g re ss.” Perot
shouted, pushing the crowd
into a dander over the out
ra g e s
in
g o vernm ent
spending.
Perot used many of the
same analogies he used in his
campaign for President, such
as the deficit. "Its like a crazy
aunt they keep in the base
ment and nobody talks about
her.” Perot stated.
Speaking across the country
seems to work. Approximately
200 people from the university
and the community joined
Perot’s organization, United
We Stand America. Perot sug
gested a donation of fifteen
dollars to join the organiza
tion. The money raised went
toward the promotion and
running of Perot in 1996.
Copy by Amy Wood
E ric Brasseur
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Big £i)C
very fall for the past few
y e a rs , the yearbook
staff has hosted the
members of the "Big 6” orga
nizations at a cookout/pizza
party. Big 6 members include
the Mace and Crown staff, the
Student Senate, the Student
A ctiv itie s Council, WODU,
the Honor Council, and the
Laureate staff.
This year, the turnout was
incredibly low, and the only
people who stuck around to
mingle and get to know each
other better were the year
book staff members and the
m em bers of W O D U . The
whole idea of the afternoon
was for these six organiza
tions to come together and
get to know new members and
catch up on old members in an
attempt to bring the organiza
tions that much closer.
The yearbook staff set up
tables and a grill outback be
hind their house. McDonalds
provided some drinks, and Lit
tle Caesars donated pizza and
crazy bread. All other food
was bought by the yearbook
staff.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears
Copy Editor Amy Wood and W ODU
DJ Rich W hite relax under a tree be
hind the yearbook house where the
Big 6 Picnic was held.
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Do you re m e m b e r?
Anyone
who
grew up in old
America can still re
member sitting in a
second grade class
room with scraped
knees and elbows
listening to their
teacher tell them of
the brave colonists
who were financial
ly drained by their
sovereignty and
fed up with a lack
of enforceable
rights. One can also
remember a story
of Paul Revere’s glo
rious ride to warn
his fellow colonists
that the policing
force was ap
proaching and that
the people should
take arms in de
fense. Their was a
tale of the Boston
Tea Party, Ameri
can history’s most
famous riot, where
people burned,
looted and de
stroyed their own
products
and
sources of income
and were regarded
as heroes. The fact
is that these people
rose against an un
just and oppressive
system, not know
ing if their radical

behavior would win
them nothing or to
tal independence.
If these events
sound much more
familiar than they
should, it is because
they happened in
the City of Angels
on April 29, 1992 af
ter four police offi
cers were acquitted
on charges of se
vere police brutal
ity. It was captured
on a camcorder for
millions of televi
sion viewers to see.
Anyone with a t.v.
set could see that
these men were
clearly guilty of ex
cessive
force.
There are some
who disagree with
this analogy and
others who see the
parallels. Society
sees the colonists’
struggle as a lesson
to live by, while the
voices that many
see as the only ones
that count say that
it was a horrible
event. There are
only a few reasons
why today’s second
graders won’t learn
about this famous
insurrection in the
classroom. One is

that the elders of
this nation don’t
want the children,
who are the future,
to lose faith in a
failing system. A
second reason is
that history tends
to record major
shifts, especially in
the thinking of the
masses. No one
cares about a bunch
of minorities raid
ing a Payless shoe
store; and as long as
the media stays un
changed this is
what it will be. The
main point is "ain’t
a damn thing
changed.” There
are so many ways
to bring about
change, such as
passive resistance
on one side of the
spectrum and the
philosophy of "an
eye for an eye” lingerring on the oth
er side.
The riots fell
somewhere in be
tween, just as the
early riots of the
colonists, yet they
yielded no change.
This is why the ri
ots will now share a
single paragraph
with Nat Turner

and Martin Luther
King, Jr. in our chil
dren’s
history
books. If things con
tinue in their cur
rent direction, this
paragraph will be
sure to overflow
into pages. It will
spill over our pages
about Billy the Kid
and other celebrat
ed mass murdering
bandits of the "Old
W est.” Why the
colonists are hon
ored for combat
ting their oppressor
and the Los Angeles
community wasn’t
is a question we can
answer, but as long
as these indidents
occupy a small area
in our educational
material, they will
occupy a small
space in our minds
until we forget
them and they hap
pen again.
In mid spring,
three of the offi
cers in the Rodney
King case were
found guilty by the
California courts
and three were
found innocent.
Copy by William
Haynes

The
LA.
Riots
Should
Still
Effect
Us
Now
Just
As
They
Did

Vote
Yes
Vote Y E S f o r P a r t e &
Vote YES for Mental
Vote YES for Educat
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The Virginia Ap
p ro p riatio n s B ill,
passed on election
day, provided the
u n iv e r s it y w ith
$33,184,200 for Li
b ra ry a d d itio n s ,
p h ase I o f th e
Oceanography and
P h y sic a l Scie n ce
building, the reno
v a tio n
o f the
H e a lth and P .E .
Building and im 
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Th e O D U C on cert Band
p e rfo rm e d
$ e v e ral
shows throughout the
week of the Literary
Festival.
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provements in the
cam p u s
infrastructure.
The Library and
O c e a n o g ra p h y
buildings were the
main priorities re
c e iv in g a p p ro x i
mately 92 percent
of the bond money.
Throughout the
first part of the fall
semester informa
tion sessions were

held for students
interested in learn
ing just what the
bond money would
do for the state,
but in particular for
ODU.
"V o te
Yes"
stickers and post
e rs w e re e v e r y 
w h e re . In fo rm a 
tio n al pam phlets
were distributed to
all o rgan ization s.

The campus was
hit hard with P.R.
for this bond, but it
paid off. The cam
pus can now move
forward with these
projects and offer
even more to the
students.
Copy and layout by
Teri Sears

The
Wall

B u ild in g a
B ric k a t a
T im e
/ o r d s at Play” was the theme of
the ’92 Literary Festival hosted
by the English department.
From October 4 to 8, twenty four art
ists converged on ODU’s campus to read,
play music and dance. Seven of the per
formers were from ODU. Wayne Ude, Da
vid Fenza, Marilyn Marloff, William Pat
rick, Philip Raisor, and Janet Sylvester all
shared their talents with the larger cam
pus o u ts id e of t h e ir in d iv id u a l
classrooms. Visiting poets and storytellers read
from their own award-winning works. Jay
O ’Callahan lit up the audience with his
storytelling. He could bring his audience
to tears or to laughter, but either way,
they were hungry for more.
Panel discussions were held to explore
modern poetry. Original dance pieces
were performed. Ebony Impact, the cam
pus gospel choir, performed and John
Toomey played a jazz concert.
The fifteenth annual Literary Festival
widened its scopes with a specially w rit
ten play, midieval song translations and
storytellers, original concerts and an es
say read by a snake handler. It was a
grab-bag of life and experience for all to
delve into.

E li /
WW

Copy by Amy Wood and Teri Sears

Sponsored by the En
glish departm ent, the
Festival’s line-up includ
ed novelists, childrens
w riters and some poets.
H ere, two w riters per
form a dram atic read
ing from their works.

All the letters and phone
calls finally paid off. The uni
versity raised approximately
$1.1 m illio n to b uild the
$500,000 w all. The money
raised came from area busi
nesses, students, staff, facul
ty, friends of the university
and the alumni.
The bricks cost $100 dollars
each with each group or per
son agreeing to pay $100 each
of the following two years.
The total for a brick, then was
$300. The money collected in
the following two years will go
to the university's "Founda
tion for the Future Fund,” pro
viding scholarships and mon
ey for the library.
Each brick purchased was
engraved with the organiza
tion or person’s name.
In addition to the bricks, 30
ten-foot sections of wrought
iron and brick were purchased
for gifts of $2500. Plaques of
brass recognize the contribu
tor for each section. A direc
tory will help donors locate
their section of the wall.
Fund raising was headed by
Wells Gresham, a 1942 alumni.
Construction is slated to begin
in May of '94, after the Hamp
ton Boulevard improvements
are completed. The wall will
extend the already existing
wall, which begins in front of
the Health and Science Build
ing at Bolling Ave. and end at
43rd street.
Copy by Amy Wood
E ric Bra**eur
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n April 27th, the univer
s ity recognized the
0
contributions of its stu
dent leaders at the annual Stu
dent A ctivities Recognition
Ceremony.
Both Nancy Lindgren, direc
tor of Student Activities and
Lucy Wilson, associate vice
president of student services,
were on hand to congratulate
the students being recognized
for their service to their par
ticular organization.
Winners of the awards are
chosen by each organization
several weeks before the cer
emony. Most groups ^simply
nominated their choice and
then tallied up the votes.
Some winners included Reid
Milligan for the Rowing Club,
Robin Pacson for the Nursing
Association and for the Resi
dent Assistants as well as two
others, and Steve Brandt for
the Stu d e n t A c t iv it ie s
Council.
Mindy McNeil, the director
of Greek affairs, presented
several awards to members of
the G re e k o rg a n iz a tio n s.
Among awards given was the
Tip Connell award. It is set
aside for the greek who does
outstanding community ser
vice. Three greeks were cho
sen this year for this honor | |
Joseph Pence, Elizabeth Pug
liese, and Terence Graves.
Parents and friends were in
vited and many came out to
see their honoree receive a
ce rtifica te that recognized
the ones who handled much
bigger responsibilities than
the job called for to achieve
the h ig h e r goals of the
organization.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Robin Pacson was awarded by Delta
C hi and Om icron Delta Kappa.
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G.I. Fighting the World
C o lto n P e rry has a life tim e of know ledge a t 2 4
Most freshmen
entering ODU have
little e xp erien ce
b e sid e s
high
school. Colton Per
ry is different.
Perry was a vet
eran of three arm iestV the U.S.,
French Foreign Le
gion and an Eastern
European army. He
was held for weeks
in a Serb POW
camp.
Colton was only
24, and he had al
ready experienced
the upperclass life
of an A m e ric a n
family, deserted an
army to fight for
the cause he really
believed in, su r
v iv e d a p riso n
camp and lived to
tell about it.
Colton had done
more than many
adults tw ic e his
age. He said he
joined the arm y
"to prove some
thing
to
h is

parents.”
Since the army
was not allowing
him to reach the
p o te n tia l
he
strived for, Perry
decided to aban-

ton was based on
the island of Corsi
ca. He flew mis
sions into Africa
and p a ra c h u te d
down to protect
F re n c h c it iz e n s

he needed to prove
himself once again.
He left the FFL and
joined the Croatian
a rm y . The C ro a tia n s w ere im 
pressed and made

arm y was sh o rt
lived. He was cap
tured, and it was
this capture that
sent him into the
S e rb ia n
POW
camp.

Copy
Wood
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don the U n ite d
States Army and
joined the French
Foreign Legion.
While there, Col

and animals from
game hunters.
When he learned
of the fighting in
Croatia, Colton felt

fro m
the U .S.
Army. Instead of a
tria l and punish
m ent, P e rry was
o rd e re d and a l
lowed to remain in
the U.S. Army, but
w ith o u t pay or
duties.
Perry then went
on to enter ODU,
where he seeked a
degree in Interna
tional Studies.

him the first Amer
ican to be comis
sioned into their
army.
His time in the

by

Am y

After his release,
Perry returned to
the U.S. He was not
form ally charged
with abandonment

Ban on Hateful Speech
T h e H a te S peech proposal is d e e m e d
u n co n stitu tio n al

College was the last place I ever ex
pected the first amendment to be con
trolled. But, at ODU, a proposed ban on
"hate speech” could do just that — con
trol our freedom of expression.
The codes proposed prohibit behavior
which is intended to demean anyone for
any reason - i.e. due to race, sex, reli
gion, sexual orientation, handicap or age.
It would have also prohibited anything
derogatory from being said to a specific

individual and would have prohibited the
use of "fighting words” or symbols.
The purpose stated in the codes was to
"maintain a campus as a place to work
and study free of injurious behavior...which could interfere with the educa
tion of the students....”
The ACLU of Virginia said the proposal
could conflict with the first amendment
rights due to its broadness. It's original
intent was to discourage racial slurs and

threats against gays and lesbians.
Students were given the opportunity to
comment on their feeling about the pro
posal. The majority of students were
against the proposal, as was a majority of
the voting Faculty Senate members.
The pro p osal w as co n se q u e n tly
defeated.
Copy by Amy Wood

Recognition Ceremony

N o p arkin g b e tw e e n N ow and L a te r

The
Great
Parking
Caper
No
Longer
Do We
Fear
TwoWheelers
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A transportation
engineering course
teaches that one of
the major problems
with modern park
ing is it’s availabil
ity in a convenient
area. Maybe the
C iv il Engineering
department should
sug g est d riv in g
around ODU as a
prerequisite to the
course. In a tenm inute
d riv e
around the cam 
pus, one could
learn all about the
d e c a y in g in f r a 
structure, the lack
of parking, the ef
fect of bad weath
er on that infra
structure, and the
hassle when there
is great demand
and minimal supply. This all contributes to the nuisance parking on
th is
cam pus
creates.
A major concern
is the fact that de
cals cost an arm
and a leg for the
p o v e rty s t rik e n
students. A decal

doesn’t even en
su re a p arkin g
place somewhere
on campus. It’s a
p o s s ib ilit y th at
anyone could be in
for a hike. It isn’t
re a lly long, but

e xp e ct.
Some
would rather make
themselves late by
circling the most
convenient parking
lot with ten other
desperate motor
is t s . If a good

£
J

2
£
something about it
m akes the h ike
unpleasant.
The truth is that
a walk across this
campus is not the
picturesque jour
ney that one would

o longer do we just fear the demon
two-wheelers wizzing by on their
way to class. Bikes are no longer
the only tools of death to walkers.
Now we have demon rollerbladers, too.
They fly by even faster than the bikes
ever did, and we can concede that they
are much more graceful and aware of
proper form in manipulating these 6wheeled wonder skates. As their graceful
form blurs by, we are left to say " What
the !# *% was that?”
Don’t get us wrong. We love rollerb
laders, we just don't like the fact that
they set their sights on those ambling
along like snails in their haste to get to a
class that nobody else is hurrying to.

space isn’t avail
able there is always
the dreaded mud
and gravel parking
lots that do a real
job on a nice pair of
shoes #w hen it
rains.

Everyone knows
how bad the roads
are in Norfolk. It
makes one wonder
w hat the c it y
spends the bulk of
its money on. If
someone fin d s a
parking space far
enough from the
campus their jour
ney through the
c o n c re te jungle
can mean the haz
ard of c ro s s in g
perpetuallly busy
streets, the occa
sio n a l m ud, the
danger of carbon
monoxide poisoning, the probability
of being harassed,
and the eventual
tardiness to one's
destination. It all
boils down to the
fact that the cam
pus itslef, being ur
ban, makes parking
a problem not easi
ly o ve rco m e by
d r iv e r s
or
engineers.
Copy by W illiam
Haynes
Layo u t by T e ri
Sears

In the case of a crash, rollerbladers are
the lucky ones. They would escape with a
few bumps, due to the pad and helmet
protection, while I would end up with lit
tle wheel marks up my nose. Would my
professor accept this as an excuse to be
late for his class? "Really sir, I was hit by
a rollerblader!” He would believe that be
fore the alien story and after the dog-ateit story.
Really, we do admire you and your rollerblades. We just think you should have
to wear a collar with a bell on it so you
can’t sneak up and roll over us, you speed
demons, you!
Copy by Amy Wood and Teri Sears
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Professors
On
The
Court
Shooting
Hoops?
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When Dr. Dick McCleary
spoke of his life, he spoke
m o d estly. The sense that
McCleary was looking forward
and saving reminiscing for lat
er hit me when I met him. He
was recognized by the stu
dents who played basketball in
the field house not as an old
guy shooting hoops, but as an
intriguing man and a competi
to r. W hy d id he choo se
basketball?
" T h e Romans said you
should have a sound mind and
a sound body,” he said.
Dr. McCleary attended the
University of Tennessee for a
brief period before joining the
Navy. During his service in
World War II, he saw a town
that had been flattened by the
atomic bomb. After his tour,
he returned to school to re
ceive his Ph.D. from Yale.
Dr. McCleary was proud
that he had translated three
books fro m E n g lish into
French with only mediocre un
derstanding of the language,
and he found the philosophies
of Maurice Mirleau Ponty and
the pragmatists most interest
ing. McCleary said, "Everyone
philosophizes, but some are
ju s t m ore c r it ic a l than
others.”
McCleary has been at the
university since 1970. He en
joys teaching minds, both
young and old. In the years to
come, we still be able to find
him shooting hoops with fel
low students.
Copy by William Haynes
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"Rock Flash" by E ric Brasseur

■ fl Off AIM,
Photographie Art

¡sha Pellicola*

To every college or university, the surrounding community plays an
integral part of events and daily life. Students enjoyed Waterside for
the T.G.I.F. celebrations and Harbor Fest, the Parade of Ships at Christ
mas, the New Year's Eve Gala, and for a second year, the outdoor iceT en Sears
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The surrounding
community plays a
key role in any
institution, but it
can add flare to an
urban one, as the
city comes to life
with workers
during the day and
social hot spots at
night. ODU is part
of the largest
military community
in the world.

skating rink.
The Norfolk Zoo was a quiet place to hang out and see the new tiger
cubs, adopted in the fall. And, once again, the Wells Theatre attracted
a good deal of business from required performance attendance to
sheer interest.
Truth be known—students hung out at the local bars more than
anywhere else in their free time—4400 Campus Club, Crazy Charlie's,
Mugs, Batterson’s, Kingshead, Fahita Flats, Colley Bay, O'Sully’s...

Copy and Layout by Teri Sears
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Drinks, Food, Ice-Skating, Music, Shops etc...
T.G.I.F...Harbor Fest...the 4th
of July in the Park...the Parade of
Sails...FOOD... Where could you
be? Obviously Downtown Nor
folk at Waterside.
Waterside is one of Norfolk’s
most popular culture and enter
tainment centers. It is located on
the Elizabeth River, facing Ports
mouth and is always alive with
some activity.
Most people enter the second
floor of the complex and are im

mediately surrounded by shops
and carts selling everything from
hand-crafted jewelry to under
wear and kitchen appliances. For
the culturally minded dresser,
clothing characteristic of differ
ent parts of the world is sold
here. And, the sports fan can buy
team apparel while the preppy
can buy penny-loafers and a
cardigan.
The real treat is downstairs,
though—an incredible array of

Teri Sear*

From W aterside, you can see the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard across the Elizabeth
River. A ferry ran every 15 minutes, carrying passengers to and from the two cities.
This seagull stood erect as he watched photographer Teri Sears focus in on him. After
each of the two clicks, he ruffled his feathers and squawked.

2 3 6 Community

food choices. Whether you go to
Takis for a Greek gyro (pro
nounced yeerow by Mr. Taki
himself) or Phillip’s for fresh sea
food supplied by the local com
mercial fishermen, there is no
end to the hunger pangs. It’s im
possible to just want one thing
when you’re being assaulted by
so many tantalizing aroma’s. It is
not at all unusual to see groups of
people standing in the middle,
rubbing their chins and looking

confused. Where to go? Where
to go?
After a while, the only escape
from this food dilemma is a long
stroll on the boardwalk, a ride on
the Elizabeth River ferry or a
two-hour cruise on the New Spir
it. Of course, you could always
go home, but there’s still iceskating to do and a band or two
to enjoy.
Copy and Layout by Teri Sears

Kisha Petticobs

Outside the first floor of the complex,
benches line the entire dock side. This
man spent the afternoon feeding the
birds flocking about him for scraps.
The Spirit of Norfolk, a restaurant on the
water docks at W aterside. These two
men used plungers to move along the
sides while inspecting the ship.
T eri Sew«

kisha PetticoUs

From the docks, you can watch ships
travel down the Elizabeth River into Nor
folk. Children were often fascinated with
the drawbridge on 1364.

Waterside 2 3 7

E ric Brasseur

Slinking away with a keeper’s shirt, this cub won’t even look in the direction of people.
The new cubs were as playful as children while adjusting to a new home.

E ric Brasseur

Like lovers, these porcupines care for each other while caring for themselves. It was
interesting to watch these animals displaying such human characteristics.

2 3 8 Community

Animal Instincts

Lions and Tigers and Bears, OH MY!
Have you ever wished your life
was as simple as a hippo’s. You
know, you could just lay around
in some cool water all day, yawn
a few times...just relax and ig
nore all the people gawking at
you?
Dream on...E$pecially if you’re
a student at O.D.U. Everyone’s
got something going on all the
time. But, there is an escape. You
could always go dream while you

sit and gawk at the animals at the
Norfolk Zoo and City Park.
In early September, the zoo
added some new members to
their wild family. They are two
five-month-old Siberian tiger
cubs. The zoo named them Shir
Khan and Chaka Khan.
The tigers were confiscated at
the end of the summer by the
Fish and Wildlife Association.
According to Louise Hill, a zoo

employee, the tigers were taken
from people in the area who were
illegally breeding the cats and
then selling them across state
lines. Local media coverage and
zoo officials refrained from nam
ing the breeders.
The zoo intends to keep the
cubs if they can raise the money
for their maintenance. Hill would
not comment on exact figures,
but encouraged local groups to

have their names added to the
display with a donation of $5000
or more.
Back to the dream. You could
always dream of having the end
less energy and spunk of those
baby tigers after a long day at
school with the luxury to curl up
under a shady tree and take a
nap when you want to.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

E ric Bra**eur

This guy’s just too tired to hold his head
up. Must of been one of those days with
hundreds of little eyes gawking at him -such a tiring thing to deal with.
Anybody wan’na hang around? One goal
for zoo officials was to make facilities
appear as close to original habitats as
possible for the varied occupants.
E ric Bra**eur

Pigging, um, Vegging out? O r, maybe it’s
Pig-Out. Let’s hope he’s not dreaming of
bacon and eggs.

Norfolk Zoo 2 3 9
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Traffic Jams and Fines

The Virginia Beach Strip Evokes Controversy
be stopped.
Now, if a motorist passes a
designated point, which is nev
er disclosed to the public, more
than three times in an hour,
s/he is slapped with a $100 fine.
Virginia Beach police use hid
den cameras to monitor the
check-points.
Fridays and Saturdays didn't
lose their flare, though. The
clubs and bars were always hoppin’ with both D .J.’s and live

The Virginia Beach Strip has
been the target of much media
attention this year. In the sum
mer, the Virginia Beach City
Council passed a "No-cruising”
law. Tourists and locals used to
be able to ride in their cars
around the huge oval from Fort
Story to the Rudee Inlet with no
trouble—except the fact that it
took about two hours to make
the 10-minute trip due to the
Friday night rush. Cars would

bands and plenty of patrons.
Shops didn’t suffer either. After
all, who can resist buying one of
those age-old "Virginia is for
Lovers” t-shirts. Every Virgin
ian possesses one at some point
in life.
At Flalloween, the strip was
the hot spot for the most popu
lar haunted house/walk in Tide
water. Flundreds of people lined
up for the thrill.
If you’re in for some good

gouls or an Elvis-impersonation,
the Wax Museum is always
open. Visitors are greeted by
Frankenstein and the Wolfman.
There is jungle-style Putt Putt.
Who could resist gagging a big
blue hippo? If nothing else, the
Boardwalk was a great place for
a long stroll, and you could
catch an art show each season.
Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Eric Brasteur

Just to walk the strip was an experience. People could find shops ranging from an oldtime picture store, where you dress for your picture to ice-cream shops.
Cruising by on bikes, beach goers could exercise, catch rays and enjoy the ocean front
view. The boardwalk was always a popular place to take a stroll.

Cruising in cars was the hot issue. The city council put a ban on cruising after many
years of traffic jams and loud car stereos-but that was half the fun.
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Eric Brasseur

Virginia Beach Strip 2 4 1

The wind in one of the many Willow
trees. Trees are arranged by species,
with most being found along the foot
paths near the water’s edge.
An artistic perspective took over with
this shot. The picture was shot from the
top of a gazebo in the gardens.

E ric Bra**eur
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Changes in rhe Gardens

Norfolk Botanical Gardens Becomes a New Work
In Progress
The Norfolk Botanical Gardens
was founded in 1936 as the NorI folk Municipal Gardens. The idea
was conceived by Thomas R.
Thompson, then the City ManagI er of Norfolk. The project was
I originally funded by the federal
I government through Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s Works Project AdI ministration program.
1993 brought many changes for
| the Gardens. First, it became a
j private non-profit organization

I

instead of a project of the City of
Norfolk. The Gardens were taken
over by the [Norfolk Botanical
Garden Society]. This organiza
tion laid a Master Plan that will
bring about many additions to
the gardens.
According to Aurie Baldwin of
the N.B.G.S., the Gardens will be
expanding to include a Children’s
Garden. This "will emphasize a
play /learn environment” . In ad
dition, the Children’s Garden will

teach such necessary concepts
as recycling through the use of a
demonstration pond and water
collected from storm drainage.
The Society also considered the
blind. A Braile Garden will be in
the courtyard of the new Visitor
Reception/Orientation building.
Depending on future funding,
the Society hopes to add a 14,500
square-foot Conservatory. The
concept behind it is to provide
an enriching experience during

the winter months that would not
necessarily be available out
doors. It will have three climatecontrolled rooms—one for desert
plants, one for palms, and one for
tropicals.
The N.B.G. was a work-in-progress this year with hopes of be
coming a masterpiece.
Copy by Kisha Petticolas
Layout by Teri Sears

Eric B rasseur

Sunset was one of the best times to be in the gardens. Lake W hitehurst was one of the
more beautiful, serene places to enjoy a sunset bn a summer day.
The rose garden contains 4000 roses, representing approximately 250 species. This
garden was ranked among the nation’s best.

Eric B rasseur

The footbridge across the north canal fIR
lows for a quiet place to relax near the
water. Patrons could either tour on foot,
by train or by boat.

Botanical Gardens 2 4 3

History on o City Street |
The Wells Presents: 1913 to the Present

The 1990-91 season for the
Wells Theatre, in downtown Nor
folk, nearly brought the curtain
down for the last time. But com
munity support and the work of
some determined people made
for many more openning nights.
The theatre opened it’s doors
in 1913 under the name of the New
Wells Theatre. This dream of the
Wells brothers helped Norfolk to
become know as "the south’s
greatest theatrical center.” My

grandmother, Lucy Sears, com
mented that in those days, "Any
body who was anybody went to
the Wells and then to dancing
and dinner.”
Many of America’s masters
strolled across the Wells stage.
Billie Burke, who is famous for
her role as Glinda the good witch
in the Wizard of Oz, worked the
Wells. John Phillip Sousa, Fred
Astaire and Will Rogers put in
some time, also.

T eri Sear*

Each season, the Wells Theatre hosts at least three plays. The ’92-’93 line-up included
The Immigrant and The Lion in W inter.
The symbol of the Virginia Stage Company. Throughout the season, actors and ac- g
tresses from t.v., movies and sometimes Broadway joined the Company for perfor- <J!
mances.
£

244

Community

Wells' first production was
The Merry Widow, critically ac
claimed as a flop. Today, the V ir
ginia Stage Company is one of
the best, casting actors from
Broadway, t.v. and movies. Two
of this season’s most popular
plays were The Immigrant, a tale
of a Jewish man’s struggles in
early America, and The Lion in
Winter, a comical look at Richard
Ill’s battle for the English throne.
Students have the luxury of a

reduced ticket price with a uni- 1
versity i.d. And, many professors
take attendance at VSC/Wells
productions as e xtra cre d it.
Most students find it more than
just extra credit, though. They
find out why the south is "the |1
greatest theatrical center.”
Copy by Amy Wood and Teri
Sears
Layout by Teri Sears

Wells Theatre 2 4 5
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Part of any organization’s survival is it’s
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financial support. For the past two years, it
has been difficult to find much advertising,
which is mainly due to the economy being in
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Working on his
portfolio,
photographer Eric
Brasseur, went to
Hampton to shoot
some pictures on
that side of the
Chesapeake Bay.
The camel wasn’t
found in Hampton,
at the zoo, or in
Egypt, but in the
back of Webb
Center.

such bad shape, but things began to look up.
We took this section to insert some fun
shots from the yearbook staff and all of our
hours of production. Whether it be the Kisha-dance, Bill sitting intently at the comput
er or Eric stuffing his face, there was always
someone to catch-in-the-act.

Copy and Layout by Teri Sears
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a
Academ ic Honors Association
195
Agudelo, Laura M. 76
Alcorn» Brian E. 76
Alister, Roy L. 76
Allemand, Whitney 76
Almond, Scott D. 76
Amos, Rev. Barbara N. 46, 47
Anders, Beth 136
Anderson, David J. 76
Anderson, Donald 144, 147
Anderson, Robert B. 76
Araojo, Susan E. 76
Avila, Theresa P. 76
Ayat, Nellie 76
Aziz, Walid A. 25, 76

b

Bagby, Raymond G. 76
Bagwell, Juanita K. 76
Bailey, Denise L. 76
Baker, Lisa T. 76
Baldwin, John Robert 76
Balido, Edmundo A. 76
Ball, Dianne M. 76
Bandak, Isam Z 76
Banks, Steven J. 76
Baptiste, Gregory B. 76
Barger, E. Melissa 76
Bariso, Gerard R. 76
Barkenhagen, Dean R. 76
Barnes, M. Anne 79
Baronner, Terry M. 79
Bateman, Michael P. 79
Baugh, Vickie Y. 79
Baylis, Kimberly A. 79
Beachy, April L. 79
Belcher, Jeffrey M. 79
Bergenstock, Dawn 44
Bernal, Luis A. 79
Bertini, Marianne B. 79
Beta Beta Beta 204
Biliski, Alicia Mary 79
Binder, Susan R. 79
Binshtok, Ronald J. 79
Blackard, Christopher T. 79
Bland, Stacy E. 79
Blankenship, Robert B. 79
Blosser, Daniel J. 79
Bolen, Mary B. 79
Bonsby Brock, Mary E. 79
Booker, Micha T. P. 79
Boone, Helen 173
Bosworth, Marha 79
Bouley, Sherry M. P. 79
Bowe, M. Elaine 79
Bowers, Sherry R. 79
Bowman, Sherri M. 79
Boyd II, Joseph D. 80
Boyd, Andrew M. 80
Boyd, Michael E. 80
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Capozzi, Torn 25
Caragan, Catherine M. 33
Cardo, Maria P. 83
Cardone, Michael N. 83
Carlin, George 220
Carper, Maria Krug 83
Carr, Deanna J. 83
Carruth, Shorron R. 83
Carson, Stephanie L. 83, 173
Carter, Katrina Loletrice 115
Carter, William T. 83
Cash, Mary Jo 83
Cateriano, Jorge 83
Chacon, Diana A, 83
Chapman, Camille 25
Chapman, Samuel L. 83
Charalambous, Stelios 83
Cheerleaders 194
Chi Omega 205
Chin, Jimmy C. 83
Circle K Order 202
Clark, Crystal D. 83
Clark, Robin G. 83
Clavel, Noel 148
Clayette, Astrid M. 83
Cobb, Derwood O. II 83
Coburn, Christopher R. 83
Colarte, Sonia 83
Cole, Paula 171
Collins, Christopher L. 83
Collins, Daniel J. 83
Connolly, Karen 152
Conrad, Malena L. 84
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Boyles, Devarr 132
Brandt, Steven R. 80
Breedlove, Cynthia L. 80
Breitbeil, Virginia C. 80
Brewer, Kimberly A. 80
Bridgwater, Jeffery W. 80
Brien, Pam 170
Brooks, Dominique 42
Brown, Craig Stephen 80
Brown, Sharyn Angela 80
Brune, Remi 80

BryantjgNorman E. Jr. 80
Buffaloe, Lisa R. 30
Buff kin, Nancy F. 80
Burkart* Gretchen K. 80
Burke, €>eborah A. 80
Burke-Williams, Debra C. 80
Burnette, Kimberly B. 80
Burns, Jonathan W. 80
Burrell,^Jonathan 26
Burris, Brian W. 80
Burris, Keith E. 80

Bush, Merilea A. 80
Byman, Eric M. 80

Call, Dorothy L. 80 | |
Callahan, Sue 136
Camp, Cindy L. 83
Cannon, Kathleen E. 83

Index 251

Constantinides, Marilia 34
Constantinou, Constantino 84
Cook, Robert B. 84
Copeland, Marguerite 84
Copeland, Tonya B. 84
Crowder, Michelle M. 84
Crowley, Tonya L. 84
Crump, Vernon C. Jr. 84
Cruz, Mary L. 84
Culbertson, Jeniffer C 84
Cumberland, Terrence K. Jr. 84
Cummings, Michael P. 84
Currie, Donna 84
Cushen, Mark E. 84
Cutler, Tina M. 84

d

Daly, Mary M. 84
Dano, Sue 136
Darden, Angel C. 84
Datu, Maryrose J. 84
Davidson, Michelle Lee 84
Davis, Karen R. 84, 137
Dean, Steven K. 84
Decker, Kim 136
Delaney, William F. Ill 84
Delta Zeta 205
Demarle, Benedicte Marie 84
Denegri, Isabel P. 87
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Denn, Sara Coleman 87
Diaz, Charles T. 87
Diedrick, Janet L. 87
Digrazio, John Joseph 87
Dinoso, Rachelle 87
Dokshinsky, Rina 29
Dominionettes 194
Donor, Kelly E. 87
Dooren, Craig J. 87
Dorfman, Scott L. 87
Doumas, Judy 173
Downey, Dawn C. 115
Drake, Roy A. 87
Drallos, Heather 152
Dreyer, Kathleen A. 87
Duggan, William M. 87

e

Edelman, Scott L. 87
Edwards, Philip M. 87
Edwards, Tonya J. 87
Elliott, Eric J. 87
Ellis, Roberta Elizabeth 87
Elvis 33
Evans, Cheryl 55
Evans, Shannon L. 87
Evans, Tonya L. 87
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Fadley, Jennifer L. 87
Faist Jr., Gerald W. 87
Falletta, JoAnn 29
Falls, Krista R. 87
Fenimore, Keith 115
Fentress, Eric C. 87
Fields, Donna T. 87
Figureido, Tim 132
Filipino-American Student Asso
ciation 193
Fisher, Fiarrison R. 88
Fisher, Sonia T. 88
Fitzpatrick, William A. 88
Flanagan, Wesley A. 88
Flint, Tracy L. 88
Fluke, Gordon 179
Ford, Wilma Bradford 88
Foxman, Abraham H. 29
Gehl, David L ^88
Fraser, Kimberly J. 88
Gibson, Dwayne D. 88
Freeman, Eleanor L. 88
Gideon, Ken 192
Fuller, Harvey 21
Gideon, Kenneth A. 88
Gifford, Brian K. 88
Gilmore, Stephanie 142
Graves, Iris L. 88
Greek Helenic Society 203
Gresham, Karen 40, 52, 53, 61,62,
63, 64, 65, 116, 117
Galbraith, Robert B. 88
G riffin, Allen K. Jr. 88
Gardner, Robert W. 88
Grigsby, Donald W. 88
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Gunasekara, Chrishan J.A. 88
Gwyn, Teresa Lee 88

Hagan, Christine H. 88
Halbjorhus, Eilev 88
Hall, Nick 148
Hall, Robert J. 88

Hamill, Gregory S. 88
Hamilton, William E. Jr. 88
Hancock, Jesse 91
Hancock, Nicole E. 91
Haney, Jeffrey D. 91
Harold, Brian 21
Harper, Aaron C. 91
Harrell, Betsy E. 91
Harris, John L. 91
Harris, Kip 17
Harrison, Scott 25
Harrison, Wanda F. 91
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Teich, J r ., Business
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Robert L. Stern, Political Scietlc#:

£St*b*>ft C . P. Dabney. foflfck

B k h I E. Deboli. Biology

&4VW L Shores* English
2 «îd« 8. Silverman, History

Beatrice J . Stagg, Sociology
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L Shapiro, Economics
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Charles F. Souther, English

Allen R. Levy, English
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'

A Rotyna, History

i ° 4n¡ei E. Sonenshine, Biology

Karl F. Knight, English
John W . Kuehl, H istory :
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Holloway, Christopher S. 92
Holmes, Tilton B. 92
Hopkins, Monica D. 92
Horst, Peter 148
Hubb, Tracy 37
Hubei, Karen M. 92
Hudgins, Holly L. 92
Hugo, Victor P. 92
Humphry Jr., Larry James 92
Hundley, Robyn L. 92
Hunter, Cheryl V. 92
Huntley, Pam 141
Hurst, Joyce W. 92
Hygiene, Dental 165

R*»i4 W e n h , English
F te ttó ic k D . W hitehurst, Accou

llagan, Romyla S. 92
Ingram, Allan J. 92
Isidro, Hernando A. 92

J* c )[ H . W ilson, English .
: M arjorie N. W ilso n , Foreign

Languages

Fa y Z e flin , A rt ■

Hilbrand, Maaike 136
H ill, Celeste 140, 141
H ill, Craig A. 91
H ill, Jessica Paige 91
Hinebaugh, Randall S. 91
Hoang, Vy T. 91
Hockaday, Erica E. 91
Hodge. Odell 144, 147
Hoffman, Hubert N. 91
Hogan. John P. II 91
Holley, Heather L |9 2
Holley, Jodi F. 92

J
Jackson, Keith 144, 146
Jacobs, Christopher D. 92
James, Kelli 136
James, Nina A. 92
Jeffries, Lisa Renee 92
Jeffries, Teresa Denise 92
Johnson, Joseph Mark Jr. 92
Johnson, Molly M. 92
Johnson, Stephen M. 92
Johnson, Terri L. 92
Johnson, Vaiorie L. 92
Johnston, Franklin P. 95
Johnston, William M. 95
Jones, Ellen M. 95
Jones, Falecia M. 95
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Jones, Nancy Suzanne 95
Jordan, Nick 192

Kann, Brian R. 95
Kassaye, Hanna 95
Kay, Jerome C. 95
Keane, John J. ill 95
Keller, Karen R. 95
Kelley, Robert A. Il 95
Kelly, Diane M. 95
Kelly, John 18
Key, Brian M, 95
Killion, Kelly 167
Kim, Hoon S. 95
Kitchin, Holly J. 95
Klein, Mary 179
Knorr, Laura 136
Knutsen, Deborah A. 95

Koop, C Everett 28, 29
Kozackj John W. 95
Kozakos, Constantino A. 95
Krieger, Kathleen 95
Kunjufu, Jawanza 55

/

Ladner jJason 37
Lambert, Jill S. 95
Lanager, Toni M. 95
Lanier, Ayonda Elizabeth 115
Lankford, Donna M. 95
Larkin, Kevin 147
Larossa» Sandra 95
Larry, Wendy 140
Lassiter, Jeffery W. 95
Lassiter, Joel A. 96
Laudati» Amy Jean 96
Lauer, Stephen A. 96

Lavarías, Arnel Cabasa 96
Lavender, Jeffrey S. 96
Laxton, Christopher R. 96
Lay, Ian Walter 96
Leadbeter, Michelle M, 96
Leahey, Carey 21
Lee, Darnell 21
Lee, Jeffrey F. 96
Lee, Ran 96
Leecost, Treena Rochelle 96
Legg, Michael K. 96 ¡
Leichter, Eric S. 96
Leight, Andrew K. 96 ,
Letchworth, Karen A. 96
Levtov, John C. 96
Lewis, Dionne D. 96 5
Lewis, James G. Ill 96
Lien, Kim J. 96
Limbo, Scott M. 96
Lockhart, Robert F. Ill 96
Long, Fred Kendall 96
Lopez, Steve 171
Loranger, Erik 152
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Lowe, John Krister 96
Lowe, Mark A. 96
Lucas, Reginald D. 99
Ludwig, Dave A. 99
Lyon, David L. 99

Magbanua, Jennifer A. 99
Manevai, Melanie 170
Mann, August C. 99
Mansfield Jr., Melvin C. 99
Maphis, Charles Scott 99
Marits, Jenneifer K. 99
Martino, Steven A. 99
Martz, Kimberly L. 99
Marx, Donald Ellis Jr. 99
Mason, Wendy D. 99
Massey, Valerie F. 99
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Mace § Crown 188
Maclin, Chad A. 99

Matthews, Caelether L. 99
Mattiko, Juliann 99
Maxey, Laura O. 99
Mayer, Tracy M. 99
Mayes* Subrina F. 99
Mazrui, Ali A. 28, 29
McAllister, Christopher L. 99
McCune, Jason 57
McDaniel, Kerry 99
McDermott, Colleen S. 99
McDonald, Shawn E. 99

James Hunt
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McGhee, Michael W. 99
McGowan, Beth A. 100
McGrath, Catherine C. 100
McGraw, Martha K. 100
McHale, Kristin S. 100
McIntyre, Michelle M. 100
McKenna, John D. 100
McKenzie, David L. 100
McLaurin, Stuart E. 100
McMillan, Alan A. 100
Meade, Lisa M. 100

Mendoza, Pedro Gilberto 100
Michel, KelH R 100
Milligan, Reid D. 100
Milone, Steven P. 100
M incy, Catherine J. 100
Minter, A. Rob 100
Miranda, Maria M. 100
Misghinna, Tsege M. 100
Misghinna, Vodit Mugollo 100
Mislan, Joseph T. 100
Mitchell, Byron 132

Mitchell, Mike 170
Mitchell, Teresa 44, 45
Moore, Betsi K. 100
Moore, Leslie K. 100
Moore, Mark A. 100
Moore, Trina A. 100
Morel, Caroline 115
Morgan, Felicia W. 103
Mouzouris, Savvakis C. 103
Mullen, Mario 144
Murphy, Joseph M. Jr. 103
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Murray» Robert Chas. 103

n

Nanayakkara, Ted 103
Naus, Barbara Ingrid 103
Nebrotskie, Pamela $. 103
Neiss, Karen 136
Neiss, Pamela L. 103
Nesson, Claire 173
Neville, Jesse W. 103

Ngo, Thao Kim 103
Ni Chi Bei Club 202
Nocon,jMyra D. 103
Norris, John B. Ill 103

O
Oatley,j Andrea S. 103
Oatley.jAudra A. 103
Obendorff, Myra 46
Ocampo, Marichu S. 103

ODU Crew 192
Oliver, Kathleen M. 103
Oliver, Shannon L. 103
Ondekoza 60
Ornoff, Gary J. 103 |
O tterstetter, Ronald 103
Owens, Dr. Hugo A. 46, 47
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Pacson, Robin V. 103
Palad, Ann J.S. 103
Parker, Corey 144
Parker, Derrick 144
Partridge, Pamela G. 103
Pashiardis, Harris A. 103
Patterson, Dianna 103
Pauline, Jeffrey S. 104
Pearce, Michelle L. 104
Pecil, Lisa A. 104
Peck, Mary Lynn 104
Pelanz, Kelly A. 104
Pemberton, Lisa C. 104
Penland, Scott H. 104
Perez, Jeannie L. 104
Perez, Ralph 132
Perry, Colton 229
Perry, Shirley G. 104
Peter, Sean E. 104
Phalen, Lisa A. 104
Picache, Abigail R. 104
Pires, Ricardo N. 104
Plácido, Brandy 152
Poteet, Paula S. 104
Poussaint, Dr. Alvin 47
Prendergast, Mike 57
Prewitt, Heather 161
Price, Tic 146
Propeller Club 193
Purcell, Suzanne M. 104
Purnell, Oliver 144, 146
Pur sell, Darius E. 104
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Qureshi, Chandra A. 104

Robinson, Tammy L. 107
Roman, Jeanine Lee 107
Rouilles, Cecile 107
Rowies, Jennifer L. 107
Royster, Jeffrey L. 107
Rush, Donald D. Jr. 107

R aley, Diana J. 104
Ray, Janet P. 104
Reeve, Jill 136, 139
Resident Hall Student Associa
tion 196
Revere, James R. 104
Reynolds, Michele 143
Rich, Brian P. 104
Rivera, Pamela Buendia 104
Robertory, Peter J. 104
Robinson, Heather L. 104
Robinson, Marie D. 107

Sadarananda, Tara A. 107
Sand, Megan J. 107
Sands, Kimberly A. 107
Santiaguel, Allaine S. 107
Santos, Sheila 107
Sargent, Kyle F. 107
Saunders, M. Joanne 107
Scalzo, Jeffrey C. 107
Schmidt, Mark A. 107
Schutzenhofer, Josef 179
Sci Fi Club 197
Selby, Marc F. 107
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Sembra, Kim O. 107
Sessoms, Peter 144
Sfameni, Kristi L. 107
Shaw, Erick 148
Shay, Rocio 107
Shelley, Lynn 21
Sherman, Robert A. 107 |
Shield, Anne Marye 107
Shirley, Alison M. 107
Shuman, Deanne 165
Sidebottom, Lee W. 107
Sineath, Susan L. 108
Siska, Wendy 108
Skinner, Monique Nicole 108
Skinner, Richard 173
Small, Francine A. 108
Smalling, Marzetta G. 108
Smith, Caroline B. 108
Smith, Carolyn A. 108
Smith, Colleen E. 108
Smith, Craig M. 108
Smith, Joseph Giro 108

Jam es Hunt
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Smith, Patricia B. 108
Smith, Robert J. 108
Smith, Robin 136
Snagg, Terrie D. 108
Sobel, Mechal 55
Sogn, Glenn 108
Sosnowski, Steven M. 108
Spargo, Peter N. 108, 132, 133
Spraker, Gregory W. 108

Stanley, Dee Dee 108
Starkey, Benjamin J. 108
Stenson, Steven A. 108
Stephens, Irene L. 108
Stephenson, Karen R. 108
Stern, Philip Leigh 108
Stewart, Diana C. 108
Stills, Sonjia 25
Stringfield, Christine III

Strock, Claudia J. Ill
Stronach, John M. Ill
Student Ambassadors 189
Student Organization of Cert
fied Divers 197
Sullivan, Julie L. Ill
Summers, Jeff 152
Sumner, Mark H. Ill
Swain, Sara Elizabeth III
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Swann, Kevin 144, 145, 147
Swanson, R.J. 171
Swientek, Leslie Marie III
Szabos, Julie K. Ill
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Taday, Alexander A. Ill III

Tam, Kwok Hung III
Tarpey, Jeffrey B. Ill
ThomaslCharles M. 17, III
Thompson, Stephen J. Ill
Tiamzon, Jo Anne E. Ill
Timmons, Carl A. Ill
Timmons, Shay 56
Todd, Lisa C. Ill
Tran, Diane T. Ill

Tucker, Pamela D. Ill j
Turner, J. Crawford ll|
Turner, Loria D. Ill
Twyman, Tracey B. III!

U

Utley, Suzana S. Ill
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Valentine-Bennett, Tricia III
Vander Plas, Deanna 141
Villanueva, Ronald J.A. Ill
Vincent, Susan D. ID
Vithoulkas, Peter A. ID
Voll, Dawn E. ID

W
Wade, Damon 132
Walker, Theresa A. ID
Wall, Susan J. ID
Walton, Thomas E. ID
Wanamaker, Kelly 32
Ward, Frank 55
Warren, Fred R. ID
Waterford, Helen 29
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Watkins, Elizabeth A. ID
Watkins, Ginger K. ID
Watt, Sandra L ID
Wattleton, Faye 28, 29
Webb, ûuyann R. ID
Wedemeyer, Lang 132, 133
Wedig, Meredith E. ID
Weinshank, David Ari ID
Wells, Yvonne M. ID
West, Sholom J. ID
Wheeler, Amy 94
White, James Scott ID
Whitehurst, Terry 192
Whitley, Gregory D. Jr. ID
Whitley, Sevie D. ID
Wiggins, Samuel E. ID
Wigginton, Wesley A. ID
Wilkins, Amy Christine ID
Wilkins, Carolyn M. ID
Wilkins, Felicia O. ID
Williams, Alexis R. ID
Williams, Christopher H. 115
Williams, Kathleen 115
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Tomorrow
Is Here.
WASHINGTON

HOSPITAL

CENTER

A t the Washington
Hospital Center,
horizons are limitless
for healthcare
professionals who
expect and demand the
best o f themselves and
their workplace. Here,
the promise o f tomor
row is reality today.
Burn Therapy

The onJy adult facility of its kind in the
Washington, D.C. area, the Bum Center pro
vides state-of-the-ait treatment to over 300 in
patients and 150 out-patients yearly. Qualifica
tions: B.S. in Occupational Therapy or
Physical Therapy.
Cardiovascular Technology

Technologists assist in all aspects of invasive
cardiovascular procedures. Qualifications:
Graduate of accredited cardiovascular train
ing program; CCI/NBCVT-registered or
registry-eligible.
Clinical Nutrition

Specialists assess patient needs, develop treat
ment plans, implement nutritional programs,
and collaborate with medical staff. Qualifica
tions: B.S. in Dietetics or related coursework
approved by ADA/D.C. Board of Dietetics and
Nutrition; registered or registry-eligible;
licensed or licensure-eligible.

2 7 0 Index

Medical Technology

Technologists practice in a large, state-of-theart, fully computerized laboratory that per
forms over 1,500,000 assays annually.
Qualifications: ASCP or equivalent
certification.
Nuclear M edicine

Woricing with a diversified patient population,
technologists perform a variety of scans.
Procedures include monoclonal antibodies,
tumor markers and IV Persantines.
Qualifications: A.A. in Nuclear Medicine;
NMTCB/ARRT-registered or registryeligible.
Nurse Practitioner

NPs choose a specific area of practice and work
autonomously within it, selecting from
Emergency Department, Occupational Health,
Cardiac Surgery, Cardiology, Urology,
Transplantation, Admissions Testing, Internal
Medicine, Neonatology, Cancer Screening,
Burn Center or Infectious Diseases.
Qualifications: RN, NP with ANA certifica
tion, licensed or licensure-eligible.

Physical Therapy

Therapists work in five team rotations for a
broad range of experience and to develop spe
cialties in Neurosurgery/NICU, Neuro
medicine, Orthopedics/Shock Trauma,
Orthopedic Outpatient and Cardiovascular
Rehabilitation Services. Qualifications: B.S.
in Physical Therapy.
Physician Assistants

Working with a team of intensivists, nurses and
other healthcare professionals, PAs manage and
provide specialized care to post-operative car
diac, trauma, oncology and general surgery
patients. Qualifications: Graduate of CAHEAaccredited Physician Assistant Program;
BCLS/ACLS-certified; licensed or licensureeligible.
Radiation Oncology

Our new Cancer Institute enhances patientcentered, comprehensive cancer care.
Therapists work with state-of-the-art equip
ment. Qualifications: A.A. in Radiation
Therapy; ARRT-registered or eligible.
Radiologic Technology

Nursing

New grads as well as experienced nurses devel
op rewarding careers in our Level I trauma cen
ter and a variety of clinical practice settings:
General Medical and Surgical, Thoracic and
Neurosurgery, Orthopedic, Urology, OB/CYN,
Ophthalmology, and Oncology. Acute sub
specialties include: ENT, Rehab, Kidney
Transplant/Hemodialysis, Cardiothoracic,
Bum/Trauma and Critical Care.
Occupational Therapy

Therapists rotate in four teams to gain experi
ence and specialized skills in Neurosurgery,
Neuromedicine, Orthopedics/Shock Trauma,
and General Medicine/Surgery. Qualifications:
B.S. in Occupational Therapy.
Pharmacy

Pharmacists are involved in the full spectrum of
clinical pharmacy services, including unit dose
distribution, IV admixture preparation, staff
rounds, drug therapy monitoring and pharma
cokinetic assessment. The department offers a
career ladder. Qualifications: B.S. in Pharmacy
or Pharmacy degree.

Technologists practice in an innovative depart
ment that performs 180,000 radiology tests
yearly: diagnostic, MRI, CT Scans, Inter
ventional and Ultrasound. Scheduling options
include Weekend Alternative and M-F plans.
Qualifications: ARRT-registered or eligible.
Respiratory Therapy

Therapists participate in patient care rounds,
and help develop continuing education pro
grams working with a broad patient population
and advanced technologies. Qualifications:
registered or registry-eligible; certified or certi
fication-eligible.

The Washington Hospital Center
is a 907-bed, private, not-for-proft
teachingfacility and a major
referral center. To learn more
about advancing your career here,
sendyour resume or call (202)
877-6796,1-800-232-0979 or
TDD (202) 877-5926.

WASHINGTON HOSPITAL CENTER

HUMAN RESOURCES/RECRU1TMENT
110 Irving Street, NW • W ashington, DC 20010-2975
An Equal Opportunity Employer • Member, Medlantic Healthcare Group
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SUDSY'S

FUNTIME LAUNDRY
WASH n' PUB
BEER • FOOD • FUN
SPEED QUEEN EQUIPMENT
HOURS: MON-FRI 8 AM - 11PM
SAT-SUN 7AM - 11PM

GHENT
623 - 7837

728 W. 22ND ST. (ACROSS FROM GENE WALTERS)

TIDEWATER DRIVE & LITTLE CREEK RD.
583 - 9274

7540 TIDEWATER DRIVE (K-MART & RACK N' SACK)

Williams, Wendy D. 115
Williamson, Mark A. 115
Willis, Amy C 115
Wilson, Elizabeth Kimberly 115
Wilson, Karen D. 115 I
Wiltz, Jeremy M. 115 I
Wines, Daniel L. Jr. 115
Winslow, Everett Jay 115
WODU 189
Womack, Cassondre 115
Wright, Allon 146
Wright, Shannon L. 115
Wright, Walter 144
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Xenakis, Tom 179

Yeung, Angela M. 115
Young, Heather E. 115

Z
Ziegra, Jane E. 115
Zimmerman, Alissa S. 115

Associated Press

Hurricane Iniki dealt a blow to Kauai, one
of the Hawaiian Islands, with winds gusting to 160 mph and torrential rain. Before
the storm hit, the island lost all power and
telephone service.
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As Hurricane Andrew hit Florida, many
were caught in the storm, and ran to sta
ble buildings for refuge. W inds during the
hurricane reached 164 mph and fifty five
deaths were linked to the hurricane.

£fou«l wage, the, loath cued Hawaii
The first hurricane of the sea
son ripped through Florida and
Louisiana, leaving 300,000 people
homeless and 30 billion dollars
worth of damage in it's wake.
Hurricane Andrew took mercy on
no one as he tore through the
south.
With maxium wind speeds of
one-hundred-sixty-four milesper-hour, Andrew cut a path thir
ty miles wide, leaving it strown
with great homes that now re
sembled toothpicks and the shat
tered lives of those unfortunate
to be in Andrew’s path.
Andrew evoked emotions in
people all across the U.S. McDon
alds, Pizza Hut, and Gatorade
gave away free food and drinks.
People from as far away as Iowa

gave up weeks of their lives and
some of their goods to come to
Florida to rebuild the homestead
area. The Norfolk Naval Base
sent supply ships and the military
forces also to help to rebulid and
to keept law and order in a time
of chaos.
It’s been since Hurricane Hugo
that nature unleashed her wrath
on the south. Virginia was spared
the thunderous rains and de
struction, although most resi
dents watched the news daily to
check the path of Andrew.
Some Navy wives in Virginia
Beach put together, along with
such local merchants as Food
Lion, Farm Fresh and just private
residents, tractor trailers full of
food, water and baby supplies to

help in the recovery process.
Hot on the heels of Andrew,
Hurricane Iniki swept across the
Hawaiian Islands. Iniki was the
most powerful storms to hit Ha
waii in this century. Twenty-foot
waves crashed over coastal high
ways and the island of Kauai lost
all power and telephone services
before the worst part of the
storm hit.
Early damage reports came via
two-way radio to state officials.
Oahu, Hawaii’s most populated
island, was spared the brunt of
the storm but did endure a 10-20
foot surf on the southern coast,
heavy rain and some power loss.
Copy by Amy Wood
Layout by Teri Sears

0 Tropical StorrrJ
0 Hurricane Ami |

Andrew struck southern Florida in August
with a 12-foot tidal surge that flattened
many homes, uprooted tress, and flung
boats into the streets.

Hurricanes Andrew and Iniki 2 7 3
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Associated Press

For two weeks in August, most
Americans were in a state of eu
phoria. Why? Well, think about
it: the most amazing basketball
team in history was assembledMagic, Michael, Larry, Charles,
P a t r ic k , P a x to n , D r e x le r ,
Robinson....
Then, Shannon Miller stole the
g ym n astics scene from U.S.
champion Kim Zmeskal. Jackie
Joyner Kersey returned in better
shape than ever to take the gold
in the heptathalon after losing
the edge in a previous national
competition due to a pulled ham
string. Viewers felt the tension
with her every time she hit the
track, especially as commenta
tors replayed that tragic moment
before each race.
There was a lot of controversy

surrounding the basketball team.
Some p layers w ere h esitant
about competing against Magic
Johnson after his announcement
that he is HIV positive. The other
reason was the mere fact that
these players were all profession
als except for Christian Latner, a
Duke University player. Another
bone of contention was the fact
that the team stayed outside of
the Olympic Village to avoid all
of the publicity.
E lse w h e re in the a th le tic
world, athletes were tearing up
the tennis courts in the U.S. Open
championships. Stefan Edberg
left the court in September with
his second straight U.S. Open ti
tle and $500,000. Not to mention,
the world’s No. I ranking. Edberg
>was much more animated in this

competition than ever before. He
kissed a net cord in his quarterfi
nal match, kicked a ball, smacked
the net and threw a towel.
Top-seeded Monica Seles also
won her second straight U.S.
Open women's singles title in
Septem ber, d efeatin g No. 5
A ra n tx a Sanchez V ic a rio of
Spain, 6-3, 6-3. It was Seles' 13th
Grand Slam tournament and llth
victory. Like Edberg, Seles took
home not only the honor, but
half-a-million dollars. Seles ripped
through the first five games in 18
minutes and closed the opening
set in
minutes.

42

Copy and layout by Teri Sears

Stefan Edberg won his second straight
U.S. Open title, number one ranking, and
$500,000 in September.

Shocking the world. Shannon Miller shows the skills that placed
her above Kim Zmeskal and earned her an Olym pic medal.

Putting in the extra effort needed for the
gold, Gail Devers crosses the finish line
to win the third heat of the second round
of lOfrn hurdles.
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Associated Press

Some say that the outspoken Bob Samuels
cost the volleyball team the gold medal.
To show support for his stance, the rest
of the team shaved their heads.

What is Magic Johnson looking so wor
ried about? Doesn’t he know that with
two superstars like Michael Jordan and
David Robinson handling the ball, it’s sure
to go in the basket?

Olympics/U.S. Open 2 7 5
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The greatest change on the American
frontier tyas the election of Bill Clinton to
the office of President of the United States.
His taking office ended the 12-year span of a
Republican White House. This year’s elec
tion was phenomenal with respect to the
turnout of 18-24-year-old voters. There was a
more than 30 percent increase in young vot
er turnout since the ’60s. In fact, manftsaid
Clinton won because of the young voters.
Even after the election, Ross Perot cont mued to shake up the political scene.* He con
tinued to do live interviews and formed the
United We Stand America foundation, run
by Perot supporters. This non-profit organi
zation was formed to rally for changes in the
American PoUjticaL. economical, and social
fronts.
Meanwhile, George Bush began traveling
the country doing le q w e s on college cam
puses and Dan Quayftipublished his mem
oirs of the four years ¡(he spent on Capitol
Hitt.
Sadly, the country n d farewell to many
prominant public figures. Chief Justice
Thurgood Marshall, the first African-Ameri
can appointed to the Supreme Court of the
Uiifted States died in January.
^ Several icons of the entertainment indus
try passed on in the fall and early winter.
Anthony l4 d jÉ ìre W e x Haley and Dizzie GilleJple died in the fall. Audry H epburn, famr>d
actress and unending si|ppprter of UNICEF
died of cancjyiJq Switzerland, where she is
now layed to rest.
Although some of the greats were lost,
other future greats were born. Boyz II Men
broke Elvis Presley's long-standing record
for most weeks with a no. I record with their
hit ’’End of the Road”. Then Whitney Hous
ton’s remake of Dolly Par ton’s ”1Will Always
Love^Ybu^stole the charts for 13 weeks,

‘Eying Boyz II Men.
ABC had the highest ratings in their re
cent historv with the 90-minute live inter
view withjM&rhael Jackson on February 10th.
Oprah \X^^^y dispelled many rumors about
the "King of Pop” in his first interview in 14
years. The interview was done on Jackson’s
spraw lin^^,at^B**v
Alex Haley’s Queen then] captiv a tn f the
country as Roots did in the late '70s. Cast
members included Jasmine Guy, Danny
Glover and Halle Berry. Berry hit the scene
with her unforgettable role in Eddie Mur
p h y ^ Boomerang in the fall.
This year was the year for change and
inspiration in almo$| every aspect of Ameri
can life, from the elections to the heightened
awareness of racial unity w ith the advent of
Spike Lee’s Malcolm X and beyond.
Copy by Ter i Sears, Amy Wood and Kisha
Petticolas
Layout by Teri Sears
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Governor Douglas Wilder stirred up some
tempers this year by not giving Virginia
public school teachers a cost of living in
crease this year. However, public university
professors got the money added back into
their salaries that they lost two years ago.
Education was a huge issue. Universities
were forced to charge their students more
than in the past because of budget cuts.
ODU did, however, manage to get a proposal
passed that would allow for 33 million dol- I
lars, going towards «construction jm d pro
gram development, through th e jis a le o il
Jjonds.
ODU lost two professors of great res
in the public and university realifls, t|
PaukDicklin, a theatre arts
play write died of cancer in jtA-|yiUii^T)ic^r",
Ip^died' o^the opening nig h tl^ p Love ^et^fers,” his last th e a tri^ ^ ^ M H ^ T ;h » h # v
if f llr n e o f^ icic-,
.Up’s closest ^ ie n d s./^ ^ o rm ^ fc.M s^ n o r.
Betty Brigman, an actress in ^ B v e Letters” 1
said to the Virginian Pilot and Ledger Star,
"Wouldn’t you know that theatrical S.O.B.
would do it on opening night.” Dicklin had
Deeh #ith ODU for 2 ^ ^ a rs.
Founding, faculty member, W. Gerald
Akers, died at age 86. Akers began teaching
in 1931 as assistant professor of modern lan
guages at the Norfolk Division of William
and Mary College, the precedent to ODU. In
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1972, Al^erjs..,renreaa^niM cn^rhan oftne®

On February 10th, Virginia honored tennis
^ g re P w th u f Ash as*Jhe
Jayed t f rest, in
h|s hometown, Richmond. Ash died o f Al|>S
February 6th. Ash ¡was the first AfricanAmerican to mdft the Wwhbledon tennis
champ p s h i M ^
February 13th marked the 300th anntversary
College o fw illtam :l1hd VTary. To'
honor the sc h o o l
.spoke tell
|situ d e i^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ d s||||m ni. K^ aF't.v.'iiationscut *nt0 re^ F programming to air the¡rererSN es livd)
!
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While Scott checks out a few things before leaving the
editors’ meeting. Bill grabs the only available desk area-the top of the filing cabnet.
T eri Sear*

We would like to send special thanks to
the following people for their contributions
in the process of creating this edition of The
Laureate: Scott Harrison, for patiently
breaking in an all-new staff and smoothing
rough edges. Sharoyn Baker, for keeping us
on track with our expendatures, for taking
endless phone messages to Scott and for
fielding all kinds ofquestions. Joe Boocks of
Jostens Publishing Company, for it must
have been nerve racking to play answering
machine tag to answer questions and keep
the process running smoothly. Debbie Bousman, Nancy Lindgren and the rest of Stu
dent Activities.
We had an unusually large photography
staff. Contributions were made by: Tim Bull
ock, Dave Pooser, Judy Murphy, Suzan Jabarace, Teri Whanger, Kevin Lee, Ivan Meng,
Dannelle Shugart, Ron Norse, David Gibbs,
James Hunt, Catherine McGrath, and Jeff
Lewis.
We would also like to thank the Mace and
Crown for their cooperation in sharing in
formation and pictures.
Many people came together to produce
this year's book, and all were appreciated
greatly. Thanks for caring and pushing to do
that little bit extra-The Laureate staff.

THE STAFF
T*»ri

......................... ........................... Editor-in-Chief

Graduate Assistant ............................... .................................
Managing Editor . ...............................
Layout Editor ..........................................
Photo E d it o r ............................................
Copy Editor ............................................
Business Manager ........ ........

Walid Aziz

......................... William Haynes
......................... Kisha Petticolas
............................. Eric Brasseur
................................. Amy Wood

............. ...............

Stephen Flaherty

A rlv ic n r
............................. ...... ................. Scott Harrison
..................... ............ Joe Boocks
Jostens* Representative ...................
............................... Jim Rainey
Davor R epresentative.....................
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Volume 6 of Old Dominion University's
yearbook, The Laureate, 1992-1993 is the 288page story of a year as a Monarch. The book
is published by the Jostens Publishing Com
pany out of State College Pennsylvania. The
body of the book was printed on Glossy 80
#191 paper. The endsheets are Sterling Silver
# 420.
The cover was designed by Teri Sears
with the assistance of Joe Boocks and the
Jostens art staff. The cover is a True Life
high gloss litho, laminated, using process
color #317, Navy.
All body copy was printed in 10 point Lyd
ian, with the exception of the opening sec
tion and dividers. The opening body copy is
in 12 point Lydian and the divider body copy
in 14 point Lydian. Photo credits were print
ed in 6 point Lydian and the captions in 8
point with the exception of the opening cap
tions, which are printed in 10 point Lydian.
Headline styles are as follows? Opening
and Dividers—#64 Broadway Engraved* Stu
dent Life—#38i Souvenir Bold Italic* People—
#36 Serif Gothic Bold* Sports-#60 Ameri
can T y p e w rite r Bold* A ca d e m ics--# I 6
Century Schoolbook* Organizations—#38i
Souvenir Bold Italic* Community—#35 Serif
Gothic* Ads/lndex and Closing-#64 Broad
way Engraved. Any dropped letters are in
Jefferson style #50.
Subheads are as follows? Opening-#50
Jefferson* Student Life—#35 Serif Gothic*
People-#l7i Garamond Italic* Sports—#50
Jefferson* Academics—#35 Serif Gothic*
Organizations-#47 Benguiat Book* Commu
nity—#60 American Typewriter Bold* Ad
s/lndex and Closing—#50 Jefferson.
The 1992-1993 Laureate was produced by a
staff of approximately 18 people, including
the editorial staff, photographers and w rit
ers. Our photographers shot all candid shots
with the exception of photos supplied by the
Associated Press and the photos taken at
the
M ay
g ra d u a tio n
by
D a vo r
Photographers.
The portraits were taken and processed
by Davor Photography, 654 Street Road,
Bensalem, Pennsylvania 19020. Davor Pho
tography also developed all of our color pic
tures, and supplied our staff with two
Chinon Genesis II 35mm camaras.
The Laureate staff is solely responsible for
the editorial content of this book. No por
tion of this book may be reproduced, stored,
or transmitted in any form or used as pro
motion without the express written consent
of the Editor-in-Chief and the Office of Stu
dent Activities, Room 200 Webb Center,
Norfolk, Va., 23529-0519.
Kisha’s not really trying to escape. She was just popular.
Friends stopped to talk to her any way they could,
including through the window of her home away from
home.

Colophon 2 8 1

The "Moose-Man” is an artifact of a now-extinct bar in
Webb Center for of-agers. He was added to the office
decor in ’92 and has since taken on his own character
with a Red C ross sticker and Hawaiian hat.

Walking into the yearbook house
is like walking into the twilight
zone. The first thing to greet me
at work was a moose hanging on
the wall. Next, I found a fork
stuck in the wall. Why it’s there,
no one knows. The absurtities
that I found on the first day was
a pretty good indication of what
was to come. Kisha

U
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Responsibility and obligation are
of paramount importance. When
ever you let a person or a group
of people down, it is your obliga
tion to put privilege and perogative aside and work towards re
establishing their trust in you.
Only then can you enjoy the priv
ilege that you’ve struggled to ob
tain. Bill
This year as copy editor, I have
tested and pushed my patience
to the outer bounds. I have made
some friendships that are strong
and I've also learned that my life
is not as big of a soap opera as I
thought it was! Bye all!! Amy

Aside from the Hell the editor
gives you, being photo editor for
the yearbook is not half bad. I
think one word describes it:
STRESS. I met a lot of strange
people from behind a camera.
That’s probably the greatest part
of my job, getting to know every
one on campus. Eric

■
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As business manager for The Laureate yearbook, I have gained the
experience to effectively run a
Fortune 500 company with ease. I
have also made contacts with fu
ture editors, who will determine
what Americans will read in the
21st century. Goodbye ODU and
more importantly, The Laureate
yearbook staff. Stephen

i//
Kisha catches Teri at her favorite angle - the double
chin shotl Cam aras often caught Teri with her hand up
under her chin to hide it, especially when E ric was
around. He liked to play the sneaky devil routine.
•§

1

|
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It’s overwhelming right now to have to put
my first year into words all at once.
I came into the editor’s position after just
two semesters of staff work. It was a dream
come true, and through all the headaches, I
can honestly say, I LOVE IT. I feel like I’ve
helped to create a little life. This book has
been like a baby, only it’s taken about II
months to create instead of the usual nine.
First semester was literally hell. I was only
sleeping about three hours a night, carrying
16 credits, working about
hours on the
book and another
for Food Lion. Even
when I had time to sleep, I couldn’t. My mind
and body were in overdrive. Not to mention,
we had no layout editor until the end of
September, but then a little angel of mercy
appeared and jumped on the wagon. I don’t
know what I would’ve done if Kisha hadn’t
come along since I was the only one who
knew the job.
We had some bumps to work out so far as
staff relations go and everyone finding their
unique nitch in the clan. After all, Bill and I
were the only returning staff members.
Second semester was much better. I re
discovered that thing you call a family. I
actually spent more than two minutes a day
with Mom and Pop, and that was in person,
rather than on the phone. My sister, Jan,
finally got engaged, so a new crisis arose-what do I need, who do I call?...
Through it all, I created some lasting
friendships. Amy’s hippie-ness will be forev
er in my mind and I’ve finally mastered the
Kisha-dance. Mike and I, after knowing each
other as friends for seven years, finally got
on the ball and took our mothers’ advice-we
hooked up January
Our first evening to
gether was spent watching, well in between
conversation with his friends Mark and
Fran, Universal "Muscle-head-movie” Sol
dier. Check your brain at the door. It was a
great evening, though, to hang out with
someone real.
I look forward to the next few years of fun
and deadline-cramming with fear and ex
citement—at least I know how to keep the
PMS in check (most of the time).

15

Kisha Petticolas

(M óni fuwÉ tufo

10

E ric Bratseur

1.

O h my gosh, what has she seen? Is it a trick camera
Kisha, you know like those Fisher Price ones with the
neat pictures inside? She’s so easy to amaze!

In the Trenches 2 8 3

E ric Brasseur

Amy kept u$ Earth conscious with her recycling boxes
for cans, bottles and paper, assorted of course by type
of paper. W e dubbed her our staff hippie while she kept
us on our toes. Thanks Ames.

W e had a cool way to relieve stress - throw furniture
out the windowl No, not really. Walid just helps with the
clean-up at the Big 6 picnic by getting the table back
inside with the shortest route.
He finally made it to the other side of the camera. Eric
caught up with old friends as best he could between
working at the yearbook, Bazemore’s and classes. Here
he is with friend, Jennie at Fajita Flats.
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I consider myself lucky for work
ing with the yearbook. As a grad
uate, it gave me a great chance
to meet a lot of people all over
campus, and even made some
friendships outside. I’ve discov
ered the sense of achievement,
how to fulfill duties and to get
along with others. It will be in
mind for my future job. Walid
My first year with the Laureate
yearbook was a new experience
in my life that is difficult to ex
plain. Insightful is a word that
can sum up my yearbook experi
ence. However, the main point is
that I had fun and enjoyed work
ing here. The knowledge that I
gathered here has been special
for me. Shawn

Scott worked with Steve before and after staff meet
ings at keeping all money matters in check. Steve revo
lutionized his position by creating order from business
file chaos. It was a new one on everyone.

Teri Sear*

Teri stretched her artistic abilities here by creating a
big "hippie flower” to help Amy feel more at home.
Actually the white posterboard coverring the window
was just a little too drab, but don’t tell Amy that.

Office Crack-ups 2 8 5

Amy Wood

It’s been a rough day when teddy needs sleep. After
long classes, the only place to be was in the bed.
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Handi-Man and Igor stumble back to the dorms after a
day of yearbooking. That can frazzle the mind.

"W e always knew she was a bit batty! Amy shows off
being able to hang upside down from a bike rack.
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T&ti:
It was my second time going to the Gettysburg Yearbook Experience, and it was
definitely different. For starters, the constraints of high school rules did not apply-we
could actually come and go at will and we had air conditioning this time!
Amy, Bill, and I had to work out some conflicting opinions that quite honestly made the
trip somewhat tense, but I felt like our ideas converged as much as possible, and we reached
compromises about coverage and communication between the three of us.
All in all, the trip was worth it, and a lot was accomplished—theme development, book
design, writing...-we did a little bit of everything. I do concede that we could have done
without the state issue poop-mobile we had to drive up their in. We had to talk it into
making it up hills or even picking up. It was too fun.
One thing I won’t forget, though, is mine and Amy’s midnight fountain run with the rest
of our hall-mates. That was the experience—a ton of people filed into a fountain. Go figure.

It seems that the best atmosphere to be in is one in which everyone has come together
for a common purpose. Whenever this purpose is realized, there exists a certain unity
between those who are involved. People attempt to share ideas so that when they all part,
each will take with them greater understanding.
This was the atmosphere at Gettysburg College. The seminar was based not just on how
to make a better book, but how to best preserve memories. Occasionally, there are problems
but they soon came to pass. I had trouble getting Teri and Amy to accept my ideas; and as a
result did the majority of the accepting. But, part of sharing ideas is accepting them. This is
something we all must learn. The people were the most interesting aspects of the expert
ence. Everyone, especially my roommate, showed me how diverse colleges and the people
that attend them can be. Whoever said "It's a small world” obviously didn’t go to the GYE. I
can truly say that I left the GYE with a sense of understanding and more enthusiasm about
what the following year would bring.

Amf
OK-six hours in a state-issued car was tolerable. But, try finding a shell station in the
middle of who-knows-where?. I think we were the first customers that guy had seen in
three years! But hey, I didn’t worry until I saw the ravine behind the store. I know where
Jimmy Hoffa and countless numbers of socks didappeared! Finally arriving to Gettysburg
College was a true joy! Finally we were there, no more asking directions from the green
house on route 15.
"The yearbook experience” was just that. My instructor, Dr. Grady Locklear was superb.
The girls on our floor were great—I wonder if Susie ever got a receipt for the fee she paid to
have her door unlocked? The fountain runs were fun to plot and to do. Unfortunately, the
light that never goes out was right outside our door.
I learned a few things that would be useful for a copy editor to know: NEVER POSE FOR
PICTURES and NEVER EVER EVER TRUST VENDING MACHINES. Oh yeah-NEVER DRINK A
QUART OF GATORADE BEFORE A ROAD TRIP!
■■■■■

Gettysburg 2 8 7

Eric Brasseur

At the first of the ye^ r a Reebok velcro
wall w as set up on the W ebb lawn for
students to enjoy the acro b atics of the
people attem pting to jump.
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Oh, did w e? Did you
get the message about
th e
G re e k
W eek
e v e n t s and G r e e k
O ly m p ic s ? D id you
cover the Step-Show or
the T h e a tre d e p a rt
m e n t's
la t e s t
production?
It just doesn’t seem
like justice will ever be
done in coverring ev
e ry th in g and e v e ry 
body. But that’s not
such a bad thing. The
story will just go on.
W e’ll keep adding a

new c h a p te r e v e r y
year as we capture the
changing clim ate of
the university.
Oh, did we learn so
much in the adventure,
though. W e learn ed
how to wade through
mud puddles from the
c o n s t r u c t io n w o rk
without getting wet
and how to live with
out electricity and wa
ter during some hours
of repairs.
Most of all, everyone
learned how to live

with each other
just a little bit bet
ter with each day.
So the question is.Oh, do you know
we’re ready for
whatever is sent
our way?
Copy and Layout
by Teri Sears

